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printed on this Page in the last few

issues of our journal, it maY not
make much financial sense to You'
for what we are in effect offering
amounts to a 15-year subscription.

But the benefits to the cause of
promoting the ideals of a free and
liberal society are immense. Your
lifetime contribution will help us to
place the journal on a reasonablY
firm financial position.
Please complete the form below
and return it to us with your cheque.
P.S. For overseas readers the lifetime association would mean
a one-time Payment of $ too

or S 60.

Lifetime Association
lwould like to respond to your appeal for my lifetime subscription.
I

enclose my cheque for Rs-/$/t

t]nnrEn
SEND PAYMENTTO Freedom First,4th floor, ManeckjiWadia Building'
127,I'tahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay 4OO 023, lndia.

Dear Reader:
Among the three meanings attributed to the word 'bureaucracy' by the American
Heritage Dictionary is this one : "Any administratjon in which the n""i to follow complex
procedures impedes effective action." And, adds this dictionary, in the United States the
word 'bureaucrat' is almost invariably derogatory unless the context establishes
otherwise."
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Both, the meaning and the comment, are relevant to India. 'Don't be a bloody
bureaucrat' is a rebuke one often hears when the person at the receivinq end cites rules,
procedures and forms to be filled to undertake or complete a given action. lnterestingly
enough the Marxist-Leninists who are bitterly opposed to the economic reforms of Deng
and Corbachev describe these gentlemen as'bureaucrat-capitalists"!
ln Mr. Red rape, the late Mr. L. K. Jha puts this across in inimitable style: 'To every
Proposal, he (the government servant) has an objection. For every solution he can find a
difficulty' Prof. Parkinson's "Abominable No-man'!

-

Very rarely does one see anyone go with any eagerness to visit a government office
unless of course it is another government servant or someone who has a 'chit' which
ensures a reasonably decent reception. if not action. Why is this so? ls it because the
government servant today has so much power that he can do or undo a person's or an
organisation s future? ls it because the civil servant considers himself to be a servant of the
party in power and not of the people?

To be fair, exceptions of the upright; hardworking civil servant are many but in their
totality a small minority of the vast bureaucratic machine. They are oddballs who prefer to
be loyal to the Constitution and to laws legislated by a democratically elected assembly or
parliament rather that to the politician in office. lf lndia can have more oddballs and fewer
rules that dictate citizens lives from the cradle to the grave perhaps the American
connotation of a bureaucrat may no longer apply to us.
These and other issues are discussed in some detail by a distinguished panel of former
civil servants and from the academic point of view by a university professor.
Being a quarterly events overtake us. We had planned this feature on the bureaucracy
many months ago hence some readers might find it rather strange that when events of
significant importance are taking place in China or nearer home the growing isolation of
lndia from its neighbours - Nepal, Bangladesh, and now Sri Lanka - we have chosen to
discuss the bureaucracy. The idea was to follow up a discussion on the bureaucracy with
a look at political parties and their programmes in the next issue on the eve of the general
elections.

A number of articles have had to be held up because the recent hike by the Central
Covernment in the price of newsprint has made costs so prohibitive that the additional
Pages we had planned had to be abandoned. To those who responded to our invitation
and contributed articles we apologise for our inability to carry their piece in this issue.
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"The deep m@ns rould tDith mang t)oic6- Come, mg friends
'Tis not too lale to seek a neu)er unrld"
Tenngson

-

Mrs. Tang Ruiren, Asian Wall Street Joumal, May 3

The People's Liberation Army belongs to the people. It
cannot confront the people, even more so it cannot
suppress the people and it will never shoot the people.
A letter in The People's Dailg, signed by seven well-known
militaymen, Ihe Times of India, May 23

The fall of Hu Yaobang coincided with his campaign to
punish the children of high officials who had profited
illegally from their family ties. Mr. Deng Xiaoping's son
Deng Pufang heads a charity that profits from businesses

The govemment is fascist. How can they do this to me?
How can they do this to the people?
A worker hit on the leg by a soldier of the PLA, The Sundag
Obseruer, June 4

And if he (Mao) hadn't died in 1976, he might also have
introduced market-style economic reforms. Mao, you
know, also encouraged people to make profits and get
rich.

both in China and elsewhere. Mr. Zhao Ziyang's son Zhao
Dajun is a senior official on Hainan lsland, a 'special
economic zone'... Mr. Li Yang, the son of Mr. Li Peng, the
Prime Minister, also works on Hainan Island.
The Economisl May 6

When the affny convoys tried to break through, the
soldiers continued to spray their bullets indiscriminately
at crowds in the streets.
An Announcer over Beijing Radio, Ihe Times of India, June 5

We are protesting because we are tired of telling lies.
Lin Ruihua, a reporter for a Chinese cultural magazine (on why
he participated in a march by journalistsr,*,::"X:f,

f^:;.:

Whatever will happen of China's international reputation?
An African diplomat in Beijing, lndian fupress, June 5

I love rice but would rather have truth.
A banner carried by demonstrating students. Sundag

Tell the United Nations, tell the world what has happened
in China. Tellthem that the Chinese government is killing

Obseruer, May 14

the Chinese people.
A Worker, Time, June 79

Give us democracy or give us death.
A banner carried by demonstrating students, lndian Express,
May 15

I support their movement and admire their courage.
The Dalai Lama, The Times of India, May 15

Yesterday, the intellectuals came out and supported
them. Today the people will come out to do the same.
We will make the government listen.
A Beijing tool factory worker, Indian Express, May 16

Our Corbachev is probably still in high school. We've
only got a bunch of Brezhnevs.
Wang Yaoming, a health ministry official, The ,\sian Wall
Street Joumal, May 19-20
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TIAI\ANMEN
No miracle will ever clean
the memory, bestial and
obscene,

of those who, having
fouled their trust,
grew warped with dread
and powerlust and ordered fire on the
square,

on unarmed people everywhere,
brave people seeking to be
free
o[ rottenness, of tyranny.
Vikram Seth
The Timq of lndia,
June 6
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Misuse of the Medi4
ln the last week of June politicians
belonging to several opposition parties
gave vent to their sense of frustration

of shoas:and_S]rips.qtrd wai.in!5vaxor.,caDDaf^os

a\a kl.|rt6s-,

and helpless rage by demostrating outside All lndia Radio and Doordarshan
centres, symbolically breaking up TV
sets, shouting slogans and courting

- lcwjs

carroll f,tffi

arrests.

Their anger is justified. They are
being maligned by Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and
his cronies. What is worse, these men

and women in the opposition are not
being given an opportunity to clear their
names and record on radio or TV.
Mr. Bhaga! the AIR-TV boss and his
lieutenant Tewary (or is it the other way
around?) have made it clear that they
are doing nothing wrong. And, for good
measure TV hero Tewary shoots from
the hip to say that AIR and Doordarshan
would not be "bamboozled into disseminating the subversive propaganda of
the opposition."
Demonstrations and courting arrest
or even breaking TV sets is not going to

compel

a shameless and

throw away.

ln any case, asking for

autonomy
would merely be changing the brand
name of a product. lt would be as 'auto-

nomous' as the MTNL or any of the

hundreds

of public sector

under-

tahngs!
There can be only one solution to
prevent misuse of the electronic media.
Throv it open to the public. Go to court.
Cite the ConstiMion (disfigured as it is,
it is still the best bet) and demand freedom of the air waves. lt is as much a
part of our fundamental right to freedom of egressircn as the publication of
newspapes and periodicals.

insensitive

govemment (whose only objective is to
win the next elections) to even consider,

much less concede, the demand for
autonomy.

Moreover what credibility do these
leaders in the opposition have? When
the Janata Dal (JD) and the Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP) were in power.in
7977 (in lheir auatar as the Janata
Party) they failed to fulfil a solemn election promise to legislate autonomy for
the audio-visual media. lt is no use saying, as one leader is reported to have
said, that they were intending to do so
but they got thrown out of power in the
meanwhile. TV and AIR autonomy
should have had the highest priority.
But the then lnformation Minister and
currently President of the EUP Mr. LK.
Advani prevaricated and the Janata

men had more important matters to
squabbling over the loaves
attend to
and fishes- of office.
The fact remains that no government
of whichever complexion will ever give
up its stranglehold on the audio-visual
media. lt is too powerful a weapon to

Freedom Frst founder Mr. Minoo
Masani and Mr. P.C. Chatterjee, former
Director General of All India Radio, filed

a writ in the Bombay High Court on
September 11, 1987 demanding the
right to set up private broadcasting stations. The writ is yet to be heard though
almost two years have elapsed. Petition
the court to e:pedite the hearing if you

Of Khomeini and the Chinese
Communists
The Government's declaration of a
three-day mourning on the passing
away of the Ayatollah was widely seen
as extremely wanting in decorum and
long-term wisdom. Human mortality
and the age of political leaders being
what they are someone or the other,
near or far, will shuffle off his mortal
coils. Will the Government immediately
declare a three-day mourning? I do not

recall what they did when Kenyatta or
Nkrumah passed away and lwould not
like to think what they would do in the
unfortunate event of ldi Amin following
suit. Also it was comical that the prayers

sung on the wireless and

on

Doordarshan were in praise of idols
in memory of one
Hari and Krishna
who stood for the abolition of idolatory.
The concern of the Government, and

the presence of high Indian dignitaries
at the funeral of the "Liberator of lran"

gentlemen in the opposition are really was in striking contrast to the total indiF
serious. (For details see Freedom First ference of the Covernment of lndia to
communist brutalities in China which
No.395, October 1987).
were
Himalayan in thier tragic dimenlncidentally what are the communist
sions.
The entire public of the land,
parties doing participating in the agitabarring a minority of the faithfuls, unilattion demanding autonomy? Civen half
a chance they would not only not grant erally condemned the barbarism of the
'Peoples' Qovernment of China in putautonomy but be brazen enough to
down what was a non-violent
ting
totally misuse the media for'progressive' ends as they are now doing in China.
ln fact they would do a more thorough

job than our Bhagats and Tewarys
or, for that matter even Mr. Vidya
Charan Shukla Mrs. Gandhi hatchet
man in the Ministry of lnformation and
Broadcasting during the'Emergency'
and now a champion of autonomy!
SVR

demonstration at Tiananmen Square.

It was heartening that the message
and the method of Mahatma Gandhi
shared across the continent have their
own relevance. lt is also pertinent to ask

if the Mahatma would have succeeded
if the Chinese Communists and not the
British had been our colonial rulers?
RS
Frecdortt First 3
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"Evaluating the Reality"

ln Communist China, Mao's heirs have, by their brutal
suppression of a movement for more freedom anddemocracy,
proved that power indeed grows from the barrel of a gun. The
naive who are inclined to take the democratic professions of
the commissar at face value, need to think again - Poland,
Hungary or Gorbachev notwithstanding.
We posed a question in an earlier issue of Freedorn First: "ls
the Soviet ideology really changing?" China' at least, has
answered in the negative and proved beyond all reasonable
doubt that once communists gain control of a country they will
never tet g-. lt is as simple as thal lf it was not so, why would
the for dbrnand democracy incur the wrath and vengeance of

the'peoples' democrats?
Frredom Frnst holds firm its belief that while a market
eqonomy is the onty sensible and pragmatic policy that can
promote the prospenty of a people it cannot be divorced from
I hee society where the citizen dictates not only what shall be
oroduced but also who shall rule him. lt can never be Bread or
Freedom. tt must always be Bread u:dfh Freedom.
The Marxist-Leninists (our very own Naxalites) are right when
they denounce both Deng and his cohorts (who they describe
as tapitalist-Roaders') on the one hand and 'Westem
Capitaiists' on the other, for the suppression of the movement
for'democracy. For our Naxalites the students' movement is a
revoh against the new economic policy of the Chinese
Communist gerontocracy while we view it as a genuine
oeople's movement that proves that four decades of totalitarian
rule'has not suPPressed a people's desire to breathe freety the
air of freedom and libertY.

Westem nations including the United States have been
pulling their punches because tsade is at stake. The Chinese
markJt is so big, so inviting, so profltable! The villian of the
piece is Japan which is actively campaigning, particularly with

ihe United States, not to take harsh steps or act in anger. Truly
have the Japanese taken over the British mantle of being
'shopkeePers to the world'.

And so we agree, for different reasons' with the MarxistLeninists when they point out that while "Capitalist Roader"
Deng was warmly applauded by the West for his opening up
the market to them he is found wanting because of the
suppression of the movement for democracy. Free trade and
.ommerce are important but never at the cost of human
dignity and individual liberty. Herein lies the contradiction and
the dilemma for the West.
And while on this subject let usnot forget that other fight for
freedom in Lhasa where martial law was declared much before
it was imposed in Beijing and where thousands have perished
at the hands of Chinese imperialist bullets.

The Office of lnformation and lnternational Rehtions at
Dharamsala in Himachdl Pradesh issued a press statement on
May 20. The statement drew attention to a resolution adopted
by the Tibetan National Assembly in May calling on the Chinese
authorities to lift Martial Law in Lhasa.

'l'he statement observes inter alia:
"The struggle of the Tibetan people is a struggle for our
inalienable right to determine our own destiny in freedom. It
is a struggle for democracy, human rights and peace. Most
of all, it is a struggle for our survival as a people and a nation
with a unique civilization.
"China's sinister objective of reducing the Tibetan people
into a minority in our own land is being implemented
through an alarming demographic aggression. Todry there
are over seven million Chinese immigrants in Tibet - far
outnumbering the six million and more Tibetans.
"Since 1959 over 1.2 million Tibetans have died as a direct
result of Chinese domination over Tibel Over 6000
monasteries, temples and chapels have been destroyed and
desecrated.

"There are fresh reports of heavy military build-up and
troop movements inside Tibet in recent months - somewhat
like a preparation for war.
"Chinese prisons in and around Lhasa are becoming
overcrowded. All prisons in Lhasa are filled with Tibetans

who took part in the March 1989 anti-Chinese
demonstrations. Due to shortage of space, a large number of
prisoners are kept in the Sangyip military barracks. This has
been revealed by a number of Tibetans who have recently
arrived in Kathmandu.
ls it any surprising that the Chinese colonisers have now
tumed on their own people?
Not surprisingly our Swadeshi Stalinists (tlre comrades
would consider this a compliment) have not surprisingly
supported the massacre of the innocents at Tiananmen Square
and praised the Peoples Liberation fumy for their 'heroism' in
killing unarmed men and women.

And how has the Government of lndia reacted? Our Prime
Ivlinister srys: "We have every indication that reports coming
from China are not 100 per cent accurate. We would like to
evaluate what the reali$ is before we say" (lndian Fspress'
June 16). Presumabty he is waiting for a Xinhua report
channelled, no doubt, through the PlB, AIR and Doordarshan

-

all outstanding specimen of credibility!
How many more should die or be executed before "the
reality" is "evaluated"?

S.V. Raju
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The Civil Seryice

-

Then and Now
Dharma Vira

sincerely believe thot the members of our Services ore in no woy lesser thon the members of the
lndion Civil Service. They hove come low only becouse they hove stroyed from the poth of their
duty, under pressures which they should hove resisted, in the pursuit oi their personol goins ond
odvontoges, ln this they hove been helped by self-seeking poliiicions,

I

The Administrative Services in lndia
into
being soon after the 1857 disturbances

were expected to be swift and decisive

trators of the Company who

be supported and to receive sympathet-

large territory consisting of numerous
people with varying religions, lansins were not to take decisions and to guages, castes and creeds etc. there
after which the British Crown took look for advise and counsel to superiors was the inherent danger of disunity
charge of the administration of lndia. repeatedly. Life was meant for action which had to be guarded against.
Till the country was under the control of and even to commit mistakes and to Though the country had been one culthe Ea;t lndia Company, the adminis- learn from them. They could expect to turally throughout its existence,

for all practical purposes came

administered parts of lndia under the
Company's control, were part time
workers who were paid a meagre salary
for their administrative work and were at

in decision and action. The

cardinal

ic understanding even if their decisions
or actions were wrong, so long as their
bonafides were above reproach. The
senior officials through constant touring'were expectd to maintain contact

the same time permitted to trade to
supplement their resources. This was with the people and the subordinate
obviously an impractical system and officials had all the time to be aware that
hence the British administrators decid- they could not indulge in malpractices
ed that the country should be governed

by the British Crown with the help of
permanent services called the lndian

CMI Service and the lndian

Police

Service.

To start with the members of the
lndian Civil Service which was considered to be the leading Civil Service in
the country were to be recruited by a
system of nomination of young people
belonging to the junior branches of the
leading families in the U.K. As time
passed, this practice was considered to
be impractical to produce good administrators and was replaced by a system

of recruitment by competition through
the British Public SeMce Commission.
This gave birth to the'famous lndian
Civil SeMce which administered the
country till its independence, with considerable dedication and efficienry. For
its efficiency and dedication for the

good government of the country it
acquired a name which is even now
talked of not only in lndia but in countries abroad.
ldeals of the Service
The Service consisted of young men
carefully selected and well trained. By

personal example and integrity they

without being detected. Punishment for
malpractices such as bribery, corruption, embbzzlement etc. was swift and
severe, whilst other mistakes received
benevolent understanding. As loyalty
was understood to be a two way traffic,
the leaders of the administration cultivated a sense of loyalty to their
subordinates. They acted as their advisers in thiir difficulties, sorrows and
troubles. Minor faults when noticed did

not receive sharp reprimand but only
advice on how to remove them. There
was much stress on personal example
rather than on sanctimonious sermonising. lt was an admirable leadership for
an imperialist regime

On lndependence
When lndependence was approach-

ing, the leaders of the country had
naturally to think about the administration of the country in an independent
lndia. Sardar Patel who was not a mere
freedom fighter, even before independence, started applying his mind to the
problem which lndia would have to face
with regard to administration after
lndependence had been achieved. The
country not only had to develop eco-

nomically and politically but with its

politically it consisted of numerous territories some large, some small, which,
inspite of the cultural unity of the coun-

try, very often operated against each
other politically.
Sardar Patel saw very clearly that the
newly independent democracy of lndia
could not be successful unless it had a

well-organised, well paid and well
trained administrative machinery not
only to provide a good and efficient
administration but also to hold the
country together. Most of the freedom
fighters were prejudiced against the
senior services in the country. Under
the British regime they had suffered at
the hands of these services which treatment was difficult to forget. The Sardar
however with his practical mind had a
vision and capacity to rise above such
biases and prejudices. He felt that if
these Services could serve a foreign
power, efficiently and effectively, there
was no reason why they could not be
expected to serve much more effectively and with a greater sense of dedication
their own country, when free. So even
before lndependence he succeeded in
getting the lndian National Congress to
agree to the continuation of tfre two

main all lndia Services, viz., the ICS
which on lndependence became the
lndian Administrative Service, and the
lndian Police Service. ln his opinion
these all lndia Services would not only
be effective instrumenLs of administration in the country but also because of
their al! lndia character would help in
holdihg the country together.
Frecclom
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When he encountered determined
opposition in the Constituept Assembly
to the concept of the all lndia Services
he boldly declared: "The Union will go.
You will not have a united lndia, if you

do not have a good all lndia Service
which has independence to speak out
its mind. lf you do not adopt this course
present

then do not follow the

Constitution. Substitute something
else." He further went on to say in one
of his letters to the Prime Minister: "l
need hardly emphasize that an efficient,

disciplined and contented service,
assured of its prospects,as a result of

diligent and honest work is a sina qua

non of sound administration, under a
democratic regime, even more than
under an authoritarian rule. The
Services must be above party and we
should ensure that political considerations either in its recruitment or in its
discipline and control are reduced to

the minimum, if not

eliminated

altogether."

For this reason when the Services
were instituted after lndependence,
Sardar Patel insisted on having safeguards for them from the stage of
recruitment through the Union Public
Service Commission free from political
control, to the ensuring of their other
rights through Article 3l l of the
Constitution. Thus while the members
of the all lndia Services were to be
under the administrative control of the
state Governments, the- Central
Government was given powers in
regard to them in matters of recruitment, disciplinary action, promotion
etc.

With lndependence and the ushering

in of democracy a new era dawned.
From a law and order government, we
came into an era of a welfare state committed

to gMng a fair deal to

our

teeming masses and to remove speed-

ily the. ill effecls in our social

and
economic structure brought about by

the neglect of centuries. Up

to
lndependence the administration of the
country was the sole responsibility of
the lndian CMI SeMce, under the guid-

ance and control of the Viceroy and

required to assist in the formulation of
policies by tendering advice, to implement the policies decided upon, to
ensure continuity of administration as
their political masters changed accord-

ing to the

vicissitudes

of

political

fortunes, and to provide a clean and
efficient administration. The members
of the Services, coming through competition from all parts of the country
and with the provision that the members of the Service in any state would be

a mixture of all the people of lndia,
integrity in the administration of the

country was sought to be maintained. ln
short, the tasks of the Indian
Administrative Services (lAS) that came
into being after the advent of independence were as follows :
a) Maintenance of Law and Order
b) to provide an efficient and clean
government.
c) to advise the political administrators
in the process of laying down
policies
d) to ensure that the policies laid down

by the political masters are implemented speedily and well; and

e) to ensure continuity of administration when political instabilities arise,
on account of vicissitudes in political
fortunes.
New Tasks and Old Conditions
With the advent of Independence the

of the Services became much
more varied and all embracing. But the

tasks

structure

of the

Services however

remained more or less unaltered. One
would have thought that with the great
changes in the scope of work and aims
of the Services, modifications in the
methods of recruitment, training and
procedures in the SeMces and admin-

istration would be made

to suit the

requirements of democratic India. This
however has not happened and we are
continuing to proceed with the same
methods of recruitment, training and
procedures, even though they are not in
consonance with the requirements of
our times or the people. For carrying
out the principle objectives and purposes of the Constitution and for
creating the senior service cadre which

Covernor-General of lndia. But with the
advent of lndependence and democra-

the Constitution

cy, in the ma$er of administration, a
partnership of politicians and the civil

should have been moulded into an

service came into being. Whilst the task

of the politicians was to lay down policies and to ensure that they would be

implemented,
Freedom
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the services

were

envisaged,

it

was
imperative that the permanent Services

instrument suited to its new tasks. This,
however, was not done. ln the process
the services working under the control
and supervision of their political mas-

ters have been subjected to pressures
which they had never been subjected to
before.

Whilst before Independence the
Services were known for their integrity,
and freedom of expression gradually
theSe virtues got eroded particularly
because members of the Services
became more interested in their personal advancement and gains rather
than the furtherance of the tasks for
which the Services were created. The
espirit de corps which was the hallrnark

of the Services before

Independence

has more or less disappeared. Now
every one works for his own personal
benefit regardless of how it will reflect

on his or her colleagues or on the good

and efficient administration of

the
country. The most important task which
the Services were given after
independence viz., to advise the political

administrators

in the laying down of

policies, has been sadly neglected.

No More Honest Advisers
There are only a very few civil servants now who have the courage to
speak out their minds to their political
masters on matters of policy or admin-

istration without fear or favour.
Generally most of them look up to the
Minister to give an indication of what
and how he would like to be advised
and thereafter they advise accordingly
it be in the interests of the
administration of the county or otherwise. Thus the partnership between the
politicians and the civil servants which
was to be a partnership for the efficient
and clean administration of the country

whether

has degenerated into a partnership
where the premier consideration is not
the clean and efficient administration of
the country but to please the Minister
and thereby to achieve personal
advancernent and gains. Thus, though
because of tl're past, the people even
now look up to the Services to provide a

clean and efficient administration, they
have signally failed in this, as well as in
the discharge of their constitutional
obligation to advise their political mas-

ters freely and fearlessV. Even the
integrity for which the Services were
known before independence has now
become doubtful.

This has mainly been due to the
unwise salary system of the government itself for the lndian Civil Services.
The British Covernment had ensured

that the members of the lndian Civil

Services will have to make up their
minds and to take the following steps :

: : tley may not be diverted towards ques- a) To build up an espirit de

'
"

corps

tionable practices. The salary of the
where by servicemen will not seek to
Secretary to Government even in those
take advantage over their colleagues
in regard to promotions and person'::'.,, times of low prices was Rs. 4,000/- per
r' month but under lndependent India it
al gains.
was reduced to Rs. 3, 500/- per month b) lnsist on all decisions being taken
with a full sense of objectivity and
,- and, even though prices continued to
fair play.
ii;, , rise steeply no enhancement in salary
iii : scales was permitted. It is only recently c) Take stringent steps to fight corrupr, that the salary scales have been revised
tion. The penalty for malpractices
,.. but unfortunately it is too late. ln the
must be swift and sure.
meantime a large nutnber of service-

;
}j*,

men under stress of financial difficulties
.have been compelled to deviate from
:the path of integrity. This has been a

Fr::,, very unfortunate development

in

the

$;i-: .administration of the country.
i; '. Whilst it is true that the members of
!i1.,' ttr" Services today are operating in an
i'.-.,; enviropment very different from what
.{.1. the lrflian Civil SeMce operated in, yet
i. this excuse is not good enough to justi-fo the present woeful functioning of the
Services. After all, their members

,,:t'
rr

'
i

'.r

;I

of the country. Our leaders and our

d)

Be fearless in the expression of their

views when advising their political
masters in regard to matters of pol-

iry and administration.

e)

In district administration, resume the

practice of touring the district to
maintain close contact with the people. This will help them acquire
knowledge of what is happening in

the district and enable them to
maintain a tag on the activities of

f)

expected to have the courdge and deddischarge their duties
ication

I am conscious that the above is a tall

form in later years.

courageously for the lasting good of order but the premier senior Services of
India. To enable them to do this without the country were constituted with the
fear, safeguards were provided for them express purpose of providing a clean
underArticle 311 of the Constitution of and efficient administration to the
lndia. They have been placed in a posi- country. The Sardar had great expecta-

tion that the Services in the U.K. and tions from the Services. He took a bold

stand to ensure the freedom of the
: . France have established for themselves Services
political domination at
ii". in those countries. But they have the timeTrom
of
the framing of the
Fir,: thrown away those opportunities and Constitution of lndia. The Services canpolitithe
to
themselves
have
enslaved
[.:'
be untrue to Sardar Patel nor to the
L, cians because of self-interest and not
lndia. ln other
Constitution-makers
ffi avarice. This position has to be countries such as theofU.K.
and France
.
:
reversed.
the Services are playing a very effective
role in'the good administration of their
i.,, No Reason for Despair
'*-tt

the Yamuna in these last 20 or 30 years,
ye gone from bad to worse, I

do not see any reason

for
the members of the Services
wake up to their responsibili-

duties for the good and clean
of our country I have no
doubt that even at this stage

achieve this

the members of

the

In this they have been helped by self.
seeking politicians who again have..,
strayed from the path of senvice to theii.rl
country
a path that was shown to.

them by Jawaharlal
Nehru, Sardar Patel:,nji
and numerous other phtriots

9f

'tt19':'1:il

country. Not only are we failing those
great patriots who had :reposed so .;
much hope in the m€fnbers of ,the :
Services but also they aie-:being untrue',.:
to their country and to the'future g€n€r: .. :. d
ations, who will never forgive them.
'

Mr. Dharma Mra ICS (Retd.) a distinguished cMl
servant held several senior pbsitlons including ,'.
1.''
the Govemorship of West

Benial

o.

tact'with the younger members of
the Service with a view to training
,them in the performance of the tasks
which they would be required to per-

Whilst much water has flown down

of their personal gains and advantages,l -fr
they have strayed from the path of duty, ,l
under pressures, which in the interests.::
of their country and also to ensure their 'l
good name, they should have resisted.:'irt

their subordinate officials.
Resume the practice of greater con-

Constitution makers placed great reliance on their devotion and dedication
to the good of our country. They were

to

functioned and earned a greEt
during the British period. They
come low only because, in the

respective countries. This was possible

not only because the members of the
Services were dedicated to the service
of their respective countries but also
because they developed a homogeneous society under which they could act
fearlessly and honestly in the discharge
of their functions.
I sincerely believe that the members
of our Services are in no way less qualified or able than the members of the
Services in the 0.K. or France nor are
they lesser in any way then the members of the lndian Civil Service which

The Cobwebs were Still There...
My first responsible job was as subdMsional magisuate in Bareilly. When I went
to the court room... I saw that the immensly
lofty ceiling was draped and festooned wit
cobwebs six feet deep. I told the clerk of the
court to see that they were removed and he
said that of course it should be as I wished.
Three days later, it was just the same. The
court clerk had passed my orders to the Nazir,
who was a kind of quartermaster to the headquarters of the districL I sent for the nazin he
too, had passed the order, !o the head messenger... Three days later, the cobwebs still

stined sluggishly in the increaling heat of

March. I sent for the head messenger; he too
had duly passed on the order to someone
else. It took about a fortnight to reach the final

link in the chain of command. This man,

I

resolved grimly, would have to be punished.
But they led in an old man, hardly able to walk
He had been a messenger fifty years, on ten
rupees a month, and since his pension was
only two rupees a month he had been given
the job of dusting the court for another two
rupees. lt would be only the walls of the court
he was expected to dust and the furniture.'.
But even that was beyond him, and probably a
grandson actually did dust the court for eight
annas. Of course the old man could not be
punished, so we found a contractbr with lad-

.

..

ders and strong young men and made a ..'t
special occasion of

iL

.:

Phllip Mason, Plain Tates lrom the h{

.ltl*::;ii.,:ii+r;

mblins officialdom

-

vacillation and Dil

,:':

India's leisurely drive to development
her creaking administrative system
.
put bne in mind of a train, a really slow
1,.{?in,a train that jogs along jerkily, stop-

that had been considered bythe munic:

r.,,anf

l;'ping at every wayside station, halting

even oftener between stations. At one of

. i,hese stops an irate passenger

i, demands of the guard : "Guard, can't
anrr faster?"
facfalJ"
't.lf course
"Of
-^ any
II can",
^-^'
^^.,'-4iiou'go
"but
the
answer,
I have to go
lgpnu"

j' iiAil

.fvtth the train". Compare the guard and
rri tiain with our poiitical misters and

J,B. D'Souio;',

ipality, and considered again

whot extent does o civil
servont's obligotion io
society override his loyolty to
the government of the doy?
Should his commitment beio
public service rother thon
just to government service?
Are senior officiols just
goveinment servonts, or ore
they public servonts whose
responsibi lities tronscend the
ordinory moster-servont
relotionship vis o vis the
government of the doy?
To

by.'
Committee A. There are new requests
too, requests that the Ministry's lackadirisical handling of tli€'Plan hdq'
virtually invited. Meanwhile;' Bombayls

citizens impatiently aw{j!'the mbjor
benefits the Plan

,
f[r. shows them how to implement the pol: icies they were elected to pursue.
f,; - Naturally, there are notable exceptions
ffi i to this generalisation, but exceptions
*, they reniain.

fx"

Draft Development Plan
Take a case that has recently caught
ffi:*;Fqntipn in Bombay. ln 1977 Bombay's

f.lt

:'i

charEic;:.{s evidgntlll

shy of finalising this 2O-ydFiPJan before

its 20-year period has pas5t"fd. llis Joint
Secretary, who, we have.$Ffn; worked ,.
as Committee A's SecretaililEhad retired .

some time ago but
third?) extension

to

is..ffi

on ftis;:j,

procii$$ the Plah,:';:
He clearly has a life time jgQ.'Vaciilation '."

could hardly be

rno:ie

'

firm$:',,1
entrenched. You think of a co.gnment by. ir
Paul Appleby on lndia's addinistratG ''
procedures:
"Specific decisions inciiCent to effec. .:.

tu.ation

them into administrative propriety. or

nromisgr$.

The Secretary in

of

purpose in:ilndia

are1.1i,t

reviewed by too many pergons in too

Orban Affairs Department a month to
process iL The Department's Secretary,
who had sent the Plan to Committee A,
and was later to process its repor! had
sat with the Committee during much of

many organs of the goV€rnment in,.i
too detailed, too repqtitivp.and too , r,
negative terms. Perhaps
__-9--nowhgre
'--"-r:.

its working. His Joint Secretary had
worked as the Committee's full-time

accomplishment of that which it has
been determined should be done."

else have so many systematic barri-

ers been erected to prevent'the

ilf.,

secretary. Nonetheless, both Secretary
and Joint Secretary were probably

Eg,muniCipalily announced that it would
p,pi$ilare a new Development Plan for
ffi;;tttF qity, to cover the twenty years from

bewildered by the arrival of the Plan and

tury ago. An experienced, perceptive

tees
at least two more, to advise on
Committee
A's recommendations

frame successfully resisted his efforts

tffl981

to'2001. lt took its time over prep-

ft.. aration, and eventually sent

it to the

H"Government for sanction in 1985.
#ISinte then the Plan has lain with the
ffiiStatg Government, how much nearer
tasanction today than when it came no

sAy. Its treatment in the State
corridors and recesses tells
iiittiino about the official slow
i:.rp!b'r d year after the Plan arrived it
;!tici a nbwly set up non-official com-

eg:{Welll call it Committee A) that
will known city planners, "for

iidil.''That advice came to

the

Appleby wrote that over a quarter cen

the advice without the customary administrator in Franklin D. Roosevelt's
request for more time that most corn- New Deal, he had been invited by
mittees make. So they began a Jawaharlal Nehru to advise on publiC
(successful) search for more commit- administration in lndia. But our steel
and the then Prime Minister's
to
- -temper its rigidity. lf they have changed
and consultations with the municipality
again, and with almost anyone else who at all, our procedures have grown both
happe ed along, including many that more brittle and more convoluted,
Committee A had already consulted. bringing satisfaction to the likes of the
Tbday, four years since the Plan came officials processino Bombay's
to the Government and two years after Development Plan in their systemitic
Committee A reported, the Department practice of irresolution.
is still nowhere near its adoption. Of the

twenty.year plan period eight years
have slipped away.

-department well within the
that the Government set
fdF{ti€i&immiftpi to complete its work.

Meanwhile a host of requests for
change of individual parts of the Plan

On its airival the Chief Minister gave the

Minister and his official aides, requests

are engaging the attention of the

Are Politicians Alone Responsible ?
Returning to the guard-train model, I
suspect most oficials would hate to be
indentified with a lunibering train that
holds back its politiciah-guard. Will lbe

censured for the comparison by the

.

i:,i";,.. 1i*1.
:

:'i:l:,:

official trade union, the

IAS

Assoiiation? For officials like to reverse
the roles, to claim that it is only politicians that hold them back in their urge
to serve the people. Is their claim legiti-

mate ? Consider this

:

Poona still

remembers S,C.Barve with admiration
and gratitude. He ran the local munici-

pality in the 'fifties, when the
it and gave

Government superseded

Barve, its Commissioner,.all the coun-

t

cillors' powers. Unfettered by the
councillors' attentions, Barve changed
the face of Poona. He was not one to
miss an opportunity like that. Should

that example change our train-andguard role-casting? Surely not; Bombay
provides an exactly opposite story.
When Bombay's Corporation went into
limbo seven or eight years ago, the successive administrators who ran the city
government left no impression whatever on the city. The vast administrative
, appaiatus available to them remained

as inert, as devoid of leadership as
before, the Corporation's enormous
resources notwithstanding. A case of
the bland leading the bland, with no
results to show, no benefits to the citizen, who lost even hid representation in

the Corporation.
At times trains and their guards get
reckless and rush headlong to disaster.

The set of land reservations

in

Bombay's Development Plan illustrates

this temptation to

waywardness.

Bombay is desparately short of dispen-

saries, hospitals, schools,

and

playgrounds. The Draft Development
Plan, 1981-2001, seeks to meet some
of this shortage by reserving plots of
land all over the city for such amenities,
but even after all these reservations and
the respective amenities on them mateo.

rialise, there will still be a severe
shortage of civic facilities. So there is

hardly a case for lifting any of these reservations; there should be many more

of

them.

/

Yet a few months ago the Minister
responsible startled the city by
'announcing that 285 reservations had
been dropped. Several lakh sq. meters
of land that could have added to the
city's civic facilities were instead adding

[,:il

to builders' land banks. This quiet
almost furtive diversion had been going

JiLl$.'

on while the doodle on the total Plan
itself was stumbling along, as I have
described earlier. Here was a case
where the officials concerned should
have trsed their wits to restrain the

Ministers. Here was a chance, indeed an

urgent need, for them tq assume

a

guard role. lnstead, there is every indication that thay avidly encouraged this

headlong dissipation of the common
man's potential assets. Land values
being what they are in Bombay city,
rumours of venality were rife; reputa-

tions tottered.

lt

was left

to

an

environmental pressure group to pull
the alarm chain by launching public

interest litigation against
"dereservations".

the

The Role of a Guardian.

How far can an official stretch his
guardianship role? To what extent does
his obligation to society override his loy-

alty to the government of the day?
Should his commitment be to public

service rather than just to government

service? One morning about fifteen
years ago a colleague brought me a file

proposing the disposal

of 15 plots of
Back Bay land, the most valuable
Government-owned land in Bombay
and perhaps in all of South As.ia. An
accommodating Lands Department, of
which he was Secretary, had picked a
price far below the market value of the
land. Strangely enough, the Finance
Department had earlier agreed that
competitive bids were unnecessary, and
Lands had chosen the fortunate ones
builders
who would get
-thismostly
- assets
bounty of public
at a low
price. The Lands Secretary told me I
mustn't spend too much time studying
the case. The file was to go through all
the governmental disposal procedures
at once, so the Chief Minister, V.P. Naik,
could approve the sale that very night. I
reviewed the file as critically as lcould in

the time given, and discovered a good
reason to raise the recommended price
by at least 11%. On the premises posited that was the most I could do, but
even this modest change meant crores
of rupees for the public treasury. Barely
had I sent the file on its way to the next
stage, when the Lands Minister, a man
called Vartak, sent for me. He obviously
had his spies trailing the file. 'You have
spoilt the file" he accused. "We had set-

tled everything. Did you have to

interfere and ruin the deal?" I pointed
out that this was prime land, and the
beneficiaries of his largesse, a bunch of
builders, would undoubtedly make an
enormous profit on it. Government
should squeeze them I urged. "But we
have already squeezed them", came the
Minister's pat answer, before he realised

what he was saying. Followed

a

in which I (and the new Fin

Secretary, who had by then

my view) was pressured to rewrite
recommendation. At this stage
attention wandered, and the Min
realised that I couldn't hear what he vi
saying. Ultimately, neither Chief Mini

Naik nor Vartak had the temerity
exercise their undeniable power to over.

rule me; the 1 I % price rise prevailed.

Even this was a sell-out. So Li
searched for a solution less injurious !e
the public interest. That lurned up quiid
soon. I got a public-spiiited friend td,

stimulate path-breaking public interr
litigation in the Bombay,High Court,
which that maverick AlP, Piloo Moi

and Bombay's redouBfible "paniii,
bai", Mrinal Gore, lent:their nanied
petitioners. One of Biirnbay's leai
lawyers, Ashok DesaifEbpeared for;
arguing that Governniffit could notfr
with public assets at djiiice lower tt
their market value. Ufrexpectedly :
won, and the Court lacked the price,
to almost double the ldvelVartakls i
ions had set. The High,Court deJiv
strictures against the Government
Ministers were eager to appeal its
sion, at least to escape the'strjctures:j
the time they did this a new
Minister had replaced V.P. Naik; I

able to persuade him to drop'!
appeal.

or Pu

Government Servants
Servants?

Was I a good and proper civil

or was my role, one of clearly
loyalty to the government of the'il
altogether indeiensible? Are senioi d

cials just Government gervants,: ^pq-

they public servants, whose iEspons

ities transcend the

master-servant relation5hip

ordi

a uis
government of the day?
As a civil servant, whichever way
answer those questions you land in
uds

ficulties. lf you keep to the
book of rules you almost confine',

self to a passive observer role. You
your case for propriety or for the,c
that in your view best serves
interest and let your politicai
over you. ln the case I have.
described I did not even that.
I should have urged the
invite competitive offers, notwithr
ing the Finance Departrirent's
connivance at fixed pricing.,-1,,1

would then have be'en'.t_irplE
overruled, and would naye_lS.!f

i:l: l1Z'price increase the Ministers relucthe departure

:,;F:tahUy agreed to, because

*.from competition had been

of incentive to good performance, disincentives against laziness, indecision

adopted

and venalityjust don't exist. Let's look at

i.-much before, and had even been acted
irpon in an earlier sale. The public inter*rist would thus have lost out, and the

the incentives later. For the idlers, the
duffers, the crooks, the indecisive, the
system has neither an antidote nor a
remed. The service rules have become
so rigid that at almost all levels incom-

:

lr: 'cMl servant would have only the dubi.'' ous satisfaction that he had lodged an
ineffective protest. lf such protests, mild
r and ineffective as they are, get too fre.,. quent, the civil s"*unt geneially has to

:.

move to another assignment, to be

replaced by someone less inconvenient
;. :;: there are always plenty of them.

petence must be rewarded

.li,him to take in order to promote the
:l',iublic interest. He has to improvise.
;; Court intervention,as in this case?

;.j

- the inadequacies
offsets

of

salary

scales. These have improved somewhat

by

now, butjust five years ago a Secretary
to the Government of lndia, and even
the Cabinet Secretary (the highest-

courages accurate appraisal of the lary,
the comrpt and the inefficient: a higher
officer who is rash enough to evaluate

ranked position in the civil service) got
only Rs. 3500 monthly. The fascination
of their jobs more than compensated
for the inadequate salary hey drew. lt
was those who yielded to this fascina-

promotion if the incompetent one is
senior enough. The system also dis-

accurately finds himself in the
dock a year or two later. He is required
to cite chapter and verse to support his
evaluation. Even if his memory is good

lf, on the other hand, an official them

r €tssurr€s a more activist role, his loyalty
i;is suspect. There is no course set for

remains one of the most challenging
careers this country has.to offer. Few
other careers combine the intellectual
stimulus, the opportunity for intelligent
management and the joy of public service
a combination that very largely

tion that reversed the,guard-train

analogy on which I started;this article,
enough and he does so, a tolerant and led lndia's developmf-iht train.
Government finds it convenient to

delete the adverse evaluation nine times

out of ten. So you find in the senior Mr. J.B. D'Souza ls a foflicr ftlunicipal
ranks of the civil service, filling posts of Commissioner of Bombay anfl'.former Chief
Secretary, Government of tttuh-aiastttra. He is
Secretaries to Government in the cunently very active ln Bombay's,.pevelopment
"super time-scale", bumbling officials Plans.
you wouldn't hire as even low level

'

Legislative interpellation? Press expo3ure, through a leak? Very seldom can
such an activist role be kept under
wraps, so it is almost surely followed in
the short run by a transfer; in the long
run by a blight on career prospects. He
h'as, of course, the consolation that the
public interest has survived,

Career

,

Rigld SeMce Rules
A sad feature of our cMl service system is the fact that, while there is plenty

i'

.-

inspectors or clerks.

The Civil Service

-

A

Challenging

Yet for one who is dedicated to the

people's welfare the civil service

Managers are people who do things right
while leaders are people who do the right
thing
WARREN BENNIS AND BURT NANOS

I
LEADERS SINCE A LONG TIME
CONSOTIDATED COFFEE LIMITED

12,500 acresof coffee plantations. Country's largest
curer, curing about 20% of the total production.
Over 40 years of experience.

Growing coffee by employing the best cultivation
methods. Consolidated Coffee also grows, Tea,
Cardamom, pepper and oranges. A leading expofte(
of Coffee, they are also authorised clearing & forwarding dgents
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The Price of Death

t!^:

'

Quite often on Doordarshan an official
advertisement appears admonishing the
public about its duty to record births and
deaths. Since it is sponsored by the
Government and the motto of the
Republic is Truth totll preuail, the pre-

Bill Aitken

his money on that great Government
fund-raiser: an affidavit.

Most people know perfectly well

these tricks, but being in respectable
jobs, cannot admit they cough up the
rum money for the babu to produce a
form from the fresh stock in his other
drawer. "Chalta hai," "Everybody does

dicament of an applicant for a birth or
death certificate ought to be shown
more realistically. The truth
as I it" (usually through an agent), and "lt's a
- died
found out recently when a friend
fact of life you can't fight," are the justiis that you have to give a bottle of fications most of us come up with to
-rum, or its equivalent in cash say 60 wriggle off the hook of complicity.
- certifrupees
for extracting the death
You can create a scene and elicit a
- the local authorities in Rajiv death
icate from
certificate if your sense of theatre
Gandhi's lndia.
is greater than the clerk's. But moral

At least this is the price in the UP hill
station where I live. To be fair to Mr
Gandhi, he has kept the price of bribes
steady, and a bottle of rum to the
municipal babus has been the accepted
tender for the last ten years. Mrs Gandhi
was out of touch with reality when she
eglained a\^,4/ comrption as "a globalphenomenon. ln other parts of the world you
only bribe to complete the proceedings."

ln lndia bribery is the way of life from
birth to death. Where I live you have to

courage, fasting and satyagraha will be
found much more of an effort against a

local authority (who doesn't give

a

damn what you do) than the high profile activities of a Mahatma oifted
against the wicked (but conscieritous)
British Raj.
Besides, how many days of your life
can you spend in the non-violent
extraction of all the bills that modern
municlpalities throw at you? Not only
commonsense but good citizenship
ought to tellyou that a bottle of rum is

bribe the babus to get your bill, let naught hgainst the crores that pass
alone bribe them to issue the receipl
between politicians and businessmen.
The situation is pretty standard prac-

When one reported the

to a
tice for any Government office. You young entrant to the legalsituation
profession,

enter and find the boss missing from how a death
certificate may be bought,
his seat. The chief clerk tells you that he tried
to defend the local babus thus:
nothing can be done without the head A lot of black
money had hit the hill staman. After making enquiries you find tion in the last few years
and Delhi
the head clerk is authorised to issue an property developers were
to
blame for
application for a death certificate and buying their way into

you return to confront him with the tration.

0i.

rules. He has been expecting you and
as with every other member of the public (except those related to Mr Gandhi)
he indulges in a piece of well-rehearsed
theatre.

When you demand an application
form (since time is of the essence and a
late application can result in official

k'.

penalties) he langorously opens a drawer and takes out a sheaf of papers

riddled with white-ant holes. Feigning
Er.

E'
!(
*..

surprise, which cannot conceal the note
of triumph in his voice, he apologises
and gives the Covernment babu's stock
refrain, "out of stock." lt will take several
days to indent for fresh forms, by which
time the applicant will be liable to spend

the local adminis-

lf I had applied for a

death

certificate three years ago lwould have
got it without a bribe! Yes, for birth the
babus expected a backhander since it
was an occasion for rejoicing (at least if
it was a boy). But for death they retained

their humanity and did not tax the
sorrowing.

According to the young lawyer, the
babus, after witnessing the Bofors kickbacks, no longer had any scruples in
extending their rum cess to the domain
of Yam Rq/. The next time you watch an
advertisement on Doordarshan for the
registration of births and deaths
remember to say "Cheers."
COURTESY: l(aiser-E-Hind, March I 989.
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fi,What is Wrong with our Bureaucracy?
l" ,i
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H.M. Potel

::.

Whot is needed is o totol revolution in their concept of their duties os Civil Servonts, They must
never
':'' forget thot they ore the servonts of the people ond thot they ore toierve the people's interests, The
, orrogonce with w-hich they todoy treot the ordinory citizen must give woy to courtesy of oll times
ond reodiness to listen ond understond their problems, Such o chdnge hos olso to come over their
politicion bosses.

;,

The general impression today is that

-. minds regarding the precise role of the

our administration has greatly deterio-

rL- bureaucracy in our scheme'of things, in

rated, that decisions are delayed and for
long periods, that action on decisions is

administration,. in our country's
,,.teconomic development, in our coun.,., try's overall progress.
'i. ^ A former Secretary of the All lndia
1; Congress Committee, a highly
' respected folloryer of Mahatma Gandhi,
an economist and a former Qovemor

:*.our

;;'
rr

had no hesitation in saying that the
public seMces in lndia had not been

able to readjust themselves to their new
responsibilities and had proved unequal
to the great task of rebuilding the coun-

;. try on sound social and

economic
foundations. And yet it is quite clearly
wrong to suggest that it is the responsibility of the cMl servant to take on the
task.of rebuilding the country, for that
involves sound policy making and that
is
rriust remain the responsibility of
- theand
political part of Govemment, namety the Ministers.
!. - The public servant in the highest
[riank assists in the making of policy by
t: collecting. and presenting all relevant
. information and data, and stating his
ir.ryiews based on such data in a.frank and

[' forthright manner,

but the responsibility

also unconscionably slow; that it is
almost invariably necessary to bribe in
order to get papers to move so that
decisions are taken more speedily; that
decisions are generally not taken on the

basis of the merits of the case; that
extraneous considerations play an
important role in decision-making, and
so on. ln the execution of projects, no
one appears to be concerned about
adherence to any time schedule, with
the result that a project designed to be
o<ecuted within, say, a year takes several years and meantime the cost of the
project far exceeds the original sanctioned estimate; that welfare schemes
are so executed that the bulk of the

benefits goes to others than those for
whose benefit the schemes were
designed.

ln the controlled economy such as
we have adopted, permits, licences,
financial aid, subsidies, incentives are
all supposed to be decided or allotted in

i-j for the decisions must be the politi- accordance with well conceived
cian's. lt would be the duty of the public
.'lservant at other and lower levels to carry
out the policy laid down by his superi. ors. To blame the cMl servant for being
ualto a taskwhich is clearly not his
iq itbviousty unfair, the more so as

j.

qclass by its very nature and posiUon
?gilre no reply. This, however, con-

rules,

but in practice go to those who know
the ropes or to power brokers. Excise
and customs duties have also beeri
known to be adjusted to help or harm.
Who may be said to be responsible for

this state of affairs? ls it the bureaucracy
which is at fault? Are Ministers responsible? lt is clearly necessary to examine
the entire state of affairs with great care
and thoroughness if we are to adjudge
fairly, to assign responsibility where it

The Partidon and After
When the British handed over power
to the people of lndia, they l€ft behind a

good and functioning administrative

machinery, along with an efficient well-

trained and /isciplined cMl service.
Because of the partition of 't6e country
and the withdrawal of the.British element in the services, there were left
noticeable gaps in the services at the
highest level. Sardar Patel as Home
Minister was, however, wide awake and

took prompt action to see that these
gaps at the top level, in particular, were
filled up in an effective manner as
quickly as possible. More important" he
assured the civil servants at all levels
and in particular at the higher levels that
they had no need to be apprehensive of
the Congressmen's anger against them
for their share in the repressive measures taken during British Rule: They
would be expected to work with iedoubled vigour for their own Govemment
and they would be judged on that basis
alone.
The civil services responded enthusF

astically and there is little doubt that
thelr cooperation and dedicatid work
helped greatly both in restoring law and
order during the difficult period that followed the transfer of power on 15th
August 1947 and in rapidly resettling
the hundreds of thousands of refugees
in various parts of the country so
smoothly and so wellthat the country's
economy was not only not disturbed,
but actually stimulated.

Detedoration in Adminlstradon
to happen, and even today the
What then, happened later for the
appears to be sufficiently conadministration to have deteriorated so
::1i!€d.to think that the bureaucracy is
gravely and gone on deteriorating dur.r-ejppnsible for so many wrong deci- correctly belongs, and to take such ing the past
three decades that we are
i-SlOhs3na so many wrong policies, from steps as are necessary to ensure that today faced with very grave problems of
peopje
which
the
Slti€ consequences of
" the right course of action is decided widespread corruption, of rapidly grow-T.6[:6t6
are suffering today.
upon to improve matters.
ing ionsumerism, of the development
"ouhtry
I3
'.i':': ' -;.*-.r-4 '.v ' .'
""' . I
;-,i: ., d:::*,?'

systematically functioning parallel
economy and of mind-boggling judicial
delays, which is bringing into serious

disrepute the one institution of ours
which has stood four square against
every attempt at destroying our nascent

democracy? Law and order still o<ist,
but crime is so rampant and disorder so
iv'
tr',

f
:

frequent that it is no exaggeration to say

that we are not far-removed

from

anarchy.

During, say roughly, the first decade

after independence, all had gone reasonably well. The problems created by
partition, and particularly by the mas-

sive transfer of population

F,'

were

satisfactority tackled by the new
Govemment with the enthusiastic support of the administrative machinery
that had been inherited. The services
were reorganised, the merger of the
princely States and the numerous asso-

ciated problems were also overcome
efficiently, and the task of development
taken up in eamest with the creation of
tie Planning Commission.

With the adoption of

the

of the finest of its
kind, drawn up by the Constituent

Constitution, one

Assembly, the Dominion Status period
of lndependence came to an end in
1952. A general election, on the basis of
universal suffrage, was successfully carried out and the new, lndependent lndia
appeared to have started on its career
as a sovereign republic in high hope.
Many, quite revolutionary measures
were decided upon relating to land

reform, the most important of which

of the Jagirdari,
Zamindari and permanent settlements.
The major task of industrialisation was
begun and pursued vigorously. The
newly awakened giant gave every sign
of moving fonvard spiritedly.

was the abolition

t
g:

[a','

nal pressures and invariab! were not
taken on the basis of merit The two
basic essentials of good Govemment
and right action "the personal integrity
of the ruler and the moral sense of the
citizenry" began to be eroded and
departed from. And the progress down

the slippery'slope, dow at first, while
men of character still predominated
among those in power at the top, gaththeir
successors began gMng opportunism

ered momentum later when

and expediency greater weighl Dr.
Ashok Mitra has very aptly summarised
the situation that exists today:
'We have, as a nation, succeeded
with extraordinary speed, toobliterate
the dMding line between right and
wrong. The Govemment has acted as
the principal cheerleader. Under its
auspices, facts have been stripped of
their emotional significance. Some
people admiftedly .received bribes
and kickbacks in connection with the
Bofors Howitrer, and the HDW sub-

marine purchases. So what, our
Govemment makes the point that
while facts might be facts, itwould be
wrong to delve deeper inlo them and
try to establish the identity of the

recipients

of the kickbacks

and

commission.

"ln other

matters,

too,

the

Covemment has shown the way horv
to switch right and wrong. Justice
Thakkar was wrong to suspect a par-

ticular person of complicity in the
murder of lndira Gandhi. lt is, however, not right to share with the public
the reasons why the authorities think
the judge was wrong, or why despite
the apparently outrageous nature of
the judge's finding, it was not wrong

to go ahead and appoint him as
Chairman of ' the National law
.Commission."

7;

[*.\

PoliHcal Opportunism

Unfortunately, with the very first
General Elections it was realised that
new and progressive ideas were not
going to have it their own way. The factor of caste, instead of being ignored,
was for instance given significant rec-

ognition in the process of selecting
candidates. Power having been tasted
began to take its insidious toll.

Congress Party organisers started look-

?-

#o"
f.l-

Who ls to Blame?
The blame for the o<isting situation
cannot be laid at the door of any one of
the several forces which together constitute Governmenl The Ministers, the
cMl servants, the politicians, the industrialists, the businessmen, the farmers,
the educationists - all have contributed
their mite to bring the country to the

present sorry pass. The two essentials,
integrity at the top and the high moral

ing at things from the point of view of
the impact of administrative and policy

sense in the citizenry, have all but disap-

decisions on future elections. Decisions
in the states and to a lesser extent at the
Centre began to be influenced by exter-

machinery can be of much hefi, if ttre

First
14
t. ..n -8*r 1.,1 .Xo

g );i

lt has been well said that no
amount of progress in technique or

peared.

moral standard of those in charge
Govemment is deplorable, or the
ple as a whole are dishonest',
self-seeking.

During these intervening years,

chose

to adopt economic

which have eroded our sense of moqql.
values so seriously that today ta:<
sion is almost universal, and
money abounds to an extent that
ally two parallel economies operate,i1ii
the country simultaneouq!. ConUp$
too dominates every activity so
so that even those few who, left
themselves, wouldkeep away flom
ruption, are forced te bribe and
the process of ta:< eVision, not to nfi
any gain for themsiffues but just t{
able to carry throdfrh their own !i.i
mate

affairs.

;1"

':;,:

While many segions have jol
contributed to the qipation of rhis.E
of affairs, the primtry responsibilffi
my mind, rests on those who haG
the reins of Govethment duringgreater part of this period. lt is thei
had formulated the relevant pcil
and implemented them and in
process set the moral tone. lt is
who in their anxiety to retain
adopted policies and practices I
have been most hirmful to the dev
ment of sound . principles

conventions that would have
ted a demogratic country. CMI
have inevitably adapted themselvci'
the values of their political

They are not, nor can be, the ,filut
authority. Let me give one recent
tration. The Planning Commissicinthe Public lnvestment Board h6

tumed down the proposal of
to buy a dozen
Prime Minister ovemrled the
organs of the so-called
machinery without assigning anY
son. A similar overruling bY the

Airlines

Minister has enabled the
of Durgapur Steel to go
though it was considered
all other appropriate bureaucfi
els. But cMl servantb at th6,,
levels certainly cannot
bility. They have not ahvaYs 6t
on what they considered to be
policies to adopt or point olt tl
age of a pernanent naturepursuit of proposed policies
cause.

Ilorms for the Bureaucrat
The bureaucracy is a

.;
,:: -

,

instrument for the execution of policies

travel extensivety in their districts, and

This can only be brought about by the

machinery operates well and efficiently.

knowledge of realities on the ground to
the new policies proposed to be intro-

musl

all

around is corrupt, the bureaucracy on
its own can do but little. What the cMl
servants of today can do, they do not
do. They are public servants, but they

modifications. Their successors of
today have but a fraction of the knowledge of ground realities and yet are

of Govemment and for ensuring that used to know large numbers of the res- people themselves when elections
the machinery of Government func- idents of their districts. When they come round and they have to o<ercise
tions smoothly. lf it is manned by men moved to secretariats, they were, there- their right to vote. This is perhaps too
of high character and ability the fore, well equipped to apply their much to hope, nevertheless, hope, we

But if the general atmosphere

conduct themselves as if .they were the
masters and not the people. ln doing
so, they may only be imitating their
masters, the political bosses. The cMl
servants at the higher levels are arro-

,

gant enough to think that the people,
those not in Govemment service, the
ordinary citizens, know nothing, can do
nothing except under guidance provided by the cMl servants. And yet" the fact
is that the cMl servants of today at the
higher levels have very little knowledge
of realities, they have but rarely had to
implement policies and consequently
have usually very little idea of how well
or ill the policies have worked. The former members of the lndian CMI
Scrvice used to do considerable spells
of their service in the districts, used to

duced and advise

appropriate

ft. HJtt

Patel ICS (Retd.)

THE WALL STREET JOURNAT

What is needed is a total revolution
in their concept of their duties as cMl
servants. They must never forget that
they are the servants of the people, and

that they are to serve their interests.

Today, when they take a decision, however, belatedly, they make it appear as if

they are doing a favour, forgetting that
they are only doing their duty for which
they are paid. The arrogance with which

DUREAUCRAT

they today treat the ordinary citizen
must give way to courtesy at all times
and readiness to listen and understand
their problems. Such a change has also

Sdoc

"Now, that wasterrl$lng!

to come over their politician bosses.

(Registered Office: SAKLASPUR SZ3l34)
KARNATAKA
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Hassarr and Chikmagalur Districts, Karnataka State.
Our Ranqe of Products rncludes euality
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arrogant enough to lay down the law on
all manner of subjects.
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ls a llembcr

Padlament, a formcr Unlon Flnancc lUlinlstcr and
a dlsdnguishcd cMl servant.
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It needed o for-sighted Sordor Potel lo reolise the copobilities of the men of the lndion Civil
Service ond, whot wos then even more importont, the notion's dire need for competent
odministrotors. lt is o sod irony thot these brilliont men of mony ports were consigned to the
scrop-heop by on unsympothetic politicol leodership which succeeded the Sordor.
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Philip Mason

,

The lndian Civilservice (lCS),like the
Judiciary, Raihvays, Post and Telegraphs
and Macaulay's much derided educational

system, were the peculiar'gift' of British
nrle to India. ft was a much fancied seMce
even for Britons, who given the choice,

'

..

,

opted for it in preference to the British
Colonial SeMce or the Home Civil SeMce.
So it was for our coLlntrymen too, particularly
time when adequate
representation in the higher service, was
one of the major privileges which even the
lndian National Congress sought from the
colonial governmenl Understandably,

at a

.

this coveted service.drew men of talent
from aristrocratic and intellectually well-

endowed families both

in Britain

and

lndia.

It is undeniable that the ICS officers
hane been a much maligned group. They
drery flak even from understanding national leaders like Pandit Nehru. By a curious

quirk of fate, a few among them were
leaders of our national mor,rement for free.

'' dom. Names to conjure with like

Sri
Ar.robindo and Subhas Chandra Bose not
to speak of H. V. Kamath and others in
recent times, were to start their careers
: in the lCS, only to throw away what, in
those far-off days, were regarded as plum
:

jobs.

h is generally a$eed that the ICS men,
British and Indian, served this country, by
and large, truty and well. Described pop.ularly as the 'Steel Frame' of the British
;?Raj, they were all inspired by a genuine
:.iove of the country that they had chosen
. to serve. They respected the legitimate
:i.cspirations of the people of this country
indentified themselves with the

tind

'interests of the people, of course within
limitations. At any rate, whatever might

have been their record

,independence days

in

pre-

there are many

'iihblysts who hold -this record to be

unimpeachable

given the

severe

restrictions which- were in-built in the
system, they served independent lndia
with sincerity, devotion and conspicuous ability. lf lndia has been one of the
few stable areas in this part of the world

particularly during the nascent postindependent stage and continues to be
so, in a manner of speaking, we have

much to thank those

enlightened

administrators.
It needed a far-sighted Sardar Patel
to realise their capabilities and potentialities and, what was then even more
important the nation's dire need for
competent administrators. lt is a sad
irony that these brilliant men of many
parts were consigned to the scrap-heap

by an unsympathetic political leadership which succeeded the Sardar
One such officer was Philip Mason, a
British ICS officer who was, during the
War, Joint Secretary in the then War

Department headed by

the

Commander-in- Chief. Though the War
Department had, as its Secretary, a senior lndian ICS Officer, C.M. Trivedi, who
later held several high appointments
including the gubematorial, Mason was
the king-maker in that Department. The
Commander-in-Chief was the Defence

Member

of the

Viceroy's Executive

Council and Mason who was then in his
late thirties was the Commander-inChiefs favourite and that meant

tn Governrationing. Senior officers in
to use their
ment, though permitted to
cars were expected to set an example
by economising on petrol. Not many
did.!1ason, however, was a notable

exception.During the war years, he used
only a bicycle and pedalled nearly eight
kilometres daily. His office was on the

first floor of South Block. On arrival
there, he would himself take the cycle to
the ante-room near his offfice and
would not allow a peon to carry it. What
a contrast to what is happening these
days, when one's personal resources
and the government's have become
indistnguishable.

He had no racial prejudices

Sometime in July 1944,

machine lightly on his shoulders. Yet for

all the power he wielded, he

was

intensely human, simple and austere,
though he could be scathingly sarcastic
when the occasion demanded it.

Those were the days

of

petrol

I had to see

Mason about a note which he had prepared on a somewhat complicated
problem. lwas duly let into his room at
the appointed hour and the discussion
that followed was going on for about
ten minutes, when suddenly a British
Brigadier, lvor Jehu who was then the
Director of Public Relations at Defence
HQ (He later became the Editor ol The
Times of lndra, Bombay) darted in without so much as a knock at the door.

Mason was visibly annoyed and
showed his displeasure by refusing to
look at the Brigadier but continued the
discussion with me
much to my dis-

in war-Ume. Mason was
incomparabty brilliant, shrewd and
effective and carried India's war- comfiture.
everything

and

treated his lndian staff with the utmost
courtesy and consideration. I recall a
revealing experience when I was working as a Senior Scientific Assistant at
one of the Directorates of Defence HQ.

This awkward

situation

continued for about ten minutes during
which the Brigadier grunted and started
showing signs of impatience not only at
being kept waiting, but even worse at
the importance Mason gave to a very

junior lndian Assistant. The

Joint
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Secretary looked up at his unscheduled

I

was about to leave
when Mason asked me.to stay on. ln a
dighified tone, Mason asked the highranking Army Officer : "What is your
business? Why have you come to see
visitor sharply.

me without an appointment? Why have
you barged into my room without being
called in? Why are you disturbing the
discussions I am having with my young

friend here by the pecuhar noises you
made? Have you taken leave of your
manners?"

The visitor was completely

non-

plussed bt this volley of questions. Yet he
tried to put on a brave face and feebly
urged : "Sir, I had an important point to
discuss with you and it would not have
brooked delay. I thought you would give

me preference over this lndian youngster, who I learn is not even an officer".
The latter observation turned out to be

the Brigadier's undoing. Mason explod-

ed:
"No more of this nonsense with me,
Brigadier; who are you to decide that
you are more important than this lndian
youngster? And, by the way, no more
gibberish about Britishers and lndians.
Everyone is equally needed for the war
effort. You may see me later after fixing
up an appointment."
There it ended. The Brigadier
marched out meekly, all the blood on
his cherubic face drained off. This incident showed that in spite of the
Brigadier's superior position in the hier-

archy

of the war machine,

Mason
showed greater consideration to a very

junior lndian assistant and
poohed the concept of

pooh-

racial
superiority. This was a touching experi-

ence and is still fresh in my memory
even after the lapse of almost forty-five
years.

Philip Mason was an excellent drafts-

man. His notes on files were crisp,
pungent and hit the nail on the head.
The writer remembers two such notes
in particular. One related to a Study
Committee which was set up by the
Government at the instance of a brilliant
British scientist C.O. Tattersall who

headed the Ordnance Laboratories,
Kanpur which was at that point of time

the only Defence Research lnstitution in

better organisational set-up. He suggested that a Study Committee be
set-up comprising Sir Shanti Swarup
Bhatnagar, as Chairman, Sen Cupta,
Director of the Alipore Test House and
himself as members. Bhatnagar was
then a rising star.
As Joint Secretary of the War
Department, Mason, had to sanction
the setting up of this Committee. He
was not quite in favour of Bhatrnagar for

the Chairmanship, perhaps as a result
of some previous experience and tried
to' dissuade Tattersall from pressing
Bhatnagar's candidature. This was not
to be. The Committee was eventually
formed with Bhatnagar as Chairman
and Sen Gupta and Tattersall as
members.
Right from the start, the two Indian
members who had a somewhat queer
sense of patriotism vowed to torpedo
any proposal that might be sponsored
by the lone British member of the
Committee. The meetings of the
Committee were often deadlocked with
Bhatnager and Sen Gupta on one side
and Tattersall on the other, until the
British member, in sheer disgust, wrote
to the War Department suggesting the
dissolution of the Committee, which he
himself had sponsored with such
enthusiasm earlier.

Defence HQ to procure ssrns s1s1gg .,.,!,i
and equipment urgently required lor ,.'I!
the troops. Mason as the Joint :::

Secretary concerned, initiated the proposal informally and got it blessed by

,

,

the then Financial Adviser,

Military
Finance Department, a very senior civil-

ian by name Sir Eric Coates. The
proposal was formally submitted by

-,

the

.,i

to the Military ;
Finance Department. As was the wont .,
with most of the staff in this ,t:
Branch concerned

Department, the Assistant who aeaii:,,ii
with the proposal prepared a strong - t
note turning down the proposal and got' _;
it signed by his immediate superior, the ,

i

Assistant Financial Adviser, one Majoi.'I;i*
Bowman, an Englishman whose hand.*,$

writing was abominably poor andffi
whose signature was difficult to rcad. ',im
When the note rejecting Mason's.',:ij
proposalwent back to him, he was furi:"#
ous and wrote on the file : "Only the
'iiii
other day I had discussed this with Sir +.S
Eric Coates who had informally given il*
financial sanction and this was specifi-::,S
cally mentioned in the note initiating the''',i
proposal. I was, therefore surprised to ,, $

receive this negative ans\ver from.:l;rii

The relevant file went to Mason. Finance. At any rate, I am not prepared'';-$
Though his fears about Bhatnagar's to have a proposalof mine tumed down;:-!
stewardship of the Commiftee were by an Assistant Financial Adviser with::{
confirmed, he was magnanimous an illegible signature. Wiil Sir Eric kindly .'
enough not to tell Tattersall 'l told you see and agree". I'leedless to say, thb ' :
,

so'. Nevertheless, as a responsible sen-

ior officer of the War Department who
had set up the Committee, he felt that it

would be improper to abolish the
Committee before it had submitted its

report. lt was quite another matter as to
what the Government could or would

do with the report. He expressed his
reaction to the whole episode in a pithy
remark :"The Ordnance Laboratories
have themselves raised this genie (the
Bhatnagar Committee).

lt cannot

be

bottled up until it has had its say". With
this twoline comment he not only
expressed his eloquent contempt for

the Chairman of the Committee, but
also had a dig at the total lack of a

hapless Bowman got a mouthful from;i
his superior. That Bowman was
a Britisher and a commissioned
of the British Army, was no
tion for Mason who believed in calling il
spade a spade.
After retirement, Philip Mason wrot!.1,

India : The Fottnders

and

Cuardians are still worth reading.
Ivlr. A.G. Sivaramakrishnan began his

1940 as a Scl€ntific Officer ln thc
at Kanpur and

Research Laboratodes

over three decades later as a senior officlal
Govegnment of lndia.

r_et

lii

sense or responsibility on the part of the

the country. Tattersall wanted the
expansion of his laboratory to keep
pace with the increasingly heavy

Director of the Ordnance Laboratories
in suggesting the dissolution of the
Committee in mid-stream, as well as

demands of the Defence Services on its
skills and ingenuity. Tattersall desired a

(which, in this case, meant his capacity)

asserting Government's confidence
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My way of joking is to tell the truth. lt's the
funniest joke in the
o.4ry
,I:;.J
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

world.
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ommitted or Neutral Bureaucracy?
Marina Pinto

ln the lndion context, bureoucrots ond politicol leoders hove not been oble to identity common
oreos of work relotionship ond to conform to insiitutionolly prescribed norms. The ethos ond
norms of o porticipotive system hove yet to be occepted ond internolised by the two sets of
octors. Hence, eoch works for his own goin, creoting conflict situotions ond tension oreos.

1,.'
:,,

lndials political system is modelled
lon the Westminster bPe. Her adminis-

:-'.tration is framed on Weberian lines and
"resB
on the bedrock of neutrality. The
r
,^.,,'doctrine of neutrality, with its accompa'r .nyrng features of anonymity, impartiality
,.,l ana loyalty which gives it pith and sub,i stance and provides the strongest bul-

'
I
.

wark of democracy, has been singled
oui as being largely responsible for the
high profile and imminent success of
the career service in Britain. The same
has been said of the services in lndia
which have imbibed the British tradi!ion. But the, question repeatedly asked
is: How neutral is our civil servant? Can
a development administrator afford to
be neutral? Must we not forsake neutrality for the sake of commitment?
The Doctrine of Neutrality

Neutrality means absence of any
political activity or bias on the part of
, the civil servant in the discharge of his
, duties and the assurance that he will
i,,rfaithfully carry out these duties regardi.' less of the political complexion of the

:.: pa$ in power. The doctrine of neutral-

I,l,ity rests on the premise
:,

,,.

that

govenmental activity can be dichotomi-

sed into

policy-formulation and

policy-implementation. The civil serl.'.tvantls zone of operation is the latter. ln
. practide, neutrality means public confi,.r:

,;"#e5rce in an administration which is free
' political influence and trust

iiCffrom

ffi'ainong ministers that their

orders

be implemented faithfully irreg$tgpective of party ideologies. Hence,
C:ineutrality goes hand in hand with im'j-:._lvqufd

i'mpartiality. It also calls for loyalty of a high
. order in that a civil servant is loyal to his
. politieal boss. and the minister reposes
,""ii...trust and confidence in him. Rightly has
l:ll-ord Hankey said, "These men would

sell their souls before they would sell
':,i:lhs11

qhlgP'.

Anonymity is a condition of neutrality. To render expert advice impartially,
frankly and freely, a civil servant must
have the assurance that he is not dragged into public debate or openly
identified with a given policy. Qiven the

of democracy, ihe cMl
is answerable to the minister

compulsions
servant

who in turn is responsible and responsive to the public, press and parliament.

W. Beveridge, in 1920, compared
the civil servant-minister relationship to
a Victorian marriage, where the minister
like the head of the Victorian house-

hold, made all the decisions and
undertook all public acts. The
Permanent Secretary, like the Victorian

wife, kept house and exercised power

by influence. Metaphorically speaking,
the Permanent Secretary has to ensure
that the Minister has all his buftons on
and his hat brushed for public appearance. The Minister, like the Victorian
husband,'is responiible for the acts and

faults of his Permanent Secretary and
must stand up for them in public. The

marriage between

the two is

an

arranged one and a divorce is as difficult as an Act of Parliament.
Traditional Framework and New Tasks
Over the years, especially after World
War II, thinking has changed and the

With lndependence, administration
to grapple with the pibblems of

has

transformation.
. as prime

Administrators must serye

movers and energizers in the process of
modernization.
ensure develop-

To

ment through democraGy calls for
change in ideas, attitudes bnd values,

for these affect behavieur. From a colo-

nial legacy of representing the strong
arm of the British Raj, administrators
must see themselves not as rulers but
as public servants who rule only to
serve. Along with elected representatives of the people, theirs must be a
partnership that meets the demands of
the revolution of rising expectations.
The bureaucracy has to handle unpredictable new tasks in an ever-changing
environment and embark on programmes that call for high professional
skills along with a capacity for initiative,
risk-taking, innovation and change. ln

the development context; the bureauc-

racy must be rationally structured,

functionally oriented and achievement

conscious. ln a democratic milieu,
administrators and politicians must see
themselves as performing different but
complementary roles concerned with
system maintenance and goal
attainment.
ln transitional societies, political insti-

concepi of neutrality is under attack. tutions are weak due to factionalised
This is so, not only in Britain, but the political parties, coalition governmepG,
world over. It is particularly so in third Lnd unstable political leadershipj
world countries like India. In British Administrative structures on the other
times, the administration had a limited hand, are well institutionalised and have
role to play, being essentially regulatory stability and continuity thanks to coloniin nature. As R.P. Noronha so succinctly al rule. But they are not geared tb '':.1

put it "The Raj moved in stately fashion
down the streets of time like a London
bobby, maintaining law and order, collecting land revenue and engrossed in
all the tremendous trifles that make up
administration".

undertaking developmental activity.

On

"

the contrary, expansion of ggvernmen-

tal activity is seen in

innumerable

programmes conceived and operated
within the traditional framework This
has exposed administrative inadequa:
-. ,
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."ties.and:'led to the persistence of an

;ethos not conducive to development.
'Again, political leaders, fighting the
..'Britis} had developed hostile attitudes

to the bureaucracy. The

bureaucratic

political leaders were in opposing
., and

camps and had developed traditions
to each other. Now to
:i iba,
app.e.iative of each other's role,
. acquire new orientations and adopt a
;r;;that ran'counter

', new work culture is no easy task. Then,
, there is the public antipathy towards the
bureaucracy that chnnot be explained

, os just

;..:liisistence,

a hangover of the pagt
on forms and procedures

;;qnd strict adherence to rules and regui,:'lations can lead to excessive red tape
f,iarld conjures up an image of the faceF.il6ss' ahd soulless bureaucrat.

'

ti:"'

;-Back-room Boys No Longer

iii Whether it is the higher echelons of
' the Services where there is close interaction between politicians and
administrators especially in policy making areas, or down the line to the base
hvel where bureaucrat-citizen interac-

"'

tion defines the cutting edge of
.. administr6tion, the civil servarft no longi

,Fr maintains a low profile.

The
lntei-twining of the political and admin,, ,istrative processes has become
:' inevitable. The fusion area of politics

'

,-and administration haS come to
r,r

:'

be

highlighted. The neutrality theory has
broken down because, it is felt, its

assumptions are

no longer

tenable

today.

road

to

progress and development.
They had to be 'committedr to the rul-

ing parly's

ideology, policies and

programmes. The late Prime Minister,
Mrs. Gandhi, voiced this sentiment and
Jagjivan Ram categorically stated that
"the theory of a neutral bureaucracy is
hardly relevant to Indian conditions".
Commitment therefore meant politicisation of a high order. lt could be loyalty

to the political ideology of the ruling
party or personal loyalty to a leader or
the Head of-State.

The commitment idea has gone
pretty far in the India of today so much
so that some cMl servants are nothing
short of full-fledged politicians. CMI

in the 'Yes
Minister' syndrome and bend over
servants find themselves

baclapards to please the political boss.
They have been variously described as
compliant, suppliant and defiant, the
last mentioned being a fast disappearing tribe! An interesting
categorisation is that of J.K. Ray who
distinguishes between promoters and
accommodators who get all the plums
of office for being 'flatterers and opportunists' and the resisters and detractors
who pay the price for their bold advoca-

cy of public interest.
New Style Commitment
The other position is taken by those
who could be described as traditional-

ists. They uphold neutrality and are
suspicious of any move to overpoliticise the bureaucrary. They fear

.. A civil seruant content as a 'back- that a compliant bureaucracy will make
ii ioom boy; who.sees, hears nor speaks it easy to sabotage the democratic

evil is an anachronism in a developi'i,any
:, :inn .oun,ry. The colourtess aftitude of
iE'.strict neutrality impedes the duccessful
r;'implementation
of development pro-

1, grammes.

ln the British days,

the
:iineutraliW of the official was essential to
.":,:l make him appear just. lt helped to insu,! late him from the public eye. Today, in
l.j,-l,!he new milieu, one needs a public offi-

iffiJal.,more in tune with the

country's
i,ffilAtiitions and needs. He must empathiiF'SJ+nitht: his
clientele and serve ii in a
'-rA'--j--r

frame.-lt is not as if neutrality and com-

mitment rr€an commitment of

a

special kind. lt is not personal or political commitment. lt is not commitment
of a kind that makes a civil servant wear
a party label and be sucked into the vortex of politics, but commitment to the
values and principles in the Constitution
and the basic philosophy of the political
system. This commitment has been
variously described. To mention a few,

-rt Sitiiit oI dedicatiorl and self-sacrifice.
i*iFor. this one needs a committed civil

R.K. Vepa sees it as commitment to
"objectivity", M.K. Chaturvedi as "commitment to welfare of people and public

$-$brvant.
..

interest" and V. Subramaniam defines it

b:.+iiu-.i.'

r"ii)

.

:The neutrality uers..ls commitment

debate shot into prominence in lndia in
')the late 1960s. Civil service neutrality

|....*at.blamed for non-perfor.ance uni
l$lithe inaUitity of government to deliver

in terms of 'emotional' identification of
the bureaucracy with the masses "without indulging in sycophancy". They are
certain that neutrality is not devoid of

j'.i

that saps all social dynamism. lt impliei-' '
intellectual and emotional convictio-n of,, , ;r,
a kind and for a cause.
Though one subscribes, in ' large i,,
measure, to the viev/s of the traditional- ':l

ists, difficulties surface when one
examines the realities on the ground '
and the functioning of the lndian
bureaucrat. lt is then that one realizes
that neutrality cannot be total. A civil

,

,

r

servant cannot avoid being'Politicised.
Up to a point this is desirable because it
can check the growing pox/er; of thd
administration, make it service-oriented

i

.

^,',,

:

and responsible and accountable to
representative political'igd.-tiJutions.

:

W'hat is dangerous is over.p6l-liicisbtion

which can make for inter-cha.igeability
of roles with politicians, brinjiing in. all
kinds of distortions of !l.ri. political

.,,

s}stem.

, ',,'i
::.
Qvsl:psliticisation can';',ilegitimise. ]-ij
political meddlesomeness.,aid make,
for a decline in standards of 4iirninistra:

tive efficiency and integrity. lt can open
up avenues for corruption and encourage indiscipline.
Since politicisation is unavoidable,
the question is to gauge its permissible

limits. O.P. Dwivedi and R.B. Jain in
India's Administratiue State (1985)
have defined the indices for measuring
politicisation. They are 1) bUreaucratic

influence in the decision-making process which would be spelt out in terms of

.

anticipating policy needs, developing
altenatives, suggesting choice of alter-

,',1
_.

natives, and working out the mechariics

of implementation and evaluation; 2)"
the degree ef involvement of bureau-:' ,,.
crats in politics which canbe'meEsurbd ':
'
in terms of political linkages,:pdrticipa::
tion in politicalactivities etc.;3) political
and parly interference in a buieaucrat's

work and 4) the image of the

public

'l

service. lf a bureaucracy is sufficiently
de-politicised, it wilf appear as a highly
professionalised group kriowl for its

integrity and impartiality. ln a multi:
party system, ridden by factionalism
and in the absence of basic consgnsus

or national goals, the bureaucracy
could constitute a power stUcture and'
play a dominant role in politics.
Given the imperatives

ment

through

administrators

do find

of

develoPdemocracY,
themselves in

commitment. The commitment they

the political limelight. The entire gamut
of relationships between bureaucrats

advocate is one against a narrow parochial outlook and a reactionary ideology

plexion when bureaucrats assume high

and politicians assumes a new com-
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political visibility. To ensure that politicisation is within bounds, various
suggestions have been made. Bata K
Dey is sympathetic to the idea of a limited kind of 'spoils system'. Kuldip
Mathur would want top key posts in the
services manned by bureaucrats who
"will come and go with a political party
and are as much answerable to the

people as the party". R.D. Pradhan
visualises structural changes to accom-

modate a 'political bureaucracy'
interposed between the higher levels of
civil services and the political executive.
This bureaucracy should be directly
accountable to the public in general.
The same idea has been spelt out by
C.P. Bhambhri in terms of a mini-

for the minister, whose
tenure would coincide with his.
secretariat

Operating on the lines of the French or
Italian system, these aides would serve
as "the brain of the Minister and the eye
of the Master" forming a "flexible bridge
which joins administration and policy.
Inevitability of Politicisation
The politicisation of the bureaucracy
is a universal phenomenon. The British
system of marginal politicisation and

that of France or USA of heavy politici-

tivity. Neither

the
spectrum. Undoubtedly, the higher the
level of politicisation, the greater the

over-politicised, he cannot help
semi-politicised. His commitment
be to discipline and hard work. For,
he has to develop the qualities of c
age, fortitude, justice and prudencb.
must be guided by a code of
and a proper value cluster which rrii
him realize the sanctity of public offidii
as a sacred trust.
ln the Indian conte)d. bureauciat!
and political leaders have not been
to identify common areas of work rela.l:
tionship and to conform

sation represent two ends

of

negation of neutrality. Because politicisation is very much on the cards, it is

not as if the doctrine of neutrality

is

untenable. Neutrality provides the necessary administrative objectivity,
enhances the democratic principle of
equality and provides shelter from arbitrary rule. What is called for is not to
enter into a sterile debate of neutrality

uersus commitment but

to

re-define

the doctrine of neutrality to find a place
for commitment of a kind and politici-

de-politicised,

'.,,1

institutionally prescribed norms. Th'e
ethos and norms of a participative

tem have yet to be accepted a

with the public, who is positive-minded,
action-oriented and humanely inclined.
DemocratisaUon and developement
call for qualities of initiative, Ieadership

terms with the operative

and responsible behaviour. The cMl
servant must be politicised, but not

Dr. Marina Pinto is Reader in
Administration, Department of CMcs

over-politicised. One is not pleading for
political sterilisation, but political sensi-

internalised by the two sets of
Hence, each works :for his own
creating conflict situations and
areas. Bureaucrats have to come
of democracy. In the-process they

devise their own variant

,n"{ride
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bureaucracy.
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sation up to a point. The tradiUonal
concept of neutrality was based on limited government and the politicsadministration dichotomy. Today we
need a civil servant who empathises
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La Affaire Indian Post
One of the most outrageous acts
of interference with the freedom of
the press in India has now came to
light with the resignation from the
editorship of the Indian Post of Mr.
Vinod Mehta.

According

to the Express News

Service, it appears that Mr. Satish
Sharma, about whom the less said
the better, is once more the villain of
the piece.

The management of the

Paper

was told to sell the Paper to some

one close to the Prime Minister.
Simultneously the Management
asked the editor to stop publishing
criticism of Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, Mr.

Satish Sharma, Mr.

Amitabh

Bachchan and five others. This was
the E<press News Service disclosure, which I believe is correct.
Mr. Vinod Mehta, as a decent jour-

nalis! tendered his resignation to the
Managemenl All honour to Mr.
Mehta on the one hand anci a vote of
no confidence in the Prime Minister
and his gang who are threatening
the press in an effort at securing
immunity from criticism.
It has been the Government's
constant refrain tllat the lndian press
is not free, because newspaper owners have their business interests. lt is
precisely those interests which are
being manipulated to undermine the
independence and perhaps, the very
existence of a newspaper. Next time
Mr. Rajiv Gandhi talks about freedom

of the press, let us all have a good
laugh at this contrast between profession and practice.

The JP letter
It is a pity that my good friend
Jayaprakash Narayan's name has
got involved in a controversy in certain sections of the press. lt seems
that on 23rd December 1975, soon
after he entered Jaslok Hospital and
was placed on a dialysis machine
because his kidneys had been badly
damaged during solitary confine-

' 'r'.: ' 'l:;:-r;' 'iil':,'ii,-i 'ri:ii;

.:l

ment

in

Chandigarh during the
a letter to

'Emergency', he wrote

Prabhakarbhai Mehta, a young man
who was devoted to JP, in the course
of which he ventured to observe that

"V.P. Singh, V.C. Shukla and Om
Mehta have no ideological convictions and are pure self-seekers and
jee huzurs. Hence I do not mind if

they consider me the villain of the
piece, the arch conapirator, traitor,
reactionary and what not. V.P. Singh
is a spineless Congressman."
Unfortunately, those who think
that anything said against V.P. Singh

willhelp Rajiv Gandhito survive have
rushed to suggest that the- letter,
which was published in a section of

tion of lndia. The author deserves

on his perceptve
and fair analysis. He has pointed out
that the main responsibility for the
congratulations

partition of lndia was not of MA.
Jinnah, but of Gandhiji, Jawaharlal
Nehru and Vallabhbhai Patel. I think
Seervai has been rather hard on
Gandhiji. He has been fair to Lord
Wavell, a Viceroy who worked for the
freedom of lndia in unity. lagree with
Mr. Seervai's view that the suppression of 30 pages of Maulana Azad's
book for 30 years was not in lndia's
interest, and that the people of lndia
were entitled to the truth in 1959 and
not in 1989. However, better late

than never.

the Gujarati Press, is not authentic.
The only reasons given for this wild
allegation is that the typing is not

My own support and documentation of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad's

perfect and that this language is not
characteristic of JP.
I have seen a photo copy of the

already been published

original letter. There is nothing so
bad about the typing or about the
language. I am not a handwriting
expert but I have no doubt that the
signature is genuine.

charge against Jawaharlal Nehru has

in

this

column.

Socialists Privatize in Portugal
The world tide in favour of privati-

zation of government enterprises,
which has reached formidable pro-

with lndia being a

As the reader knows, I am not an
admirer of Mr. Rajiv Qandhi, but
should one carry one's dislike of a

portions

person so far as to attack the authen-

that an agreement has been reached

ticity

of a

letter which contains

dishonourable exception, ,has now
reached Portugal. lt is announced

not think that the end justifies the

between Portugal's ruling Social
Democratic Party and the Socialist
Party to amend the Constitution to
facilitate privatization of government

means.

enterprises.

criticism about Mr. V.P. Singh's support of the 'Emergency'? I for one do

Seervai's Verdict

Intemational Management of

One of the eminent men, who was
among
contemporaries in
Elphistone College was H^&1. Seervai,

my

who was later Advocate-General of
Maharashtra from 1967-7974. He
lent distinction to an office which has
since, like so many others, deteriorated in its quality.
Mr. Seervai has now published a
book entitled "The Partition of India
- Legend and Reality". The book is
the result of a close and deep study
of the events that led up to the parti-

,ryi
::

December 1988 reports: 'At present
the Portuguese Constitution holds
that the nationalization canied out in
1975 are "irreversible', a rule that has

forced the government to put a 49%

ceiling on the amount of Private
equlty in state-owned firms it can Put
up for sale. The limitation, along with

the heavy indebtedness and Poor
performance of most of the state
companies, has kePt awaY Potential
buyers..."
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To be Fair to the Maulana
I have read the well-written, but somewhat tendentious review of Maulana Abul
Kalam fuad's autobiography by Mr.

Nagindas Sanghavi iq the April issue of

Freedom Firsl I do not think that Mr.
Sanghavi has been altogether fair to
Maulana Azad. For instance, having listened to him throughout the '30s and

'40s on numerous occasions,

the
impression I have gained is that Maulana

Azad used very sophisticated and polite
language and never allowed himself to
be rude. I am therefore intrigued to learn

from the review that Maulana

Azad

described Gandhr as a stupid bum. Most
unlikely.

At another point of the review, it

have

when I was at Jawaharlal Nehru's breakfast table some time in 1937 :

of my visits to
the results of the Onited

"During another
Allahabad,

Province State Assembly elections had
been published. The Muslim League had
done very well. At breaKast one morning,
Sayed Mahmoud, one of Nehru's prote-

I

can
endorse what he said about the partiUon

of lndia, namely that Jawaharlal Nehru
was responsible for it more than anyone
else. I shall now quote from my column
in the Statesman of 27th November
1988:
'l am glad to be in a position to document his charge that Nehru was largely
responsible by what he did in 1937 and
1946 for the partition of lndia. There is
no danger of hindsight because what I
have to say is recorded in my earlier
memoir (Bliss was it in tlat Dawn)
published as far back as 1977.

point that led to the alienation of the
Muslims of the United Provinces, gave
rise to the Two Nation theory and led to
the partition of lndia."
Thus Maulana's charge that Nehru
prepared the ground for the partition of
lndia by his churlish attitude as far back
as 1937 is absolutely justified.
On page 201 of my memoir I have

recorded that "l distinctry recollect
Gandhiji's unhappiness at a brash

couple of Muslim leaders be taken into
the Cabinet that was to be nominated in

or statement denouncing the
plan made by Jawaharlal Nehru on July
10, 1946. JP happened to,be visiting
Gandhiji in Panchgani. When he returned
to Bombay he told me howCandhiji was
in tears at the manner in which
Jawaharlal had sabotaged the effort to

Muslims of the United Provinces might

checked with JP about this recollection,
and he wrote back to me on August 2,

ges, came from Lucknow. He reported
on the discussions some of the Congress

Muslims had with

Chowdhury

Khaliq"z'66un, the Muslim League
er. Khaliquzzaman had suggested that
'ead-a

is

said that the Maulana's contemporaries
who could have embarrassingly refuted
or corrected the Maulana are now
silenced by death. I am sorry to say that
I am one of the exceptions and can aver

that far from correcting him,

On page 109 of the book I

recorded an incident which happened

the United Provinces under the new
Govemment of lndia Act so that the

speech

keep lndia united. Many years later,

I

not be left out of the administration of the
province. At this point Jawaharlal lost his

1971:

temper and, in somewhat choice and

tion...

colourful Hindustani, he swore not only

Gandhiji was deeply perturbed over a
rash statement of Jawaharlal which he
thought had dashed all hopes of settlement on the basis of undMded lndia,
even though dMded into three autono-

at the Muslim League leaders, but also at

poor Sayed Mahmoud for having canied
such an outrageous message. The victim's plea, that he had only come to
consult the great leader and was quite

to carry out his behests,
appeared to have no effect on
prepared

Jawaharlal's indignation. The League
offer of coalition was duly tumed down

and the Congress formed its

own

"l fully recollect the incident you menI do distinctly remember that

mous zones".
Thus Jawaharlal Nehru's sabotaging
the last effort at the unity of lndia is docJayaprakash's
umented by
confirmation."

Cabinel Many have expressed the view
that this act of Nehru was the turning

The Narmada Bachao Andolan
Earlier this year I had written about

on the Narmada. The banning of the original inhabitants of lndia,
Salman Rushdie's book was bad whom the forests are their home.

the disastrous implications, from a
' ..social and environmental point of view,
. of the so-called Nlarmada Project.
A lot of controversy has since
marked the discussion on this subject.
That there is "something rotten in the
State of Denmark" is obvious from the
fact that the authorities initially applied
i:the'Official Secrets Act to the Narmada
' area, thus making the entry to the area
illegal and preventing journalists from
visiting the area and writing about it.
This was a gross misuse of the Official

The Narmada Bachao Andolan
launched a campaign against this
unconstitutional action which violated
the citizen's fundamental rights in
February this year. The Narmada
Project stinks of inhumanity. For one
thing, it would result in the biggest
forced emigration of human beings in
history from their homes and their

Secrets Act and a further step on lndia's

lands. The promises of resettlement are

Road to fascism. Fortunately this misuse of the Act came to an end with the
.withdrawal of the order. But this was fol-

hollow and cannot be fulfilled because
there just is not enough land on which
to resettle the oustees. The inhumanity
is aggravated by the fact that the victims
of this measure will be largely tribals,

'lowed by another authoritarian step.
The Customs in Delhi held uP a book
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enough and encouraged Khomeini to
threaten murder, but this ban is much
more laughable.

for

There has already been enough
de-forestation in lndi'a and the Narmada
Project area is no exception. It is now
proposed to add to this crime against
nature and the environment by further
vandalism. lt will incidentally drown 177

historical monuments in

MadhYa

Pradesh.

I am glad to hear a rePort that the

World Bank, which was to

have

financed this ill-conceived project, are

going to withdraw their financial support. I hope they do so.
Then why are the Politicians in
Cujarat and Madhya Pradesh so keen

on the idea? The answer is obvious. The

larger the project, the greater the pickings for our corruPt Politicians.

The Bi-centenary of the
lmpeachment of Warren Hastings

ln

February 1988, the Edinburgh

crime seems to end with the act lt

Oniversity held a bi-centenary commem-

looks to be no more than the corrupt
transfer of property from one person

oration conference on the impeachment
of Warren Hastings, the GovernorGeneral of lndia, when the East India
Company ruled the land. The papers presented there will soon be published. But
what is indeed surprising is that lndian
newspapers and joumals paid no attention to this important conference. One of
the papers presented at the conference
by Conor Cruise O' Brien, was printed in
the Encounter of February 1989.
It was Edmund Burke who

impeached Warren Hastings and students of lndian history will be familiar

with the charges.

lt was believed

that

Burke was prejudiced against Hastings
and depended upon his cousin Will
Burke who suffered at the hands of
Hastings. Also, another charge generally
made is that he was led by Philip Francis.
Both these have been found to be with-

out foundation. Burke seerned to

have

been independent in his views and in his

devoton.

of Lords acquitted
Hastings for want of evidence
- someWhat
thing that is very common today.
The

')

i'1

I*ir.

House

Burke said then is still of contemporaSy
relevance;

t:.

"... The Lords ought to enlarge and
not to contract, the rules of evidence,
according to the nature and difficulties of the case, Tor redress to the
injured, for the punishment of oppresand
sion, for the detection of fraud
above all to prevent, what is the-greatest.dishonour to all laws, and all the
tribunals, the failure of justice..."
His views on bribes also has contemprary relevance and deserves to be read
by men in authority and those in public
affairs:

"On a transient view, bribery is rather
the
a subject of disgust than horror
- and
sordid practice of a venal, mean,

abject mind; and the effect of the

to another
at worst a theft But it
will appear-in a very different ligh!
when you regard the consideration for
which the bribe is given
namely,
that a Covernor-General, claiming an

-

arbitrary power

in himself, for

that
consideration delivers up the properties, the liberties, and the lives of a
whole people to the arbitrary discre-

tion of any wicked and rapacious
person, who will be sure to make

good from their blood the purchase
lt
is possible that a man may pay a
bribe merely to redeem himself from
some evil. lt is bad, however, to live
he has paid for his power over them.

under a power whose violence.has no
restraint except in its avarice. But no
man ever paid a bribe for a power to
charge and tax others, but with a view
to oppress them. No man ever paid a

bribe for the handling of the public
money,.but to peculate from

it

When

once such offices become thus privately and corruptly venal, the very
worst men will be chosen (as Mr.
Hastings has in fact constantly chosen the very worst); because none but

those who do not scruple the use of
any means are capable, consistently
with profit to discharge at once the
rigid demands of a severe public rev-

enue and the private bribes

of

a

rapacious chief magistrate. Not only
the worst men will be thus chosen,
but they will be restrained by no dread

whatsoever in the execution of their
worst oppressions. Their protection is
sure. The authority that is to restrain,
to control, to punish them is previous-

ly engaged; he has his retaining fee

for the support of their crimes.

Mr.

Hastiugs never dared, because he
could not, arrest oppression in its

Hastings never dared, after the fact to
punish extortion in others, because -l
he could not, withoutrrisking discov.'
ery of bribery in himself. The same

depending upon their support, Nanda
Kumar "brought a number of charges
against him, accusing him of putting .,'
offices up for sale, receMng bribes etc. '-', ,:
But before the charges could be heard i
;

Nuncomar, (Nanda Kumar) was himself
charged with forgery. The court which' '
tried Nuncomar was presided over by Sir .
Elijah lmpey, an old friend of Hastings, '
and devoted to his interests." Finding
him guilty, he was sentenced to death,
where foraccording to English law
gery invited capital- punishmenL'.
According to the then lndian custom, forgery was only a scribble not inviting this ':l

dire punishmenL With Nanda Kumar ',{
hanged none would come forward bri.'
give any evidence. A contemporarywrote ::i

;...

the-Blacks know not which way

toj{

;J'ttii

look everyone i,

"uuuot"'uij'
continue in thelr
and I hope they may
disposition...'

O'Brien compares the disposal 9f,

Nanda Kumar as an acl that would hav

delighted Cesare Borgia and won:.
approbation of /vlachiavelli
Burke's impeachment set up a
ard of conduct for the servants of
Company. However elevated an offir
be, he c'ould be brought to the ti#
public opinion, and judged publicly. lVgil
can do with some more peoPla !0f r
Burke's disposition today.
R.

course, without drying up the source

of his own corrupt emolumenl

-:

corruption, $re samb oppression, and .,the same impunity will ieign through
all the subordinate giadations."
One of the most dtiinaging charges r'!
that Burke brought agdinst Hastings was ,,
the judicial murder of Maharaja Nanda :l.;
Kumar. The majority of the Council of
Hastings was hostile to Hastings and '

Mr.
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The kind-hearted Socialist
Govind Talwalkar

Mr. S.M. Joshi (or SM as he was affec

ism. He knew the principle tenets of

tionately known to the public at large)
who died at a ripe old age was in the
thick of politics for over six decades. He
never occupied a seat of power, though

Marxism but not being an intellectual in
the etymological sense of the word he
did not make it a subject of study.

he fought elections to the Legislative
Assembly and the Lok Sabha. The

Socialist Party eventually turned to the

Some members of the Congress
Communist Party. SM did not. His
nationalism was deep rooted and his
compassion could not stomach the

authority that he wielded was moral and

his leadership was acknowledged by'
the people at large for the enormous
sacrifices that he had made.
It is rare to find a more self-effacing
politician who, whenever there was
power or honour to share, would always
recommend someone else. This was
not because he suffered from any inferiority complex, but because he believed
more in service than in promoting himself. He was conscious of his abilities

but did not believe that the reward for
these was exclusively in terms of power.

Humane
There are instances in history where
we find individuals brought up in dire
poverly later turn hedonists and powerhungry authoritarians. ln the case of SM
his long. years in poverly made him
more compassionate and humane. ln

his memoirs he has described

how,

when in school, he and his family had
often to miss a meal but he mentioned
this not to evoke sympathy. Whenever
he thought of the poverty of his coun-

unscrupulous and servile politics of the
CPl. One can say that SM was more a
Gandhian than a Socialist. Even as the
British Labour movement had taken its
inspiration more from the Bible than

from Max, SM too was inspired more
by Candhiji than by that messiah of
socialism, Max. lt was quite natural
therefore for SM to be drawn closer to
JP than to any another socialist.

o more selfpoliticion
who,
effocing
whenever there wos power or No Power-Seeker
His disinterest in the politics of power
honour to shore, would olwoys
would make him take such positions in
recommend someone else.
social matters as to sometimes embarThis wos becouse SM believed rass his parly colleagues. lt is
more in services thon in
customary for politicians not to take a
promoting himself. He wos
stand against social reactionaries and
conscious of his obilities but often turn a Nelson's eye to them. But
this was not so with SM. That was why
did not believe thot the
he joined the temple entry atgagraha
reword for these wos
and was also insistent that Marathwada
exclusively in terms of power. University be named as Dr. Ambedkar
It is rore to find

University which the State Assembly
had resolved unanimously.

trymen he would remember his own
,miserable days.

l,' SM was compassionate but not

A True Gandhian

It was no wonder that SM was

attracted to the nationalism preached
tice manifested itself right from his by Lokamanya Tilak and later joined the
schogl days. His schoolmates recall Satyagraha movement launched by
how he fought with authoritarian teach- Mahatma Gandhi. Along with some
ers unjust to students who suffered young Congressmen he became one of
from economic or physical infirmities. the founders of the Congress Socialist
ln later days, the same trait prevailed Party and continued to be associated
whenever he found injustice done to with the socialist cause to the last. But it
any individual or to any section of cannot be said that SM was deeply

r'meek.His intehse feeling against injus-

society.

versed in the so-called scientific social-

True to the Gandhian spirit SM had
no rancour or animus against any politi'
ical opponent. He was a trade unionist
who once supported the management
of an enterprise when a worker was to
be dismissed because of gross misbtihaviour. He laid stress on means and
would not sacrifice them to achieve an
end.
SM was not an effective

he was listened to with

.:-''.,..-.'
as the world goes is to pick one out of
ten thousand" said Hamlet. SM would
surely have been that one. ln his passing away the people have lost yet

as everybody knew that he spoke from

his heart and would follow the percepts
that he preached. His was a transparent
personality and anybody coutd

approach him to seek his help in
redressing a grievance. ln intra-party

another champion and the country is so

much the poorer.

matters SM was often at a disadvantage
because he could not understand why
people were so obsessed with power.
It is not that only men in authority
exhibit the arrogance of power. Hamlet

talks of the insolence of Office. SM
would not believe that there are people
who make sacrifices, serve the people
and yet are insolent because they think
they have a right to be insolent and
arrogant. When that great libera! Copa!
Krishna Gokhale explained his scheme
of the Servants of India Society to Sir
Pherozeshah Mehta the latter warned
him that in course of time these serv-

ants would think themselves

the

Maharashtra limes, Bombay.

S.t{. Joshi was one of my close
colleagues in the days when I was
Secretary of the Congress Socialist
Paity. He and N.G. Goray used to run
the Mahrashtra branch of the party.
Unfortunately, they were both brahmins, and although the anti-brahmin

as

He commanded it.

Public life these days has been
to a rat race and individuals
like S.M. Joshi are rare. "To be honest

I

,i
':'.

I last saw him in a Bombay hospi- ,:
tal where he was undergoing heatrnent : ::"

for cancer. His cheerfulness was so.'::: ;
infectious.that instead of my cheering . '
him up, he cheered me up. I mentioned this to him and he said he had
'
lived a full life and was not frightened
of death, and so why should he not
::
be cheerful?
I can only join others in paying my
humble tribute to the memory of SM
.

SM

masters. With SM there was no trace of
arrogance nor did he demand respect.

reduced

Mr. Govind Talwalkar is the editor of

civilized man in every sense of the.,-r

term and his political views or activi, i.:
ties had a basic humanism.
t

feeling in Maharashtra is not as
strong as it is in Madras, this was a
definite factor that came in the way
of their position in public life. This

who was

a

Unfortunately,

good son

the

of

India.

generations to

which he belonged is getting thinner
and thinner. One hopes the young
people of lndia will riplace men like
him.

MinooMasani

they accepted cheerfully.
SM as I called him and as he was
popularly known, was a very likable

and affectionate person. He was a
'i
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ln 1940 Our lndia, a little book for young people by Minoo Masani, about the dreams and aspirations of a nation in
bondage, was published to resounding acclaim and over a million copies have been sold and it has even been translated
into languages as far afield as Czech and Chinese.
Now 42 years after lndependence comes its sequal We Indians, a book about us, our origins, history, culture, religion,
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Democracy
(Part 2)

-

What is lt?
Raphael Kazmann

Any low possed by o legisloture is presumed io be legol but it moy not be morol, lf ii is not in occord
with morol low it is deleterious ond society will find thot justice is impossible to ochieve by opplying
it, Ultimotely o society must judge the impoct of its lows on individuols; ony low thot violotes ony
injunction will be bod for society, no motter how skillfully the motter moy be conceoleQ by
verbioge,

Moral Principles and Where They Come From
Before we can understand the function of moral principles it is necessary
to look at the underlying motivations of

human behaviour. Moral principles are

a specific course of action. Matter is
indestructible, it changes its forms,
but it cannot cease to exist. lt is only
a living organism that faces a con-

the distillation of human €xperiences
(some might say the experience of all

death. Ufe

life forms) that have proved beneficial,
life enhancing. ln short, "what makes
people act as they do?" is the funda-

lf an organism fails in that action, it
dies; its chemical elements remain,

mental question that must

be

examined.

Rational Man
People act in response to their rec'
ognition of values. At any particular
moment they do what is, for them, the
most important thing to do. Their
motivations are not always logical, for
emotion and instinct PlaY a Part in
determining their actions. The role of
reason in determining actions was
beautifully expressed by Ayn Rand. She
wrote extensively on the subject of val-

ues and her writing was both logical

and insightful. Her most

important

belief and assumption was that man isa
completely rational animal. ln her essay
"The Objective Ethics" she puts it this

way:

"Value is that which one acts to gain
and./or keep. The concePt ualue is

not a primary; it PresuPPoses an
answer to the question of value to
whom and for what? ... Where no
alternative exists, no goals and no
values are possible

...

"There is onlY one fundamental
alternative in the universe: existence
and it pertains to
or non-existence
a single class of- entities: to living
organisms. The existence of inanimate matter is unconditional, the
existence of life is not; it depends on

stant alternative: The issue of life and
is a process of selfsustaining and self-generated action.

but its life goes out of existence. lt is
only the concept of ft/e that makes
the concept of ualue possible. lt is
only to a living entity that things can
be good or evil.
"To make this point fully clear, try to
imagine an immortal, indestructible

robot, an entity which moves and
acts, but cannot be affected by anything, which cannot be changed in
any respect, which cannot be damaged, injured, or destroyed. Such an
entity would not be able to have any
values; it would have nothing to gain
or to lose; it could not regard anything as for or agairst it" as serving
or threatening its welfare, as fulfilling

or frustrating its interests. It could
have no interests or goals...

"An organism's life depends on two
factors: the material or fuel which it

needs from the outside, from its
physical background, and the action

of its own body, the action of using
that fuel properlg. What determines

what is proper in this context? The
standard is the organism's life, or:
that which is required for the organism's survival.

"No choice is open to an organism
in this issue: that which is required

for its survival is determined by its
nature, by the kind of entity it is...il

an organism fails in the basic funcUons required by its nature

if

an

amoeba's protoplasm stops -assimilating food, or if a man's heart stops
beating
the organism dies... Life
can be -kept in existence only by a

constant process of self-sustaining
action. The goal of that action, the
ultimate ualue which, to be kept
must be gained through its every
moment, is the organism's life".
(Ayn Rand, 1954 The Viftue of
Sefishness, Signet Books, New
American Library)
Concept of 0ltimate Value
This concept of "ultimate value" is
subject to testing, because it may be
possible, in theory at least, to find
exceptions that might prove it wrong. ls
the ultimate value of any entity its own
physical survival? Few among us have

not heard or read stories about cats
going into burning buildings to rescue
their kittens. Robert Ardrey, in his book

African Cenesis, retells

Eugene

Marais's story about two young bab-

oons who deliberately attacked a

leopard that was threatening to destroy
their band - and baboons fear leopards
more than any other animal, man
included. The baboons, of course, were
killed by the Ieopard, but not before
they fatally injured it. And who has not

heard of fathers and mothers willingly
sacrificing themselves so that their children might survive? Grandparents have,
on occasion, acted in the same way. So
when we speak of "ultimate" values, as
did Miss Rand, there can be no values
that rank higher. We must conclude,
based on empirical evidence, that all of
her arguments apply to the next-to ulti-

'

'::.!;:,':,r:-.

mate value, the life of the individual. In
reality the ultimate value for each living
being is not its own individual life; the

highways, deer crossings and railroad
crossings are all marked; detours are

indicated, safe speeds around curves
are shown; bottles containing poison

ultimate value for a living being appears
to be its biolqgical immortalftg: perpetuation of its gene group in all degrees
of kinship, and of its species. All other
values are secondary. It is from the con-

are clearly marked with warnings as are
power lines and transformers. These
warnings are so commonplace that we
accept their presence without question
as society warns its members of possible "sin". Newton's laws of motion (that

cept of value that a continuum from
good (life) to bad (life-terminating)

exists. There is, objectiveiy, a difference
between good and bad, it b not a matter af arbitrary choice.
For an entity to evolve and develop

towards its ultimate goal, it must
achieve secondary goals as well: life
must be sustained. But mankind did
not arrive on the earth by itself: it has

been accompanied by a myriad of living
beings from amoebas to elephants. All
these creatures have certain responses,
to sustain life, built in. Or, in computer
terms, we would call these "hard wired"
responses. Most of us would call these
responses "instinct" and behaviourists
would call this "instinctual behaviour".
Men add to instinctual behaviour by
reasoning and by meditating on the
activities and experiences of others.
Reason and cogitation enable peo-

ple to learn from

experience, for
example from what might be called

"useful deaths." A man eats

an

unknown root and dies; his associates,
thus alerted, avoid this type of root. Our
culture has institutionalized this proc-

ess: after every major accident, and
many minor'ones, we investigate the
cause so that we can warn the survivors
against making the same mistakes. ln
theological terms we say that when we
deliberately, or unwittingly, ignore the
operations of natural law, we commit a

"sin". We extend this term by distin-

guishing two categories of sin:
venial
retrievable and irretrievable
- would
and mortal. A retrievable sin
include blundering off the edge of a

three-foot deep trench. We could be
injured or severely shaken up, but
would probably survive with temporarily
diminished capacity. lf we blundered off
the edge of a thirty foot high c[ff, the
damage would probably be irretrievable
mortal sin
and there would be no

-recovery.

-

Natural and Man-made ["aws

No individual can possibly know of
all hazards, so society does its best to fill
the gap by providing warnings. Many
common warnings could be cited: on
Freedom
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enable engineers to compute the safe
speed for a motor vehicle to negotiates
a corner), the laws of electric currents,
the laws of chemistry, nuclear physics,
and thermodynamics
all these, and
- of man-made
more, are the sources
warnings and rules. Sometimes legislation has been passed so that people

who ignore natural law and endanger
their own lives and the lives of others
may be punished by society for ignoring the warnings. Currently, legislation
is being passed in the United States to
punish those caught driving vehicles
who have more than a minimal percentage of alcohol in their bloodstream.

it

uutomaucdfilii*i

"violate" a natural law; he operdtdil
J
according to its dictates but withoutrii
regard for the life-threatening results. : u,i
Thus the phrase: "violation of naturai ,,l:1

law", "sin" (in theological terms), wiil be , :
taken to mean that the individual or the . ;
society has acted in such a Way that the :i
normal and inevitable operation of nat-ii:r."i
ural law has produceid, or will produc€;.'/: {
deleterious (contra-survival) consequences :,j,J

consequences.
lvloral

Principles

Many people seern

,,i

to

believe thatr:
moral principle.s- are,;Rriqarily religiglt*
in origin, are arbitrary and therefore rel-;*
aWe
they believe-'that there are 1,!9,
- One of thb:'best
absolutes.
of this aftitude is 'a statement
Professor Henry David Aiken (Harpen;;,ii

Magazine, Feb. 1968, "The New::
.t
(although alcohol temporarily interferes Morals" that
modern ethical theory hes ,.$
with the optimum operation of the
brought many "enlightened" pebpls '+;
body); they are being jailed for their
to a iertain presumption aU6ut ina,:t*
potential violation of Newton's laws of
nature of. morality: unlike the objec'
motion, actions which would jeopardize
]fi
tively verifiable theories of science, "-i
themselves and other members of
moraljudgements and principles are '*
society.
merely expressions and incitements ;?
Violating a man-made law is punishof emotions... moral experience is: ,3i
able only after a violator has been
something wholly real
but its real' ,,..:.
They are not being jailed for drinking

caught, tried, and convicted. For example, parking in a no-parking zone is a
violation that will be punished only if a
policeman sees the violation and issues
a citation; a driver who tries to round a
curve at 100 miles per hour (a speed in
excess of the posted speed limit) when
computations based on Newton's laws
show that the vehicle will not be able to
make the turn and will go off the road if
its speed is more than 75 mph, has violated the speed limit and would receive

a traffic ticket if he were caught.
However his "violation" of NeMon's

of speed and, possibly, destrolng him
all this without the intervention of
-human hands.
It is clear that the word "violation" is
misleading when applied to natural
laws, for no one can actually violate a

l'
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did not create the Commandments;

he

:

received them from the same non-,,.r'i
human source that enabled Newton to1,:;;i
.,r;k&
"discover" his laws.

destroyed. We enforce this injunction *
with legislation in order to protect thE ff

has

,!

.

of motion; he discovered them. Moses+'"l

the life of an innocent member of society by another member. lt has nofiing'':-qI;
to do with conflict with an,externalgnS;*
my, when a tribe, city, nation, or socia'l:1S
order must be protected and an enemy . - .

placed himself in a life-threatening situ-

,

man. Moreover they are discovered, nof i,fi
devised. NeMon did not create the lawg,;$

7. Do not murder. That is, the
tion applies to the deliberate taking ofita

natural law. When applied thus it means
that the "violator" has ignored the oper-

ation of the particular law and

ity is wholly personal. I maintain that moral principles are ,'
no different from any other set of principles that govern the operations of the '-natural universe: they were not created-,1-i$
by man and they will not be changed by ',;i:

The moral principles of particUla;
pertinence to this discussion of democ-i
racy are these:

laws punish him immediately by causing him to leave the road at a high rate

30
.:

ation. The 'Volator"

punished by objective circumstanced.,ifr,H
a driver corners too rapidly on a slippeiy, 1i
surface, his car may leave the road aiia.ri,'l
he will wind up in a ditch. He did not":ii

:

u r.i,.i.;;r.,^:.r,-1. ", ;, r,r,.., *'.,r;&,,:: ",

,, members of society and provide the
" murderer with his eamed punishment.
, ln a leal sense, a murderer attacks the
: soclety as well as the individual victim.
" The injunction assumes that murder is
, premeditated, which is why an acciden; tal killing is classified as manslaughter
may happen in any society
- accidents
without
threatening it.
2. Do not steal. This injunction

is

essential to the continued operation of

,

any social system. lt is inconceivable
that a stable and just society can be
organized if stealing is an acceptable
mode of behaviour. For if stealing is
acceptable, why should anyone be

,' industrious and
,

Acceptance

ol

productive?
stealing would sirnply

discourage the industrious and cause
the entire society to sink into poverty

to external forces,
such as disease or unfriendly neighbours. You can evaluate the prospects
for a stable Soviet society against the
operation of this principle.

. and become prey

This principle is applicable to individuals, groups, and governments, since to

steal refers to "any surreptitious taking
not only of money or valdables but of

in any way."
flVebster's Neus Collqtate
anything comparable

Dictionary,l957) The word, "steal"
undoubtedly includes armed robbery,
and it might be defined as the taking,
without compensation, of valuables of
any kind. The stealing of possessions
(including any properly owned by individuals) is unacceptable conduct.

Stealing includes passing

a

law

to

countenance thefL Examples of legislative stealing include the confiscation of
property owned by Jews and"'enemies
of the state" and the "nationalization" of
the property of indMduals and corpora-

tions (a corporation

is

simply an
organization of indMduals, not an entity
in itself). For example, the expropriation
of properties owned by American oil

:
;f

companies in Mexico in the 1930's, or
the "nationalization" of the properties of
steel companies in Great Britain by a
labour Governmenl lt also includes
such "income transfers" as embodied
in the present "social security system"
of the United States, payments to farm-

..
,,
l

-.;

ers of money obtained by taxation,
subsidies to ship builders, etc. Taking
money from one set of people and

bestowing it on another group, without
the second group rendering seMce in
return, is stealing trom the individuals in

one group and dividing the proceeds
with others.
Just because an action is legal does
not mean that it complies with physical
and moral laws. A legislature can pass a
law that makes the value of Pl equal to
3.0000 instead of 3.1416, but that does
not make it so, and anyone who uses
this "legal" value instead of the actual
value will diminish his chances of sur-

vival: tire rims won't go all the way

munist empire is well aware of the part

that reliable information plays in preserving a society and its internal
cohesion. Thus the Soviet Union, alone,

is estimated to spend some $2 billion
per year on "disinformation", which
includes spreading false rumours, forging documents, planting news stories
in lndian, European or American
media, and doing everything possible to
distort the underlying political reality.

around wheels, speedometers will mis-

inform, highway curves will require

more material than the designer calculates, drive shafs will be too weak, and
a generally unsatisfactory condition will
result
all legal. ln this instance the
- be an evil one, for our definilaw would
tion of evil is "contra survival".

3. Do not tell lies. This injunction is
extremely pertinent to a discussion of
democracy. ln fact it also pertains to the
entire endeavour thatwe term "science"
or "scientific research". No single one
of us can do all things or verifu all statements. We must rely on the reports by
others as to what they saw, what they
did, and what they found. Admittedly, all
of us are prone to error, and everything
we report is not always in accord with
the facts. Society can live with such
€rrors, painful though they may sometimes be. But no society can survive if
lying is acceptable conduct.

We know certain universal laws and
the relationships that govern their operations. We also know that, if we
transgress these laws, the consequences can be very unpleasant. Thus
any society can assist its members to

survive if the pattern of activities that
produce disaster ("sinful conduct") can
be described and transmitted to future
generations. But to do this the information must be truthful and the observer
must not lie or misrepresent facts.
Llng is to society what the ingestion of
psycho-active drugs (LSD, for instance)
is to individuals: it causes the members
of the society to operate under dangerous, life-threatening misapprehensions.

It is no accident that scientific progress is based on the observance of this

injunction: the truthful reporting of
observed fact is absolutely essential so
that members of the scientific community can build with confidence on the
work of others. There have been several
scandals recently when researchers

werd found

to have falsified data.

Likewise, in the realm of everyday life,
we are all acquainted with penalties for
perjury, lying under oath. ln wider political matters we can turn to the Profumo
incident in Creat Britain or the
Oppenheimer case in the U.S. where
the transgressions consisted purely of
misrepresentations, not matters of substance injurious to their respective
countries, to realize that the laws of sur-

vival behaviour, first codified 3,500
years a!o, still apply.

It is

in this discussion of
emphasize the difference between what is legal and what is
moral. Any law passed by a legislature
or governing body is presumed to be
legal, but it may not be moral. If it is not
in accord with moral law, it is deleterious and the society will find that justice
is impossible to achieve by applying iL
essential,

democracy,

to

Ultimately a society must judge the
impact of its laws on individuals: any
law that violates any injunction will be
bad for society, no matter how skillfully
the mafter may be concealed by verbiage. And the injunctions apply to
individuals, groups, and govemmental
bodies at all levels, local, state, and
national, without exception.

For example, the despatches from
Japanese troop-commanders during
World War llwhich reported localvictories instead of local defeats caused the
higher commands to issue orders that
were wrong and, in turn, caused additional losses. Thus, every individual and

The writer contends that the entire
concept of democracy is workable only
in the context of a general acceptance
of the injunctions and moral principles
outlined above. There are, of course,
additional principles that are important

truth so that society and its members

to the continued operation of any socieg, but these must be left for another

can make proper decisions. The com-

essay.

governmental organization must tell the

(To be Continued)
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Empire in Finance:
The Empire Finance Co.

Ltd., fully backed by
Empire Industries, is a
leading finance company
with hire purchase, leasing,
bills discounting, merchant
banking and financial
advisory services as its
core activities.
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The Epitome of Dharma
Louella Lobo Prabhu

,

$$,:

'tili*In" wordDharma is an lndian concept,
iF: and is not exactly translatable into
p'y .Western terminology. Mere 'duty' as
i[ir: one perceives it in a purely human

'f
-

Ramayana and the Mahabharata. His

approach to the problem of the Muslims was based not on a desire for independence and power as soon as possi-

sgnse, would be inadequate. Though

ble, but on a genuine appretiation of
their apprehensions about their future

the duty may not be a pietistic one, in

;i.!-, the religious sense, duty does here con-

after the departure of the British. Thus,
after the depqrture of the

in 1942,just

htlr:note a concept which embraces reliffiigion and morality. lt is also linked with
di*skarma. and the belief that men are
T-.*','bound. to act at all times as moral
S,i: beings, to atone for the imperfections of
'1$".:'a

Cabinet Mission, Rajaji qo[.]pgssed a reMadrdb ..Assimbiy;

solution in the

accepting the Muslim League.formula
for the partition of the country.

past life, or to better their prospects in

.,1

ttre life to come. Chakavarthi Rajagopalachari, or Rajaji as he was better
',X;,.known to his countrymen was a Kar'f: magogi. Perhaps, thai is an inadequate

hi
I{ii,

Some may question the, soundness

of the decision. Certainly, it was un-

popular among the Congressmen of
the time, and it would not be the last

decription. He was a R4jagogi, too, an
. , almost impossible achievement for one
l;U' who was : unlike that other R4.lagogi
[ . Gandhi in the field of actiu6 iaiy
ii :.politics. -lt was comparatively easier for
l'" Candhiji to take what was a strictly mor-

i,. al path in his perception (even if, at
''i' times, today's scholars, with the hindsight of history dispute his perceptions).

Much more difficult for Rajaji to do so,
J: '' as he did not shun the field of party and

.{:

occasion in his life when he stood more

or less alone. One cannot doubt the

spoils of office to taint them
at least
not at that point of time.
The taint began to show, even about
a decade before independence, when

honesty of his intentions. Gandhiji did
nol Not many people know that the Rajaji formula was approved by Candhiji in
1943, during his epic fast. Eventually,
the various leaders who condemned
Rajaji's stand in 1942, became sudden
votaries of the two-nation theory, when,
with lndependence in sight, Candhiji

i: politicat office, but brought to"bot'h, his the formation of provincial govern- toyed with the idea of Jinnah as the
''' ' sense of karma and dharma. The first ments along developing democratic Prime Minister of a United lndia! This
il,' lesson of his life, is therefore for those patterns,.turned many of the 'pure' into uolte face by other Congress leaders,

1i :who self-righteously proclaim, that they
lki keep out of politics - because it is a
iltr.ai.ty business with which they would
t:. not like to soil their lily-white reputa-

who had sought in 1942, to hound Ra.
book traces the seeds of Partition, even jaji out of the Congress, comes through
as far back as the thirties, when, in his vividly, in the Attenborough classic,
judgement, the failure to accommodate "Gandhi." The faces of the possibie.
l!'.s.tions. Does this then mean that govern- certain powerful Muslims, suggested to contenders for the office visibly fall, and
ll', un." the most important fiei-d of all the whole community that their accept- while Nehru and others say they would
- be abandoned to those lack- ance in free lndia might pose the prob- accept the mantle Gandhiji was offering
i1;!:ii,;_ should
ing both intelliqence and inteqrity? The lem of living in a Hindu State
even if Jinnah, what about the lndian people? lt
is on celluloid, rather than in cold print,
'secular.'
drawn
from
Rajaji's'life,
come
it
went
by
the
nomenclature
fr,:lessons
I'l 'back to us, with a resounding No! lt is Opponents of the Azad thesis discount that motivation becomes clear. Other
to enter politics; to keep per. this explanation. Rajaji's was a novel than Rajaji, whose, stand was made
standards high, and perhaps even point of view. Like Gandhiji
and un- known fop good reasons, rnuch earlier,
that brand of ethical culture like Nehru he was a pious- practising their eagerness to accept the division of
- genius would even man- lndia is clearly visible because they do
rich permeated our political scenario Hindu, whose
least up to lndependence, when men ifest itself in his marvellous translations hanker after "the kingdom, the power
fcir a cause. and there were no of the two great lndian Epics, the and the glory."

seekeis after power. Maulana fuad's

-.'n'.ih" lessons to be drown from Rojoji's life ore thot it is possible to enter politics; to keep'personol
stondords high, ond perhops even spreod thot brond of ethicol culture which permeoted our
of leost up to lndependence, when men fought for o couse, ond there were
ffi;{iotiti"ol scenqrio
no spoils of office to toint them - of leost not of thot point of time,

;;
,i.-.i

i&" 'J ii:h

The Job Not the Chair

Office and honours came to Rajaji
without his seeking them. He had the
honour to be the first lndian GovernorGeneral of India after Mountbatten. He

to be a member of the Nehru
Cabinet. Yet, he did not resist transfer to

was

Calcutta, and eventually

to his home

state of Madras as Chief Minister. ln Calcutta, he probably reckoned that he
could contribute something to soothe

that simmering cauldron of communal

tension. lp every office he held, he
touched nothing he did not adorn.
There has been carping criticism of one
action in his political life: his elevation to

Chief Miriistership through nomination

to the Madras Legislature. lt may

be

said here that there is no written, legal

provision against this. And on every
count, enunciated by the Constitution
for nomination: journalism, social work

and the like, he had a most distinguished record. With Candhi and Tilak,
he was one of the most prolific, articulate and elegant of lndian-writers-inEnglish. Even his translations of the
Epics, like the Prefaces to Shaw's plays,
are laced with brilliant parallels, tracing

appropriate connections with English

and European literature. His acceptance .of the nomination was well de-

it commanded the heights ot
power, through a wide-ranging, i
all-entangling network of permits.
cences and quotas. On the one
individual initiative was smothered.

served and entirely justified.

Parting With Power
The great difference between Rajaji,
and other giants of the freedom struggle
among other things
was the
- was thus
fact -that he lived so long. He
able to see, with sorrow, the great moral
decline of the Congress Party in which
he had grown up with a life-long committment. He also had an excellent rapport with Nehru, who, reportedly wanted
him to be the first President of the Indian Republic. lt must have been a heartwrenching decision to leave the parent
Congress, when he saw it go in a cryp-

the other, the absence of
made for high prices and low quality ih
the private
and worse
the
sector. The-latter answers -to no master
The former must at least face its sharej,'
holders.

The result of his cogitation on t
national situation, resulted in the bii
of the Swatantra Party. This was at tlidill
age when he, like any good Hindu nuf
tured in classical concepts could
ably claim that he could take Sangas.<
Van prastha, having pJiiyeci his part,O
the centre-stage of national polities.
he perceived this to be his dharma,
he did it. Not for him, the peipetual lini:
petJike grasp of aging politicians oh
office of any kind, particularly wheni

to-communist direction, on the one
hand, and into the Augean stables of
corruption, on the other. ln respect of
the first, the drive towards collective
farming, which had caused such a
bloodbath in Russia was a disquieting
pointer for any clear-eyed reader of

came with the perks'that ensuned

contemporary history. (Nehru tended to
see what he wanted to see: the vision,

not the carefully manicured

good lifestyle. lndeed, rnany who served

the freedom movement well enough;i
reaped sufficient rewards later, to make-:.'

reality,

shown to selected visitors to the Soviet
Union such as he). The second arose
from the State assuming a role in which

their earlier involvement seem like

Voltas refrigerator
If you want the best.
All the other refrigerators put together
cannot match the advantages of the Voltas
refrigerator. A 7-year warranty on the
comi.essor . 7006/o insulation-with polyurethane foam. The latest powder painting.
Unbreakable ABS cabinet and doof liners.
Adiustable bottle and cabinet shelves.
Fufly automatic dehosting. And more.
Come, take a look at it. You'll never
,settle for any other refrigerator.
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calculated investment in harvesting the;
benefits of power which free lndia could;

'

<?i

offer.

in the ruling Party.

Once More, Against the Tide
Populism is always easier to sell than
pragmatism
Predictably, the Party
- one of the rich, for the
was dubbed as
rich, and by the rich. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Far from wanting
de-control, the lndian industrialist was
happy with his sheltered seller's market.
It was chiefly the consumer who suffered in this situation, though it would
seem that the Party never really succeeded in putting across the idea that
free enterprise is not free-booting, but
free competition, which would make a
buyer's market of a seller's one. lndeed,
it was the rural masses which better
understood the message that Rajaji's
Party had to propagate. Most seats won
by the Swatantra Partlr were in rural,
rather than urban areas.

A Successful But Short Lived Experiment
Despite the bad public image sought
to be pinned on it, Rajaji's Swatantra
Party was the only qualitatively different
Party of its time, offering a polarised,
secular, pragmatic ideology, against the
right-wing religiosity of the Jana Sangh
and all the other pink-red hues of other

Parties

on the lndian political scene..

,
..

i,

.;

wealth and status, have something to

give
rather than to get Today's
or beggar-onJohnny-come-lately,
get
is
to
as much as he
horseback
out
i.".,
f,,, can - as soon as hJcan. lndeed, when
' the present Prime Minister took over,
there was hope that by inducting suc,
professionals without a murky
':' cessful
'::
political background, he would eliminate the power-broking mafia which had
grown up under his mother's rule. The
"clean" young men have belied any

.;.
':

hopes of a change in political culture,
while every discredited politician is back

life:

',',t-i
)t

To do the thing gou belierc

is rtght

notjust ftam hop of hanr-:n
drad of heII, or human thanks;

-

demands

lik lircd bg ltghts,

tuilh which few common people

choose to dueL.

For its ousn se.ke
the proper thing to do

uish or eoen hope subconscious
tlwe will fu
s€,me recompeng, to gou
Nt ttat indeed is true moraliQ,

bates in the House, on issues of finance,
foreign affairs, and human rights.

concemed

sans

that

tninfluencel bg fawur or bg far;
uith action notutith reumtd
A nul-state achieued bg fqo mert.here,
traracending us
as theg rise up to

Gd-

Irb. bucna lobo Pnbhu ls A$odatc Edftor of

Instght

:

and was badly beaten.

Sunset
Though the Parly he built uP from a

joyed wide popular support. lt is an dream to a reality, was all but destroyed,
irony, that the Congress, which criti- Rajaji was not. His fertile mind concized the Swatantra Party as one of tinued a lively battle against the Ravaprinces; which broke solemn con- nas of lndian politics. Like Dean Swift
venants made to the princes during the his weekly articles in Surar4lga must
takeover of 'their States, now openly have been a constant goad to the ruling
courts erstwhile rulers, and has brought party.
back the practice of addressing them
It is a consolation that he lived to a
with their old prefixes! More significantgreat
age, with all his senses intact Unly, former rulers bore their status with
like
almost
every other politician begingrace. Nothing matches the arrogance
of today's ruling princes
ministels ning with Nehru, he was, (again like
who live .Gandhi), the only one who never used
and members of parliamentmore ostentatiously than the princes of his name and position to advance his
old, but without the natural dignity immediate family. Some of them did
well. Others dre unknown.
which comes from tradition.
There was no double-thinh or douNor do most people realise, that British democracy succeeded so well, and ble-speak about him. He lived modestly,
is still relatively clean, because it fea- but riot poorly, making no distinction
tured the phenomenon of the gentle- between his public life and private perman in politics. Those who already have

poem further elucidating that approach *'

to

The Party did well, in 1962, and exceptionally well in 1967, when it was the
leading Opposition Parly in ParliamenL
Its highly literate and erudite members
made lasting contributions to Ure de-

Rajaji's heart must have broken
again, when, in the so-called "Grand
Alliance" of 7971, the Swatantra Party
It is correct that the Party did have, joined
with other opposition parties,
what would today be called "feudal ele-

ments". However, such people came in
on a popular franchise, with majorities
which appeared to indicate thatthey en-

On that note: Rajaji's owri contept dF
dtarma, I would like to end, with my.

sona. Minoo Masani, J.M. Lobo Prabhu,

H.M. Patel
remain among the'few
- of his legacy today, havliving survivors
ing kept faith with some sense of ideal-

ism in public life.
[n an interesting conversation with
Monica Felton, his inforrnal biographer,
Rajaji once mentioned that the Christian concept of heaven and hell as a reward or punishment for good action,
was closely allied with the Hindu concept of karrna. But he said there was a
higher morality in the Bhagauad Gita,

which propogated the theory "Action
and not the fruit thereof."

On Restrlcting the Inter{ercnce
of Govemment
The third and most cogent rearcn for
resfiicting the interference of giovemment is
the great wil of adding unnecessarily to its
powir. Every function superadded to those
already exercised by the govemment causes
its influence orer hopes and fears to be more
widely difused, and converts, more and more,
the actfue and ambitious Part of the public into

hanoers-on of the qo/emment lf the roads'
*re iaihvays, the baiks, the insurance offices,
the great joint-stock companies, the universi-

ties, and the public charities, were all of them
branches of tire govemmeng if in addition, the

municipal corPoiation and local boards, with
all that now devolves on them, became
deoartrnents of the central administration; if

thi

employees of all these different enterPrises

werc appointed and paid by thegovemmen!
and looied to the gwemment for arery rise lr
life; not all the freedom of the press an9 Po.Pl
ulai constitution of the legislaturewould make
counuy hee othervlse than in

Hf.t "nto*"r

On lJberlg, J' S' Mlll
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The Suit Against Stalin
become engoged in trying to discover the huge number of Stolin's victims
orrested, shot, storved to deoth, bonished to the North ond Eost broken by
- thoseondmillions
tortures
buried in unmorked moss groves- hod thot mocobre doto been published. But no
otficiol stotistics hove yet been published ond I suspect these stotistics never existed. In the
meontime, every time I lecture on Slolinism, I receive lots of notes from the oudience oll osking
the some question: "How mony people were victimized?" So I hove to moke of leost some rough
colculotions. My figures ore less thon Western estimotes, becouse I would hote to exoggerote
things. Still my own results moke me shiver every time of the scole of repressions ond victims.
I would never hove

The Beginning

The first wave of mass repressions
came as early as 1927-1928, after Stalin's triumph over the united "leftist"
opposition. Tens of thousands of Trotskyites and Zinovievites were exiled to remote areas in the country, Iocked up in
political "isolation wards," expelled
from the Party and fired from their jobs.
Nearly all returned to their professional
lives in 1930-1933, after the humiliating

viks and Socialist Revolutionaries who
had been threatened with exile before.
These victims of Stalinism numbered in
the tens of thousands.
Repressions in the late 20s involved
tens of thousands of oppositioners. The
"wreckers", Working Peasants Pa.ty

(WPP) members, "bourgeois national-

ists" and later NEP-men who
arrested

were

most of whom died in pris-

numbered

in the hundreds of

procedure of "repentance" and "taking thousands. OnV several thousands
the oath of allegiance to Stalin". ln a members of these "alien" sections
and
year's time the same road was travelled
classes managed to get out of prison in
"rightist
by tens of thousands of
de- Stalin's time.
Several thousands surviationists". ln 1936-1937 allthose peo- vived those hard years
to be freed from
ple were re-arrested, never again to re- the
camps in 1956-1957. They spent
turn to their families. Most of them were between 25 to
30 years in prison or
former oppositioners (or even students exile.
and Komsomols who had supported
them in the 20s). They were shot on a How Many Kulaks were Disp.ossessed?
special secret order in 1938-1939. Not
The sweeping forced collectivization
more than several hundred prisoners in lasted almost four years (1929-1932).
this category lived to see the 1954- This was an unprecedentedly broad
1957 rehabilitation.
repressive campaign to dispossess the
It was at the height of the struggle kulaks (well-to-do-farmers). lt was totalagainst Trotskyites and Zinovievites that ly unlike the 1918-1920 anti-kulak acStalinists launched fresh political cam- tions. Then it was "surplus" land and
paigns and repressions on a mass implements that were taken away from
scale. Persecutions of "bourgeois well-to-do peasants, now thqir farms
nationalists" were started in various Un- were seized in toto, and they and their
ion and Autonomous Republics. ln the families were shipped to rsnote areas.
wake of the widely reported "Shakhty in the country's north and east to settle
affair" (1930), the campaign of political forever in jerry-built "special settlerepressions against "wreckers" (a name ments".

used for "bourgeois specialists" and
technological experts from prerevolutionary times) gathered momen-

Official statistics of the early 30s
clearly understated the number of those
dispossessed. Addressing the 1933

I all the January Plenary Meeting of the Party
prisons and "isolation wards" were filled Central Committee, Stalin quoted the
to overflowing with technicians and pro- suspiciously precise figure of 240,000
fessionals, plus the remaining Menshe- families shipped from the areas of
tum. Between 1930 and I93

sweeping collectivization. Works on the
Party history in the 60s mention
330,000 dispossessed families. These
two figures, however, raise many questions.
Firstly, we do not know the average
size of the dispossessed families. Well-

to-do peasant families in 1930-1932
rarely had less than 5 or 6 members.
Assuming that the average family had 8
members, 240,000 families means 2.72.8 million people. But according to the
1927-1928 statistics, we had more than
one million "kulak" families. And there
is no evidence.that even a tiny fraction

of

them .was allowed

to stay

put.

Moreover, according to figures of the
1930s and figures quoted much later,
in many areas many not-so-well-to-do
peasants were also evicted. ln some
areas they were more numerous than
the kulaks. lt is also known that even the
poorest peasants who opposed collective farms and the methods of collectivization were deported from many
areas around the country. Nobody is
sure of their number. Also exiled were

rural clergy and monks, small retail
traders, blacksmiths and people generally {isapproved of. Whole villages were
exihd. ln the Kuban area, for example,
an entire 16 villages, including members of the collective farms and small
individual holders, were packed off.

Similar things happened in Byelorussia.
The next ghastly episode caused by
Stalin's policy was the 1933 famine.
Again no statistics are available. Hardest

hit was the southern Ukaine.

Less

affected were the Northern Caucasus,
the Volga area, Kazakhstan and Soviet

:i:

'Central Asia. Different researchers
quote different figures
between 4

- guess is that
and 10 million people. My
(till
precise figures
more
we can accept
are available) that 6 million people died
during the famine.

I

i4

December l, 1934: A new Reference
Point
1934 may be the only year that saw
no major mass repressions, though
people were arrested and groups of

"counter-revolutionaries" were exposed. But the tail end of this calm year
L.
: _ after Kirov's assassination
.. brought more arrests of "ZinoveMtes"
. followed by large scale exiles from Mosfi;'i cow, Leningrad and other cities with
"alien" elements. The exiled included
l,. familieg of former "aristocrats" (most of
l* the former gentry in fact), as well as

r','' mdhy former merchants and capitalists

ir - roughly one million people all told.
':i' ',Thus,
even before the frightening year

:' ' of 1937 described by many as the start
of the "Great Terror", Stalinists victimized, according to a rough estimate,
at least 17-18 million people, at least 10
million of whom either died or were
murdered.
ln my estimate, between 5 and 7 million people were repressed in 19371939. Nearly one million Party members and one million former members
were purged between the late 1920s
and the mid-1930s, The remaining 3-5
million people were non-Party people
from all walks of life. Most of those
anested in 1937-1938 were put in the
"corrective l'abour" camps that peppered the country. Considerabld num-

(

(.
;

:.,

bers of those who came from the top
party and government echelons were

shot soon after arrest or after investigat{ r' tion on trumped-up charges. Death
*x.
sentences were recorded at one time. I
L

800,000
used to think 700,000
- But manyofit
these people were shot.
appears were shot on secret orders in
the camps, so a more realistic figure
would be one million.
The scale of repressions diminished
in tS:S-1940.-Mbre accurately, their
nature and geography changed. There

fi.:

$'l

i."',

F-

were mass arrests in the Western
Ukaine and in Byelorussia. Their aim

5-' wur to "withdraw" elements of

:'
'

.
:t*"

the
"alien class". The remnants of the Pol-

ish army were interned. Polish families
who lived permanently in the Western

Ukaine and Western Byelorussia were
to Siberia. ln 1940 arrests started
"*ilua

in the Baltic states,

Bessarabia and
northern Bukovina. The total number of
people arrested and deported could be
around two million.

railroads was the only way

to

save

themselves and their children from
dlng of hunger. Of course, not all of
these people were represented. lf they
been, it would. have been impossi' The war did not stop the Nl{/D's rep- had
ble to restore normal life and economic
ressive policy. ln 1941 the entire activity in the count4r's western areas.
population of the Autonomous Repub- But practically all those who happened
lic of the Volga Germans were deported to live in the occupied areas had their
to the country's easl Most of the depor- rights curtailed. Many were sent to the
tees ended up in "special settlements", camps where the number of inmates
but many were sent to the camps to thinned because of the high death rate
swell their work forces. The point is that during the war.
the start of the war took a toll on the
I'm at a loss to quote any figures
food supply to the camps while their
here. I can only quote the roughest
inmates had to work harder and longer
hypothetical one of 2-3 million people.
hours. That

accounted

for the

in-

creased death rates.

ln

1942-1943 the Nl{/D's activities

were geared to war needs. Rather than
decreasing, its staff increased. By the
end of 1943 and throughout 1944 the
NlflD returned increasingly to its old
practices. On the decision of the State
Defence Committee, the Kalmyks,
Chechens, lngushes, the Crimean Tartars, Karachays and several smaller
ethnic populations, including some
Greeks and Kurds. were deported to the

easl The total number of

deportees

from the Crimea, the Volga area and the
Northern Caucasus approached three

million. According to some estimates,
at least one million children, old people
and women died of the rigours of deportation in the first years of life in the
new areas.

The Nl{/D took over the enormous

.job of screening people in the recently
liberated Soviet territories. As is known,
more than 60 million Soviet people

lived in regions occupied by the Ger-

mans. A consideirable number of people in the Ulaaine, Byelorussia, Moldavia and the Baltic 'Republics lived at
least three years under the occupation.
So as not to die of hunger, these people
had to work on collective farms, in fiictories and on railways, to run schools
for their children. ln the vocabulary of
Stalin and the Nl{ty'D, they "collaborated with the occupation forceS". Undoubtedly, all those who served in the
Germans' punitive squads, in the police
in General Vlasov's army in the Goebbels press and some other institutions

deserved punishmenl There were

many such people and they were severely punished. We won't list them
among the victims of Stalinism. But
there were many people for whom work
at factories, collective farms or on the

lf one also considers those repressed in
1945-1946, the figure can be increased

to 5 million. The victory in the war
brought release for surviving inmates of
the camps for Soviet POWs and for mil-

lions of those who had lived in the
occupied areas or been deported to
work in Germany. All theSe people had
to go through temporary "screening"
camps. Many never made it home.
Manywere shipped to the camps on the
Kolyma, to Kazakhstan, and Norilsk
Some had been heroic defenders of the
Brest Fortress, of Sevastopol, Odessa,
Stalingrad and Moscow.

Thus the total number of victims of
Stalinism in 1941-1946 can be put at

l0

million.
Grim statistics. But they should be
known.

least

Roy l[edvedev, a Sovlet historian, was rccent[t
the
Congress of People's DePuties.

elected to the revamped Soviet Parliament

-
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STALIN'S MEDIOCRITY
The personality of Stalin and his eareer

are different. lt is not Stalin who created

the machine. The machine

created
Stalin. But a machine, Iike a pianola, cannot replace human creative Power.

Bureaucracy as bureaucracy is impregnated through and througtf with the spirit

of mediocrity. Stalin is the most
standing mediocrity

of the

out-

Soviet

bure6ucracy. His strength lies in the fact

that he expresses the instinct of selfpreservation of the ruling caste more

firmly, more decisively, and more pitilessly than anyone else.

Freedom

PERESTROIKA FOR INDIA

Kanchan

When even Soviet Russia and China

have embarked

on a programme of

radically re-structuring their economies,
must lndia remain chained to stagnant,
ineffective systems that retard our Prog-

ress and stunt the growth

of

our

s t#

people? Cannot we too allow the winds

of change to blow in and benefit from
the new breeze of thinking and action?
We need this not because our neigh-

Gll

bours are changing direction, but

because of an urgent need tor reform

that cries out for adoption. The incidence of poverty, corruption, an
inefficient educational system, unemployment, inflation, urban blight and the
growing harrassment and helplessness
of the common man are all too glaring
and call for immediate solutions.

Initially, lndia's planning took its
inspira$ons from the Soviet model and
still continues to be so. As a result, we

remain the most regulated economy
outside the communist world. The
message of Perestroika therefore has
greater relevance to us than to any other country in the non-communist world.

seminar in Bombay,
organised by the Project for Economic
Education, Bombay and the Friedrich
Naumann Stiftung of Bonn applied its
mind to the question of a 'Perestroika
Recently,

1...

a

for lndia.'

{

;.

3*.i

4l::.-.
l r.*
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that could stretch for years! Or not protesting out of fear of consequences. or
having to ignore one's rights knowing
the futility and delay that recourse to law
entails!

Uttle Progress in Four Decades
42 years of independence still sees
210 million of our people below the
poverty line. Yet, we have pretensions to
a military 'super-power'!
64% of our people are illiterate and over

bigness as

30 million unemployed (that too, only

those listed on

employment
exchanges). As for medical aid, there
are just 85 hospital beds and 45 registered doctors available per lakh of
population. And still the government

spends crores

of public money

on

'functions' often unriecessary and 'pro-

Participants at the seminar included
eminent ec6nonrists, including a mem-

grammes' that are unable to bring
about the desired change or develop-

industrialisls, lawyers, educationists,

of control, implementation,

ber of the Planning Commission,

!-'r,
H":

,

journalists, administrators, men in management, social workers and activists.
When I see a wounded man on the
road, I deliberately turn away, drowning
my conscience under 'rationality'. Why?
Not because I'm inhuman but because
I am afraid of the harassment it involves
in having to deal with the police, hospitals and the law courts! So, what
happens? Self-preservation prevails and

the moral fibre further disintegrates! ln
a larger context, the same is true of oth-

ment. Unfortunately for us; our systems
and
accountability have got in the way and
so, the lofty ideals often remain only on
paPer.

Where have we gone wrong? Why
has such widespread inefficiency and
corruption permeated every pore of our
system? And why do we continue to
helplessly compromise with the situation, even while desperately aware, that
something must be done?
Need for Pragmatism not Rhetoric

er aspects

whether it is dellberately
- or an officer to get work
bribing a clerk

Perestroika means a clear shift
towards pragmatism and action and

done, or by-passing anticiPated trouble

away from ideological rhetoric. lt means
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a realistic and honest appraisai of

,::

.:,
our,

situation, our policies, and systems drld,:
taking honest steps to stem the rot that',,
has set in; and refashioning our tools

toi

promote efficiency even while ensuring;
that changes introduced in the system
are evaluated not only on economic=)
grounds, but also from the sociocultural criteria because social justiie
and individual dignity is what cMlized
democratic society is all about.
The seminar, stressed the need to
create a consensus on priorities and
evolve a clear policy framework. lt was
agreed that if social justice and the
greatest good of the greatest number iS
our goal, we need to move away from

the regime of controls and excessiv.€
state intervention. For, there is
hope for re-construction so long as
Neta-Bdbu R4y continues.
Management of the Economy

For Perestroika to be a success,i
re-structuring must first begin in
economic field. lt is time to change oui
policies on government
the public sector, defence
(at the cost of development),
etc.

Another important priority is to makei

a massive effort for universal literacy;:
and the creation of a political constitU.'"!Fr
ency. This means radically acceleratihg'iff
and reforming the educaiional systeri- f18
and institutions, because it is theg that
play an important role in moulding our
il::&:

alllanguages in schools, colleges, offic-,

r'i

quality of people that determines the
; i quality and progress of a country.
Dharma
1' Need
' Wefor
must return to our lndian roots
I'

es, social and cultural organizations,
associations, voluntary groups and
gatherings. The need for Perestroika

not by a rigid adherence to tradition,: -al beliefs and customs, many of which

;,,

bring about any real transformation. lt is
only when the problems, difficulties and
realities are constantly discussed openly, that public awareness and opinion is

are obsolete and only perpetuate social

;,' evils, but the true essense of our spiritul:'al, religious and cultural heritage that
..' has nourished India for 5000 years.

:i:'

'
ii
{.
i.':
'
;:
'
!.

.,

'
..
i
..
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Mr. Viren Shah's paper

on

'Perestroika for India' was a brief but
comprehensive analysis of the lndian
situation, lt brought into focus the many
areas that we need to look at. ln additjon to the economy, there is need to
review our electoral laws, foreign policy,

of the electronic media,
accountablity of the civil services, family
autonomy

planning and unemployment to mention a few.
One feh that the time given to each

areas.

lt is necessary for us to make
ffiy'etailed studies of each aspect of our
f institutions and systems within each
;lr sPecific field. One hopes that the good
i work started by this seminar, gathers
p;-..po4entum and future seminars will
::' have more detailed discussions of just

to your lilcndr

to their

rcnd thcm

public
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acceptance.

reality be carved,
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witrl nry
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if one does not

dream...?

The seminar is a small but significant step in this direction. One hopes
the Project for Economic Education will
continue to hold more such seminars
involving different sections of society.
But would it consider allowing attendance of small groups of the public, so
that they too can benefit from the many
ideas suggested by the eminent speak-

*
I\Iil€

ers? A framework for allowing public
participation could be drawn up so as
not to interfere with the formal proceedings of the seminar. This is important
because the seminar faced the question

of how the various suggestions thrown
up during the discussions could get
public or mass supporl To begin with,
a small public presence seems to me to
be a good way.

*

The larger hope of course lies in
groups and individuals committed to
Perestroika actively helping to make it a
reality. A reality emerging from what
some people might describe as an utopian dream of an lndia without poverty
and strife; an lndia rid of corruption; and
an lndia standing on the stong foundations of peace and prosperity.

.

Nffi

*
Yd. Narc

lmpossible?
No. Not when the people will it, want

it, work for it.

Pin

i. one or two topics of the subject

llrs.

selected.

Kanchen Aneja

is a

freelance journalist

i

But what I feel imperative is that we
*- should hold public debates at each level
everywhere, not only in English but in
-

,j':fu

ip++i..,?r#,

of

Frccdom Flrrt
wlth your compllmcnts

This calls for a parg that believes in
Perestroika not in the Soviet sense, bul
in every way relevant to the lndian ethos
and contexl It also calls for dedicated
people to come forward, take up and
shoulder the task of Perestroika. If this
sounds idealistic it rs. But how else can

humanity.

speaker and to the panel for discussion,
f. . was too short to deal with such a wide
rri spectrum of topics. Even when the dis;1. cussions were confined to the economy
ii-.there was not adequate time to discuss
issues in depth, whether it was the pub* lic sector, deficit financing and inflation,
: planning and excessive controls or the
!. gonsumer rights movement in the rural

r
i-

answers and lead

purpose and the external values of
Dharma whereby we view life not from
a merely materialistic point of view, but
come to realize the oneness of all

ideas thrown up by the participants.

FAVOUR

created, which will throw up solutions,

Hence, there is need to inject a moral

A Useful Seminar
The seminar on Perestroika was a
heartening effort in this direction.
Because it not only created awareness
;r:' of the dire need fOr reforms, but also
r;' y'iscussed ways to make them possible
and effective. I had the privilege to be
. present there and listen to the many

DOA

must engage the attention of every sec-

tion of our people to really be able to

i-

t€ icllding

....,--"*i

^:.

A stunning range
in ceiling, table,
pedestal and
wall-bracket fans.
Tb suit any ilecor

OFIIENTFFINS
A liferime of refreshing air

$P and

the Sarvodaya Movement

it:

.,t1.

Aloo Dalal

ln Jayaprakash Narayan's Prison Diarg, there is an entry for September 6,
';]975, where reflecting on the Bihar
,movement, he wonders whether it had
,.not after all been a mistake because of
ii.s involvement with political parties.

the initiator was JP. The Bhoodan and
Gramdan campaigns were running into

This and many other issues conceming
the Saruodaga movement are articula, ted, analysed and discussed by Geof'frey Ostergaard a sensitive British

of atmosphere, a want of workers and a
want of finance. The Sarva Seva Sangh,

a

morass and doubts began to be
the wisdom of this
strategy. The movement, moreover,
suffered from a triple malady:- a want

expressed about

'

.,scholar who has given a detailed ac.Count of the Gandhian movement in

-lndia after Gandhi*

non-violent revolution
.i To Gandhi,
'seizure'
programme
itVas not a
:

of po-

of

Wer but of transformation of. relationships ending in a peaceful transfer of
power. Gandhiwas a social and political
revolutionary and advocated what JP

was

to later call Total

Revolution'

Although his approach-inchided both
'cMl resistance' and'constructive work',

his cast of mind was basically revolutionary and anticipated the need for cMl
resistance even beyond the attainment
of political independence. Ostergaard

deals with the developrrent

of

The Soryodoya movement

the organ of the Movement,'therefore
passed a cautious resolutioD sanctioning the use of Satgagjraha to
redress people's grievances, remove
injustices and secure the imiilementa-

otter '1980 oppeors to be
entering o post
JP phose
which is more revolutionory
thon reformist. The belief
now is thot no government
of whichever porty is
copoble of bringing obout
o fundomentol chonge,
ond the collto the people is
to proctise Loksworaj herc
ond now by toking into their
own honds the
monogement of their locol

tion of land reforms. Howeveq when the
practical opportunities for land' grabbing came, the Sanrodagites differed
and there was a dMsion of opinion. Two
discemible groups, one looking to JP
was pressing for a militant strategy and

the other to Vinoba, calling only for
re-dedicated effort but no change of
strategy.

Movement Politicised
While JP continued to take a keen
interest in political affairs, commenting
and offering advice from a non-partisan

otfoirs

the

standpoint Vinoba seemed to have
retired into quietitude. However, things

move-ment after Gandhi's death, espe-

cially from 1969 to 1982.
Although the author claims that the
book is not a 'rounded history' of the
&ruodaga movemen! its orientation is
chronological and narrative rather than
theoretical or analytical. lt is this narra'tive treatment which gives the central
ltharacters a certain roundedness,
Which makes them real,life-like person'dlities. Ostergaard himself justifies the
attempt on other grounds. ln the first
:place other studies have discussed JP
:as a social and political thinker but have
'not delineated his historical role in the
Saruodaya movement, for.JP's thought
*e.vplved

not gnV hom his own search

tor truth but was also influenced by his
.Siintodall a colleagues.
The Power of Nbn-violence
ii-'secondfy, non-violent revolution is a

;iiovel and challenging concept but is

frequently dismissed as absurd or
impossible mainly by those who lack
informed knowledge and understanding of the movemenl Moreover, as
Margaret Chatterjee observes in her
book, Candhi's Religious Thought, in
pre-independence days, Satgagraha
was looked upon by many in the West
as a kind of political blackmail. But, a
generation familiar with Martin Luther
King, the politically involved clergy of
l-atin America and the catastrophic
effects of violence
assassinations,,
- and terrorism
the taking of hostages
against innocent victims

position

to

is in a better

appreciate- the work of

Gandhi. The mighty weaponry of powerful states has not been able to control
or neutralise non-violence.
Dealing with the period, 1969- 1973,
Ostergaard describes how the

now began to move very fast in a direc-

tion that was distinctively authoritarian
and it was inevitable that JP would raise
his voice publicily against the excessive

centralization of power. The politicisation of the movement was well under
way and soon JP was asked to take the
lead in uniting the opposition parties.
It was necessary to adopt on a large
scale, negative Satgagraha as was
used by Gandhi during the British Raj;
students and youth were to be the main
source of recruitment of the revolution-

ary cadre; to secure the support of
concemed but politically uninvofued cit-

izens, particularly middle class intellectuals, attempts had to be made to
solve the other problems affecting the
masses eg. rising pgices, unemployment, corruption and land reforms. The
movement could not be confined to villages but also had to advance to towns
and cities; to take a more active interest

lN INDIA by Saruodaga movement ran into several
J.P. Amrit Kosh, difficulties. A strategy debate took in parly politics and apply more resoSe*agram, Gandhi Peace Foundation. New place, the outcome of which was the lutely Gandhi's Lok
Sevak Sangh idea
Dtlhl. Sllvcr Jubllee Publication: I 985; pp. 4l 9;
adoption of a revised strategy of which of guiding political power, the moveRs. 150
NON-VIOLENT REVOLUTION

.Gcofircy Ostergaard:
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ment had to be more activity invotved in
elections in a non-partisan manner and

even promote "people's candidates".
lnevitably many things followed
JP's
assumption of the leadership of the stu-

-

dent's agitation in Bihar down to the
declaration of the Emergency in 1975.
Students' AgitaHons

The student agitation

(Gujarat,

January, 1974) followed by the Bihar
one in March 1974, found JP and some

an all-lndia movement. However, as the
movement spilled over into other states,
the opposition parties assumed a larger
role in it. But, withinSaruodaga circles
it was felt that the Bihar movement was

Ta{ng a mockery.of the Sanndaya

ideology and was ignoring non-violenie
and self-restraint
Was JP Doing the Rtght Thing?
JP's march to Parliament along with
the leaders of four opposition parties on

of his Saruodaga colleagues psycho- April 6, 1975, to present a Charter of

logically and intellectually prepared to
welcome such agitations
- the hope
being that here was an opportunity
to

Demands was an impressive demon-

stration, disciplined and orderly, thanks

mainly to the co-operation of the Jan
transform them into a mass movement Sangh. JP himself compared it to
for non-violent total revolution.
Gandhiji's Salt March of 1930. people
Beginning as a student movement, everywhere pledged themsekes to
what we witness is the steady march of Total Revolution which would create a
JP's student forces gradually veering new order of society, economic equalitowards violence
happened with ty, ge4uine democracy and respect for
-as Legislators. He moral values.
the Cherao of Bihar
planned and personalty took charge of
Despite her position of entrenched
a peaceful march in Patna which was power, Mrs. Gandhihad misjudged the
dignified and reminiscent of Gandhian JP movement Conbary to her charge,
Satgagraha. Though JP insisted on JP was not a fascist, who, in his old age,
non-violence, the outbreak into vio- had developed an insatiable appetite for

lence became inevitable as did its

merciless suppression by the forces of
law and order which were to shock a

whole nation (on the issue

of

the

Ghafoor ministry in Bihar).

While Vinoba and his followers
remained isolated from these movements and turned a blind eye to their
suppression, the JP movement tended

to

strengthen opposition

to

the

Congress by creating a climate condu-

cive
liri- -
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to the unity of the opposition

parties. Partyless democracy continued
to be the basic element in JP's thinking
right upto the imposition
the

of

Emergency in 1975, but his stance in
relation to political parties increasingly
became ambiguous.
JP gave his call for Total Revolution
in Bihar on June 5,1974. Within a few
months the agitation. broadened into
an unprecedented novel form. People's
Struggle Committees; attempts to paralyse the state administration, the courts

and other government offices; gheraos
of legislators' houses; no-ta( campaigns; and, in the villages, steps to set
up a system of parallel government
(which would be genuinely a people's

government developed from below
both non-violent and peaceful). All

these were

not known in

post-

independent lndia. Further, if the
revolution was to succeed, it had to be
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power. ln fact JP emerged from the
ordeal with pas.sion, dedication and zeal
which astonished everyone. His grand
strategy now was to fight Mrs. Gandhi

on all fronts and he was not going to
keep awry from o<tremist parties like
the Jan Sangh who took off their caps
and flags and marched behind him.
Also, for the first time, a large number

from their original Saruodaia" 8i
ples. Yet, he admifted ttrlt ii,:

impossible to keep political padies

coming into an open mass
Moreover, the participation of

tion parties was not an unmixed
first result was that it lent strengthit
movement But the more
thing was that the parties
sea-change in the process. This
not ahvays happen, but it did huppei

ll

Bihar.

The politicisatiori bf the mott
did of course represent a threat tii
'Gandhi's govemment, especially
the Allahabad Court.Judgemenl"
was agreement among various
tion parties that they should urrii€
forming one party -dhd campaigfr,
compel Mrs. Gandhilto resign.
On 25th June, 1975, JP
massive rally at thelRadila

Delhi presided ovei,Sy Morarji
The Sanndaga ledd6r spoke

foi

minutes and his piCilominant
was the need for Mrs. Gandhi to
She had been found guilty of telling

and misleading the people on
occasions. He also called upgn,.'ih$
police and the army not to obeyypny,
orders which they might consider illfiJali
or immoral. 'We must be prepared fiot'
to co-operate with the govemment and I
refuse to pay tax". The anest of JPigr
the Emergency were only a few

away.

:

of professionals, doctors, lawyers and

Paradoxes and lnconsistencies
ln this saga of theSaruodaga moVei

an all-lndia phenomenon with a popular
base. JP had been able to provide a

paradoxes. Was

national focus to the prevailing discontent and give it a political direction.
Even when elections to the Gujarat
Assembly were announced, JP's attitude was ambivalent towards political
parties. When he finally accepted Mrs.
Gandhi's challenge of confrontation in

Satgagmha and politicising thb

technicians participated in the Delhi
march. TheJP movement had become

ment in lndia, there are
JP right in

recourse

to

large

scale

ment? What about the overtly

albeit non-violent-methods
rao2 Although JP's ultimate
right till the end was partyless democ
cy, he became the one great symb6-!

alence and vaccillation. He simply

Opposition unity and the father of
):.!
Janata Party.
ln pointing out these inconsis
Ostergaard.does not imply that
wrong and that Vinoba, who

Power."

Devanagri script and cow

the elections, the movement seemed to
be set on the path of winning power.
Yet, in JP's own mind, there was ambiv-

lacked "a mastery of the mechanicr of

Nor did JP's increasing association

with poliUcal parties endear him to

many

of his

colleagues

in

the

fun:daga movement The movement

had already split and with increasing
politicisation did look as though JP and

his supporters departed

substantially

neutral throughoug

rvas

(Vinoba's priorities) were hardly

which could become the focd of ii

lutionary non-violent movemen!.
could not have been sustained
Gandhi's death. But it is also true
Mnoba did allow his name to be
to legitimise the

order

he called 'anushasarta parua'.

I 'Bt *tto"ising the movement

Emergency to be followed by the anti.
climax of the rise and fall of the Janata
regime. And then the young saplings of
the postJP phase tentatively reaching
out towards the 'non-party ahemative.'
Ostergaard confesses-that he per-

JP,

hoped to make it a more suitable instrurevolution. But he
ambiguous
especially
his last
fl'iwas
[r ]ears and was never quite sure whether
he wanted to revolutionise or reform the
;,,existing system. As has been observed,
qlJP acted in two roles; as the leader of a
$Hbvolutionary movement and also as a

fment of non-violent

h

sonally finds

Sliberat democrat fighting for cMt liber:'des seeking to strengthen the o<isting
democratic institutions and trying to
l'promote a viable opposition pirfy. tte
believed that these were not contradict-

to choose
the one or the other.
Would JP's movement after the sucBihar Bandh (October 1974)
its plan to establish people's govat all levels, and his call to the

i:p-ry roles until he had

forces not to obey immoral
have
led to a revolutionary path?
f"orders
F..ilhe author thinks io but points out to
the logic'of having the opposition par,. ties Mthin the movement which made
the entire movemgnt enter the electroal

arena. With the imposition -Janata
of the
Emergency and the later
. regime, the entire people's movement
' collapsed. Whether it was due to the
lnherent weakness of the movernent or
due to the compulsions of authoritarian
'and, later, democratic rule is an open
, guestion.

i'The Sarvodaya Movement Today
The Sanndaga movement after
- 1980 appears to be entering a postJP
;phase which is more revolutionary than
IreformisL The belief now is that no gov$mment of whichever party is capible

Jayaprakash Narayan-

govemmenL Go to the people."
Ostergaard also takes up JP's sug-

i,lleverthless, ambiguity between reform
fdowaras authoritarianism in the gbvemEfuqnt once again underlines the need to

cannot help but observe that the out-

come of non-violent revolution

depends to a great exteht on the per-

of

representative party domocracy cannot give the people JP's clarion-call:
be so easily transfened into a partyless
'Sanpuma lcranti ab nam hai
democracy by grafting on to it "people's Blnui itihas hamara hai'.
candidates." lnstead he suggests that (Our slogan is Total Revolution. The
Vinoba's tactic of boycott of elections is future is ours)
more appropriate for a revolutionary
movemenL
Dr. Aloo Dalal ls thc Hcad of the Dcpartmcnt of

This book is not meant for light
perusal nor is it inspirational. lt is
detailed, and its painstaking scholarship
narrates in ei lucid, informative and
interesting manner the developments in

the Sawodaya movement in the postGandhian era especially between 1969

Scholarshlp, however has not dulled

the edge of sensitivity. Nor does
Ostergaard pretend to be a neutral,

value-hee observer of the &nndaga
Eftfend democratic values and institu- scene in India. His moral and social
ffins and to preserve cMlliberties. Arun commitment, not bias, is clearly disSf6urie writing in the /ndr'an E4press of cemible. What finally emerges is not
ffigust 14, 1987, about the only a fine work of scholarship but a
Siiliamentary Committee on the Bofors work rich in dramatic feeling which is
*Dehl recalling the Mahatma's counsel intensified by a continuous perception
exhorts "if parliament fails us and if we
"atEVorthy to call ourselves a nation, we
ftrpust refuse to uphold the govemment

whether JP's contribution ta$€rwdaga
has been reformist or revolutionary, one

sonal charisma of iti leadership.
"actively intervening in Surveying the national scene ohe feels
elections by setting up people's candi- a sense of dismay that in the country's
dates." He feels the existing system of hour of need, there is none who can
gestion

and the death of Vinoba in 1982. The
Eof bringing about a fundamental notes at the end of the book show the
f,change, and the call to the people is to great variety of primary and secondary
lFpiactise Loksusar4j here and now, by sources consulted by the author
'taking into their own hands the man- besides his own personal interviews
Lagement of their local affairs. with many Saruodaya leaders.
. q4d revolution still remains. Any slide

the concept novel,

challenging and attractive. As a political
scientist he sais he does not agree with
those who describe politics as the art of
the possible. Prising open the limits of
the possible is what politics and much
else in human life should be aboul This
reviewer is inclined to agred.'However,
reality keeps breaking in aird its refrain
is thit we in this couiry ofteh succeed
in making the possible, impi6ssible!
Leaving aside the contrgversy as to

of crises. There are plots and sub-plots,

the main thrusts of the JP movement
altemating with the counterpoint of the
py-"withdrawing co-operation from struggles within the Sarva Seva Sangh,
.it,,!eave the parliament ltself to the building up to the climax of the

Political Sclencc. Wilson Collcgc. Bombry.

a
TOWARDS TOTAL REVOLUTION
"The question is ... how to bring about
a systemic change in society; i.e. how to
bring about what I have called a total rev-

olution : revolution in every sphere and
aspect of society. The question becomes

harder to answer when it ig added that
the total revolution has to bi peacefully

brought about without impairing the
democratic structure of sodiety and

affecting the democratic way of life of the

people. Put in this way, even the most
legalistic and constitutionalist democrat
would agree that all this could never be

accomplished

if the functioning of

democracy were restricted to elections,
legislation, planning and administrative
execution. There must also be people's
direct action. This action would almost
certainly comprise among other forms,
cMl disobedience, peaceful resistance,
non-cooperation
- in shorl, saQagraha
in its widest sense.
Jayaprakash Nanyan ln

Towards

Tobl Rcvoluflon (Vol.4)

Economics for the Common Man
.':'i

Ihe Project for Economic Educotion is o non-politicol, non-portison progromme estoblished with ihe objectMe of enlightening thiii*
lntelligent loymon on economic issues The three booklets reviewed in these poges ore published by them. Priced ol Rs 10 eoel;r'$

these ore ovoiloble from the Projecfs office,3rd floor, Army ond Norry Building, 148, Mohotmo Gqndhi Rood, Bomboy 400 023rffi
Mr, M.S. Dobke, DepuV Secretory lndion Merchonts'Chombec Bomboy, who hos written this review observes: "These three publicd-T
tions moke o welcome beginning in the effort of the Project to educote public opinion ond up-dote them on recent tninking on$
subjects which hove, over the yeors, ocquired connototions thot ore no longer
t :,,i

volid,"

t.l
i'.':

Who Gains by

fr;

Swaminathan

S.

Liberalisation?
Anklesaria

Aiyar

t,.,t

:i

i#

Among the meanings attributed to Aiyar opens his discussion by citing the bepersuaded to see the sumptuogs Ue,|
showing example of two-wheelers. As against nefits accruing to a very large.seAigl -.gt$
a broad mind free from prEludice. By ; 01" out of the then three manufacturers society and, in particular, to the midd.$
corollary, therefore, "Liberalisation' reigning suPreme in the market until and lower middle'classes from qi,,ffi
:iq
means a process that prompts the the early eighties, there are at present mum comPetition. ';ti
ten
mahufacturers.
The
resulr
a
deframers to adopt #;;;;5;;il
-. ^- ,^
period almost melting ...J|"'real question' howevet,-.t::,'[5g
cies, bereft of prejudices. Judgei by cade's waiting
-and
what
have
the
benefits
extent
"cash
carry" situation uni
fiU'"iJi# into a
this criterion, tf,. pr"."Jt
?f..ltb#
"i rather premiums yielding plaie to price reduc- *t::uon really staited no*n.n3^11r".,18fr
tion ought to bring a universal,
ijons. The iv and-the.o-jut", are the th_or-guotes the findings tf^*,tll"H
than a restricted, u"n"ili."rn'tlli ;il
who once esdmated thatfl
"Who
g"-il il Lillr"f"": other instances given Uy' th9 a.uthor. RajJftishna
the question,
industrial unit nu"aH
medium
sized
rt tist
lvurq es
beTengthened
rsrreurlrr!
further.
tion,', ought ro ,ouna'l'riip""'#:;i:''"- iire
'oL coutd

the word-'liberal' are: having or

However, in this country poricies and
::iil:i: fi:t",l.t""rt"?:t$";ffT#
practices are often poles apart' Conse- However, Mr Aiyar has raised a basic ances need hardly be brought to tri€
quently,- good policies are either not issue. He writes, ,;... most businessmen ;;il" of a discernible readei
-..7
carried far enough Ol::::nlt-::::
want timited liberalisation, which e-n- Mr. Aiyar goes on to quote from ahj
implemented in a n"!11:lo.I:11T abtes them to boost sates.and profits
#;i"byMrRajeevm.paniil-.ri;gtr,€#

Thefruitsofsuchpoliciesi:},"-?:,T without

encountering much competi- L-?tuny as seven outstandinglnst:"
tion. But some of th6m fear wholesale Ii""" to iltustrate the fact til'tt";ii
provocationfor.awriterof the.calibreof liberalisation, which can threaten their i"r*rrv
of liberalisati.n n"tl'ri"-rJ'fifi
swaminathan Aiyar to raise this ques- existence". obviously, the,re a.re at least iJii'."-uined only ."
o"o"r.'in"-i;'l
tion'
two broad classes of businessmen: sJt lnorainate delays in commenclnE
Long before Mr Rajiv Candhi acceler- Those who would like to function in a projects of high puUti. utility and coSJ
ated the process of liberalisalon, in professional manner and those who are bu"irun, to tle iune of hundreds of
1985, economic thinkers like the late interested only in fly by night opera- crores of rupees.
,i:*
'
'r:.&
Mr L.K. Jha had stressed the need for it. fions. The latter, naturally have no love
was
argument
plank
their
of
The main
lost for the liberalising piocess. Howev- Mr. Swaminathan concludes by #ii$
ing a neat balance-sheet of the gg!,,ilE
that persisting controls had only helped er, the philosophy of the former
business at the expense of the consum- those who want limited liberalisation ttre Sffi
and losses of liberalisation
- mer far out-weighing the latter.
- Nutfg#
er. However, as long as the Left lobby in deserves a slightly better consideration.
the ruling party called the tune, the Because, is not self-preservation the ly, one is inclined to agree fully with tllE
views of the Jhas were largely ignored. first instinct of the animal world? Even author's premise that there "is both beA strong protagonist of liberalism, Mr. businessmen in this class could, later, nefit and social justice in liberalisation

siderably diluted' That is .possibly

i,r

the

The Public Sector
Gangadhar Gadgil
"The climate of thought and opinion
not only in the communist countries
but also in the Western countries in

ists recognised the necessity of the

state playing a pivotal and active role
in launching and sustaining raPid,
healthy, all round and socially benefifavourhighly
years
was
post-war
the
cial economic develoPment".
able to socialism. Socialist policies
These
lines at once put the reader in
in
were adopted with great fervour
perspective
of the subject which
The
historic
EuroPe.
Britain and Western
models of economic growth de- Prof. Gangadhar Gadgilso ably handles
veloped by leading Western econom- in his essay on the Public Sector. The

Li 'l;1,

assumption underlying the quotatir

that political authority always hail'
the will and the caPacity to

Resolution

of the Govern-

tblligible even to the laymen.
:,, Tracing the continued weaknesses of
5, th" economy such as dependence on

i:, imports of essental commodities
i+ edible oils, capital goods, critical

like
raw
:,;..materials and a widening technical gap

;', between advanced

':'

coun-tries ana

lniia,

Prof. Gadgil points out that the "inadequacies and failure of the public sector
i" have also adversely affected the growth,
efficiency and productivity of the private
,, sector. ' ln effect, what the author brings
out is the fact that the setback resulting
: from our persisting with expanding
thE
il: public sector irrespective of its perform-

':

ii'ance, has affected all sections of
-: economy.

the

il nomist
of the stature of Prof. Gadgil will
r::
; .indulge in generalities. Every time he
L. advances an argument or driws a conI clusion he invariably supports
it with
'iou.ces.

lt would be naive to think that an eco-

:'l'

statistics from offitid

Accounts for the years 1986-g7, the tot-

al

revenue receipts were Rs 50,332
crores. The loss of the 142 public Sector units at the rate of Rs 7,000 crores
that year works out to about 14% of the
revenue receipts. Viewed slightly dif_
fergntly, the total revenue defiiit in the

year 1986-87 was Rs. 7,776 crores. This
means, had these units even balanced
their books, almost the entire deficit for
that year could have been wiped out.

Pointing out that even the indiscriminate promotion of the public Sector
yas. prompted by biased policy, prof.
Gadgil deals elaborately with thjs bias.

He points out that the policy stance

adopted by the rulers towardi the so_
called "rich" when the Seventh Five

Year Plan was almost midway, severely

damaged the economy. It wis
tially an arm.twisting approach """"n"based
on the-simplistic calculation that taking
from the rich to give the poor wouli

achieve egonomic p.ogress. prof. Gad_

ieader useful information:on tt e r"ie"t, , fj'
ly adopted practice by
bv the Govefnment:
Govefnment: ' ,
of India of signing Memorbndurn of i
Understanding 1MOU) with public Sec:
tor units. Such Mehoranda spell out in
great detailthe rights and obligations of
the parties involved. Among the industrial giants who have signe-d these are ...
the Steel Authority of lndia (SAIL), the .-'

Oil and Natural Gas Commiision
(ONGC) and Bharat Heavy Electricals
Limited (BHEL). lt may interest readers ,.;
to know that the number of ,MOUs -i
signed_ has increased- consiy'grably -..
sinc.e Prof. Gadgil's monograph wai
published, which was only.ts be ex.

pected.

This move at least indicates that
there is rethinking at the higjhest policy
level of the extent of promiiience which

the public sector should cohtinue to
have in our economic polily. Besides,
some officials from thg ygiinger generation are also far more..motivated

gil points out that in the,process, the
points out that the estimated loss of the economy (and thereby both
the rich than their predecessors.
142 Central Government manufactur, and the poor) were the losers. As the
Nevertheless, Prof. Gadgil's essay
ing enterprlses in the year 1986-87 was guthor correctly points out
provides
in a concise manner a historic
such
:. placed .at Rs 7,000 crores. ln this con- approach
had already tailed in China perspective on public sector undertaktext, it may be interesting to correlate and lran.
ings. lt is undoubtedly the duty of a mathis
figure with a few budgetary-toparaDespite the inherent limitations of the ture society to draw proper lessons
- meters
that year. According
the monograph, Prof. Gadgil gives
the from the pasl
He

Privatisation: Myths & Realities
D.R. pendse

Privatisation is a topic that is now
'. being
widely discussed in lndia. Apart
i- from intellectual gatherings and

forumq it is also a topic for tafi

and powder-puff
i $eperby
nna yet
*"

ui

"uun
assemblies.

the fact remains that the sub-

i jgct is moreIntalked about than really
I lnderstood. the circumstances, thi

privatisation has served

in developed

countries- These objectives range from
tackling "acute fiscal stringency or a .e_
source crunch'", to reducing political
meddling which is the bane'o} many
state-owned enterprises."
Mr. Pendse's probe into privatisation
in other countries includes a brief discussion on how other countries such as
Malaysia, Japan, Qreat Britain and even
the USSR have benefited by judicious
application of this "versatile iool"

iii€rninent economist Mr. D. R. pendse
provides in a span of less than forty
pages
an interesting and clear analysis
,.
the
concept.
,-9f
,..i Without any disrespect to other wrilessons from the experience
ters and scholars orr privatisation, one of_Drawing
other countries, Mr. pendse points
;g9uld possibly say that it needs a per- outthat (a) there is no ideologicaldMde
ffi4 of l{r. Penase's clarity of mind Lnd in the practice of privatisation and (b)
fe4ge of diction to properly orient an tackling acute budgetary strains has
average-,rcader.into an economic dog_ almost
always been a common trend
lmg of this type..The proof of such cla-r- among the countries resorting to priva+iU lies in Mr Pendse giving the reader as
t:fliany as seven well thought out disting- tisation. The implications of the author's hint are obvious.
. i-tishing features of privatisation.
ln the chapter on 'myths', Mr. pendse
explodes some of the myths propattributes privatisation can be achieved. agated by opponents of privatiCation
o
lvlr. Pendse lists the various objectives with the dexterity of an able Captain

guiding his sguad in a mine-sweeping
opergtion. Among some of these myths

are (a) Privatisation is a sell-oui to
monopolies and (b) Privatisation
weakens the Govemment. Others, such
as that it is a new fad and that it is not

suitable for the service sector is born
out of a generally low teve[ of informa-.
tion assimilation in tris country.
"A word about the suitability of privatisation to the service sector appears
pertinent at this stage. Witti competition

thrown in, services like transport and '.,
communication would register a
marked improvemenl However, *nu, r",:
about the privatisation of serviceS such
as health ind education? Will -the private sector be equally enthusiastic i5.
out them too? The limited o<perience of
this scribe makes him somewhat gceptical about the prospects.
Be that as it may, Mr Pendse has,
through this small but tidy monograph,
filled in an important information
on the precept and practice of privatisation.

RESTROCTqRING

.OF

POBUC

SECTOR IN INDL,A by Vasant Sathe;
Mkas Publishing House hrt Ltd., New
Delhl 1989i pp-xii + 164; Rs. 150

f-;
hFa'

candid book Sathe knowswhythe public sector was given importance, what

the economy' suitr as the

iole it should play, what ails this gargantuan heap of public enterprises, how far

the

these ills can be cured, and so on. Were

anyone reading the book to conclude
that the author was an obscure and disgruntled haclg he could be forgiven
because who would expect that a minister - a Cabinet Minister too - of the

central government and an active
member of the party in power would
write such a book that may be read
almost as a confessional report on his
own failure or helplessness?

I

That the Indian public sector is large
will not be disputed, and we know that

raiNE
banks, insurance and other key are6l

economy.

:,.r,

To be fair to him, he really
that the expansion of the public
was going to usher in a 'welfare
the socialist pattem'. At the Availi
sion of the AICC, he had declared:,
not enough to passr'6,reSolution
law to limit orir thinki5rg to nat
tion of o<isting induStries. We
tncrease

economy of
suited the b
expansion of the

and a
Sector wa6

due to the
propensity to
was the public sdi:!6-flsation of
enterprises. lnstead'iil:allowing the

V

the public sector undertakings have
been growing at an enormous rate. private sector fiimf"tb die a .h'a
Even during the pre-planning period death, they werel absorbed in'
(that is, before 1951), there were some numbers by the Stdte for a v
public sector undertakings, but their reasons. There was,.oephnsion
Active cabinet ministers are not given to writing serious books, but Vasant
Sathe, lndia's Minister for Energy, is an
o<ception. He published, a few years
ago, a volume advocating a social revolution for achieving what he called
economic democracy. Now he has

[-i.
;,:"

:

tt
t.
i6i

:.

,.,

come up with another volume - this
time it is about that big white elephant,
our Public Sector.
I'ftJ.-'-

,

Ereryone knows that'Vasant Sathe is
one of the old dependables. During the
dark days of Madame lndira Qandhi, he

.'
W"'
t*:. /

stood by her, and pairing

&ir'-

wit! Abdul

Rahman Antulay, stoutly defended that

I

redoubtable lady. Sathe has survived

h.

the many subsequent palace revolu-

F.
'I t.

b::'

l!f.+.
l{-.-

'

tions and retains his Mahsabdari intad.
Not that he'is a low-key functionary,
because he has defiriite views on a variety of,. subJects, rangiing- from the
"Presidential Fcrm of Government'l to
the "sexual mores" of modem lndians,

which he is not he3itant to parade
before the public. Though one is not
sure of his influence in tht present Power structure, his views are something

F.

r'

ts''-

hi+:.

that cannot easily be bypassed.
This latest offering by Vasant Sathe
is intended to cover all aspecG of our

public sector, and
Fre.edom

Firsl

it is a remarkabf

number was small and the total investment in them was less than Rs. 30
crores. But now there are more than
220 such undertakings, and the total
investment is around Rs. 60,000 crores.

These are only the

Central

Govemment's public enterprises. The

State govemments have their own pub-

lic sector

undertakings (U3
Govemment companies and 76
Corporatiurs with an investment of Rs.
44,738 crgres), and they too represent
a considerable slice of the economy.

The reasons for the enolrnous
increase in the size of the public sector
are not far to seek There is, first of all,
the perfectly natural growttr in the pub-

lic

provisions

of

private

services

because of natural monopolies, reluc-

during Bank nationalisation, to
easy political victories.

Another widely accepted fact i.s
poor performance of these public
tor undertakings. lf th€re was any
on this score, a quictcreading of S
book will dispel it coiirpletely. The
tion "What does the,nation get
this enormous investment?" evokes
answer "Not much". As Sathe sayq,
net profit after tax for the year 198
represents a retum of 3.3 per cent
...1f we exclude the fortuitous prqfiti
petroleum sector companies.,.
only loss from the remaining

sector units". Not only is the*,'
retum low, "the profitabilittr of '

Government enterprises shows
declining trend". lf the net pront afte4

tance of the private_ sector to enter is considered, Sathe tell3 us that ip1
certain avenues of investment due to enterprises have been running
thd amount of capital required, and the o(cept during 1 981 -82". Actually,
accelerated demand for certain services of the public sector undirtakings'
due to the general increase in prosperi- accumulated losses whichl are'
ty that could be provided only by the o(cess of their equity caPital',
State. While these factors no doubt Although Sathe does not diScuCg
played a part in the expansion of our the StritC-owned public sectoj
public sector, the main reason was takings are equally unprofitab '
Jawaharlal Nehru's Vision of Public
Sector' as Vasant Sathe terms it. crores and many companies.
Whether vision, delusion or megaloma- hopelessly sick that they ulfl
nia, Nchru believed, like Lenin, in make a profit. Thus instead of being thear
eontrcil[ng the 'corvvnanding heights of pace setter and guiding tne econqffi

48
*1,
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.
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development of the country, the public
sector has become a millstone round
lndia's neck absorbing a vast sum of
scarce resources but contributing hardty anything to the long run interests of

the country. Their

non-performance

comes loud and clear when one sees
how little of the capacity created is actu-

ally utilised. We will let Sathe himself
spealc "The poor profitability of most of

these undertakings is largely due to
under-utilisation of capacity, which in

.
*
::
'
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j
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the case of some units was as low as 13
per cent during 1981-82".

But wherefore this

non-

performance? The bnswer is not all that
complex. Our public sector undertakings have everything that should not go
for them. There are indeed some prob-

tems that are common to both p-rivate
and public sectors which could erode

into their profitabilities. For example,
the cost of projects has been going up,
but more particularly in the 1980s compared to those projects set up a decade
earlier. lmported machinery costs a
good deal more now than before.
Japanese, Korean, Swedish and
German capital goods cost 143%,
543%, 150% and 60% more respectively in the 1980s as compared to the
1970s. The deferred credit and the
depreciation of the rupee in terms of
these currencies also have increased
the capital cost of plant and machihery.
Take the case of investment per tonne
of steel. ln the mid-fifties, it was Rs.
1100, in the mid-l970s, it was Rs. 4600

and

it

became Rs. 14000

in the

l. mid-eighties.
l.' The poor performance, then, is not
i:. necessarily due to o<ternally caused
i" factors - although they cannot be
in the
6-; entirely ignored
-, but is inherent
of the public
: structure and operation
. sector undertakings themselves. What
are they? The prime reason for this
':" state of affairs is in Sathe's felicitous
6phrasing, "over-manning or overstaffing, thereby diluting productivity". It

f;'. is not simply the case of a few extra
here or there, but the wholesale
subversion of efficiency. As he says: "ln
the name of social objictives, we made

H- hands

i:'

uneconomic
S the public sector units
'go'
word
very
by
employing
from
the
;.' people
to the tune of ten times more
., - and -saying that this is social objective". This enormous over-employment
:' is as characteristic of the flagship of the
F lndian public sector, i.e. the Steel
i.- lndustry, as it is of others. In the coal

industry, the manpower employed has
gone up from 5 lakhs to 7 lakhs, and
the average earning per worker has
gone up from Rs 100 to more than Rs.
2500 per month. The result of all this
was despite a Rs. 6000 crores investment, the net loss in the coal industry
has crossed Rs. 1000 crores long ago,

but the output of coal has barely
increased from 78 million tonnes
before nationalisation to 90 million
tonnes after.

in

the

lence".

ln

addition

to this pranaDa.

ntantra, Sathe has a four page list of
what should be done to improve the
performance of the public sector, ahd

nobody would question the wisdom
and operatability of these o<cellent sug-

Agreed that there are too many
workers and high wages, but are they
happy to give their best? No, says
Sathe, because while we may have
good engineers at the top, we have a

lackadaisical work force without much

awareness. This in its tum is compounded by mediocre management of
the public enterprises. Sathe is particularly harsh on the management side of
the equation: "the real problem facing
our industry is the problem of management and not so much the machine or
the workman". Poor management
according to him, is reflected in the
poor maintenance of our enormous
industrial edifice which in turn leads to
poor capacity titifisation.
The question naturally arises as to
why our public sector management is
so mediocre and not able to deliver the
goods. Of course Sathe is fair enough
to admit that "We have adopted tough
labour laws to protect labour. Obviously
all this has caused problems in delivering profitability", but he soon brushes
this aside saying that it "is all part of our

development process". Sathe's main
grouse is that there is no accountability
in the public sector, the management of
which is run like the bureaucracy. The
managers of the public sector undertakings are no different from the
Secretary of a Central Government

department who, knowing that "he is
there only for 1 year, will say Yes Sir,
Yes Sir. After this where am I going to?
I have to become a Governor somewhere'. So what am lgoing to get from
him."
The one result of all this mismanagetnent is the high cost of production
of public sector enterprises. Obviously

this cannot develop the economy in any.

significant manner.

and most competitive rates

world".
What, then, can be done about it?
Again Sathe has the answer: "the most
important value concept we should
place before ourselves is that of excel-

'A

moment's

thought" has shown Sathe that "even
the objective of providing maximum
employment would have been served
only by producing infrastructure facilities in maximum quantities at cheaper

gestlons, !f tlese were carried out it
would give the management of the
public sector enterprises "(a) authoriV;

(b) continurty of that authority; (c)
accountability; and (d) participatory
work culture of the entire working force
as a family from top management to
the last" the sweeper".
Excellent,.Mr. Sathe; but may we ask
him: "You have been a minister of the
Govemment of lndia and your party has
been in the saddle since 1946 except

for three years. Why did not

these

reforms take place? fuen't you in some
measure condemning yourselP" The
answer to this question is sprawled over
this hysterically articulate book.
Mr. Vasant Sathb piously quotes

Jawaharlal Nehru: "We must search
into our hearts and be honest to ourselves". Good, but has Mr Sathe or

members of his parly ever done that? lt
is this tamasic uninvolvement that is
responsible for the sorry state of the
economy including its public sector.
One instance will suffice.ln his strategy

for

speedy growth, Sathe says:
and other benefits,
such as, bonus, etc. must be linked
totally to production and productivity'.
"Salaries, wages

But look at what happened to the salaries and wages in the energy sector. lt is
now common knowledge that every
norm of wage fixation was flouted by
public sector
the management

undertakings

of

like the Indian

Oil
Corporation at the behest of the ministers of the Central Government because
of the proximity of elections. How can
the managements of the public sector
undertakings run their enterprises effi-

ciently when the politicians interfere
and interact all the time? Similarly,
despite Mr. Sathe's advocacy of continuity, his Government is notorious for
frequently shifting the chief executives
of public sector enterprises. Recently
Mr. V. Krishnamurthy of the Steel
Authority of lndia Limited (SAIL) had
this to say about the better performance
Freedom
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i"" of 'Ta-ta Sieel relative
to that of SAIL:
"Russi Mody has been there for forty
years, he knows every employee by
name. This is not the case in SAIL,

where the Chairman, Minister and
Secretary change allthe time".
The lack of sincerity and openness
shows in another aspect of our body
politic too that is diiusssed in extenso,
viz. the question of corruption. Talking

THY HAND, GREAT ANARCHT INDIA,
192l-1952; by Nirad C. Chaudhuri
Chatto and Windus, London; distrib-

uted by UBS Publishers' Distributors

Ltd., Bombay; 1987; pp. 929;
375.

Rs.
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Chaudhurithese were indeed to be very.i
educative of new realities.
This leads him to reflect upon the
nature of the lndian nationalist rnov€r
ment which he holds took a wrong turn:
in 1 921 with the undisputed emergence 1i
of Gandhi and populist politics, By this:
period "lndian nationalism had lost all;
its positive contentl' and the only aim i
that mattered seemed to have been to -;

get the British out. lt was

negative,
crude, irrational, xenophobic, and prim-

itive; worse it grew in a cultural void.,
The leaders, unlike those of the earlier,

:

generation knew very little of lndia. They
obtained what little knowledge they had

masses meant resorting to crude meth- ,*
ods like the Khilafat agitation that had.;$
little of lndian interests to recommend it:.'.H
and was lotally
,.!i

medieval

The leadership that gathered arouna;:Q

Gandhi was odremely sanctimonious.fl
and arrogated to itself, all knowledge ..
and had a hauteur all of which he had ,,j
an unique opportunity to study closely"-.
for quite some time. For more than aweek they had descended to the hous€lj

controversies around the famous literLetter

hof. S-AmblraJan, Professor
Economics, Baiu" lnstftute of -magnificent'long
chapter on Tagore
Technology, Madras
recapitulates what the Noble laureate

Sarat Bose who tried his best to lead the:, r,:,
Congress in Calcutta and who patiently ;g
parried the assaults emerges in noble :iE
proportions. The author believes that
not sufficient justice has been done tg

a bizarre evocation of

a

Government that does not and will not
work
Reviewed by:

of

Freedom
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Sarat

of Sarat Bose in 1937. One needs to
read these pages in the original
savour the type of leadership that wel
emerging. The only people who
out among these with grace are Rajeri
Babu and Nehru. The personality of ;7.

F.ir

5*:

This book which is a sequel to the
famous autobiography published decades ago, is perhaps one of the most
important books in recent years written
by any lndian in English and none who
is educated can ignore it. Not to have
read this would be to miss a valuable

perspective of happenings in the subcontinent during the last half a century
written from an eKremely individualized
intellectualized coign of vantage.
when our own life is based on the inherThis is a liberal testament written by
ent corruption of enjoyng a one who unhesitatingly testifies to the
disproportionate share of national very positive advantages of lndia's assowealth". Having thus obliquely ciation with the western world
defended the conspicuous guilty ones, particularly the British. A sedulous stuSathe waxes philosophically eloquent dent of history, he intertwines his own
on the essentially transient phenome- personal and mental development with
non of this life: "This is about the reality happenings in the country and his
that life in this human form itself is a responses to them.
temporary affair although we in our
Simultaneously, this is an account of
small ego, act as if we were immortal." Bengal's literary development, of the
national movement as well as being an
One can never be certain why Mr autobiography. There are unforgettable
Sathe wrote this book. Perhaps in a day accounts of people of Bengali literature
dream he fancied himself as an lndian as varied as MotilalMajumdar, (his own
Gorbachev, and wanted to give his own teacher), Ramananda Chatterjee,
version of perestroika and grlasnost for Bhibuti Bhusan Bandopadhyay (whose
lndia. However, despite all the froth, fire, works have been immortalized by
and sanctimonious postures, the book Satyajit Ray), Sarat Chandra and of the

remains but

F;.

to

contracts, favouritism, the open job,.
bery, the twisting .of rules to favour t
particular individuals,,the skulduggery,
all have a contemporary ring. To thos€
who had their education in politicalvali
ues in an earlier era as did Niradi

talk about corruption these days including the siphoning off of big money into

i.

on the politics of the calcutta
pality and of the Calcutta Congress
the 1930s. For a few brief vears. he u

Bose and was in the very midst of
stuff of politics and of these he writes
with candour and relish. The hunt for,

cating the still higher-ups. So he takes a

l'

to the sceptical Bengali

personal secretary

of the ideals of the Congress party, we
find Sathe quoting Nehru approvingly:
"But the Congress, if it is to perform its
true function effectively and worthily,
must not onty iemain true to its ideals,
but must also maintain high moral
standards of behaviour". One would
have thought that Sathe would be most
concerned about the large scale corruption, kick-backs, black money and
so on. But then, thatwould mean impli-

foreign banks, kick-backs, commissions, middlemen, etc. However, we
close our eyes to the very creation and
accumulation of wealth or capital in the
hands of the few ...(hence) all talk of
corruption is dishonest hypocrisy...those belonging to government service
and private professions, who spend five
to ten times more than those lMng
below the poverty-line, do not have any
moral right to talk about comtption

meanr

gentsia who were not idolaters.
More interesting to the average
er and most perceptive are the
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ary journal The Saturdag

(Sanibarer Chitt/ in the running of
which he had a hand. Other characters
like Amal Home too flit th-fough it. A

r)rj';i1;-'r?i

'lv.;.d+i';'.'

him.
He also details the conflict between
i::Sarat Bose and Gandhi and the backIi'Uiting and wrangles that led to Sarat
i: Bose quitting the Congress; he regards
' Gandhi to be wholly responsibile for

this. The clique that surrounded the
ll Mahatma stoked the embers but the
: Saint himself was authoritarian. "ln
i' nothing else have Western writers gone
:t' more wrong about Gandhi than in over-

looking his insatiable love of power and
implacability in its pursuit. ln this he was
in no way different from Stalin. Only, he
did not have to kill because he could
.. eliminate his opponents equally well be
means of his non-violent Vaishnaua

,

'" method."

Gandhi's role in leading the massesl
''according

'

to Nirad Chaudhuri has been
exaggerated. On a number of occasions he failed totally and he accepted
it The Congress leaders thought that
they led the masses but in fact, the
masses acted only when they wanted to
and the leaders floated with them.

driven out of their home territory by othstronger tribes came into these
provinces. I could see that the memory

age. Starting with the thesis that the
Gandhites forged the formidable
Congress organisation to fight on two
of their dispossession by the stronger distinctly separate fronts
British
- the she
barbarians and of their headlong flight lmperialists and the Socialists

er

before them had done nothing to chasten their savage impulse to disposses
the civilized peoples who were weaker

than they. All these make us wonder
how tenuous are cMc life and cMlized
virtues."
However, readers should not get the

impression that the book is only about
contemporary history as viewed by the
author. lt is simultaneously an account
of his personal and family life, the privations he had to undergo; his ceaseless
pursuit of his interests inspite of these;
and a tenacious hold on his indMduality
and person. He did not permit his diffi-

culties

to come in the way at all of

cultivating the things of the mind and to
pursue a cMlized lMng We surely cannot do better than attempt similarly.
R. Srinivasan.

To a generation that had come of
political age during the Partition of
Bengal in 1905, the question of parti- VALLABHBHAI PATEL: Power and
tion of the country was unthinkable. Organisation in lndian Politics by Rani

The entire historical logic was that of a
if nationalism meant
unified lndia

- thal The British hav'
anything, it meant
ing ruled the land for 200 years failed in
the most elementary of duties, that of
protecting their charges.

Chaudhuri also argues that the
Congress acceptance of partition was
due to the tiredness of the leaders who
had grown weary of the battle and also
' had been softened by the 'comforts and
-fleshpots' of office in the lnterim govemment in Delhi. He cites the instance
'(very little known) of the Sardar ordering the most expensive furniture and
carpets. These were done without tend-

Dhavan Shankardass; Orlent
longman, lJew Delhh 1988; PP.325z
R3.175
There is nothing personalor subjec'

tive about Rani Dhavan's scholarly
treatise, though the book centres
around a dominant personality of the

- of
has marshalled an impressive array
facts and opinions to substantiate her
submissions. Sardar Patel, who played
a key role in building up the structural

and electoral edifice of the Congress
Party for capturing political power was
but a natural subject for any such

stud

and she has exhaustively analysed his
political activities and attitudes.
But her syllogism appears to suffer
on account of two premises of doubtful
validity. The struggle against British
lmperialism was not a triangular contest
the Regime, the Congress and the
-Socialists
and there was no basic

- goals between Gandhites
diversity of
and Socialists about the struggle for
independence. Socialists, very .often
denounced Patel and Gandhi not
because they were anti-poor but
because they were not sufficiently antiBritish. The role of Candhi and Patel
was not to crush the Socialists, but to
curb their exuberance by a sober
appraisal of resources and opportunities. As the author herself has noted at
the beginning, the Sardar was a man of

silence and o<pressed himself only
through acts. lt would be unfair to judge
him against those whose words flowed
copiously and easily.
She has also certified at the end of
her

stud that

he had no personal axe to

Larv-Lathi Compronrise

ers and when exposed flatly denied.
Dispassionately, the author describes
in great detail the looting, the arson, the
; slaughter of innocent people in Delhi
'iwhich he watched helplessly. The gov"'emment was just a mile away and the
police were most ineffective. This was
immediately after August 1947. "l at last
understood a historical situation which
as a student of history I had always tried
to resuscitate imaginatively but had not
succeeded in doing u2. What it felt like
being a Roman citizen in Qaul or some
other province of the Roman EmPire
contiguous to the Germanic fatherland,
when one tribe of Teutonic barbarians

I'ltc

st'p;tr;tti<trt

tt! the.lrtdiciary litrnr

tht' l.x<'crrtivc
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grind. He had a peculiar s$le of functioning in that he would never speak of
tomorrow, not even of today but only
about the moment at hand. Though his
radicalism was circumscribed by hard
practical realities, he was as radical as

anyone else when forced by circumstances. His ruthless uprooting of the
lndian princes was quite contradictory
to the stand he had all along adopted
and which had earned him quite a

mouthful from the Socialists.

His

actions on this front did go far beyond
wildest expectations of the

the

Socialists.
He castigated the Kisan Sabhas for
their impractical approach but tenancy
reforms were initiated by the Congress
governments under his supervision and
with his encouragement as Chairman
Of the Congress Parliamentary Board. lt is
true that the Sardar insisted on weeding
out all groups and the Socialists did suffer on account of his emphasis on strict

discipline particularly for those who

aspired to be someone.in the Congress.
But then, he was attempting to convqrt
a movement into a parly and could not
afford to tolerate any dissent, especially
dissent inspired by egoistic aggrandisement as was the case with Nariman,
Khare and to some extent even Subhas
Bose.
The Sardar poured scorn on the

Socialists

for not being

sufficiently

lndianised, for all their book-talk and
total ignorance of the lndian people and
their problems. He was impatient with
these day-dreamers, but he had no animus against them or their ideology. ln
fact, Yusuf Meherally, Shantilal Shah,

Sampurnanand

and several others

from the Socialist group benefited from
his support at crucial junctures. The
Sardar had no interest in any ideology

and considered all theories as sheer
waste of , time and energy. Both the
Sardar and Gandhi have been accused

of dictatorial, even of fascist behaviour
at times and Rani Dhavan seems at
times inclined to believe in thise charges. But during the period under review,

the authority they exercised was totally
devoid of all the sinews of power. lt was

largely an exercise

in moral

Pressure

and Rani Dhavan Shankardass, at times

has confused the moral asPect of

Authority with the physical ingredients
of Power.
Reviewed by: Mr. Nagindas Sanghavi Retd.
Prof. of Political Science Mithibai College,

Bombay
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CHANGE

OF HEART by

Kishore
Thackedath; Lok Vangmaya Griha Ltd;

Bombay; 1988; Rs.25.

occasional speaking gesture, as

lf you live in Bombay and if you ever
think of such things as college teachers'
morchas, then whether they fill you with
enthusiasm or horror you are certain to
have heard of Kishore Theckedath, lecturer in mathematics and tireless union
activist.

As was to be expected, his

are

poems with a message
they tellyou
about brotherhood and-unity and how

wrong

it is to stand aside from

paper that is both the "Non-Member'
calculations of salary and
and his pocketed conscience. And

the

union and then complacently count up
your personal gains from a hard-won

victory. What might be a surprise
though, especially if you aren't personally acquainted with the poet, js that the
poems don't read at all like a string of
slogans. They are sensitive and likeably

earnest and they work by means of
characters and situations rooted in a

real context you read of the back-

later how you leaned
against the table to breathe,

and on walks
your grip tightened on my shoulder
that I might pause
in your breathlessness.

,
3

;

Unfortunately the vital pattern
breath and smoky air and dissolution is
nearly lost in over explanation. There's
too little of this kind an) vay or at least it
doesn't get enough of a chance, as if all
appeal to imagination and senses were
frivolous indulgence in a society beset
with serious problems. Even phrase
and sentence shapes are kept to a grim
uniformity. Again it's not that one
lilting melodies and dancing daffodilsl
only some kind of inbuilt tension such
as gives power to Brecht's poems fori
example, even in translation.
lnside me contend
Delight at the apple tree in blossom
And horror at the house-painter's

ground of another student met years
later courting arrest and greeted with
the double compliment, "Good to see
you here; you have grown tall", of speeches
Sulvan the hard-drinking, wife-beating
peon who is still a better democrat than

a spineless academic, of kindly
Tukaram the convict-turned-jail-warder.

But only the second
Drives me to my desk.
Without some such device and

out energy of rhythrru

earnestness

Stillthere's something in the tone of easily slips into solemnity, and
the poems that keeps them unfulfilled. even a reader who is full of
This isn't a demand for poetic diction towards poet and themes can't
and figures of speech
the solid taking over and supplying the
- promising
chunks of unionese are
Which is a pity, for English being nb*;
enough:
for better or worse part of the world of
was in the front line
'Jagdish Tawde/son of a to(i.le
of a procession

in a programme of courting arrest
to demonstrate
against the burning of harijans
and gang rape of tribal women
It's the poetic flights that aren't really
very useful; not much is gained for
example by describing the policeman
who knocks at the door late at night
(wearing the old blue uniform with putteed legs) as "the blue street wound
stranger". Everywhere the simpler
touches work best, like "Our cat went
up and perched on the detached beam/
and sunned itself in the poem where
Hindu and ftuslim neighbours wqrk
together to put. right earthquake damage. Then there are the more sustained
metaphors like the scribbled piece of

employee/,..appointed/in a junior col
lege" and even of "our people...
tyrewala,/the vulcanising man"/the tailor", it's good and healthy that thiq;

territory should be won for Indo-

poetry. Only the poetry .itself
acknowledge, confront and
reactions like, for instanca (on
of Jagdish Tawde's experience of
mistrgst and his father's before
"Oh but you have to take
people are like that". And must
form them into the right
force of indignation.
Reviewed by: Ms Elizabeth Reuben *

Lecturer

in English Literature,

Wilscin

College, Bombay
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ThNANMEN SoUARE, BE|J|NG
It seemed os if for o short whlle,
The Chinese Moxists leornt to smile,
As demonstrotors vented steom,
To volce o democrotic dreom,
And soldiers held their fire power too,
On whot the people chose to do.
But oll too soon, the smile went sou[
{nd ln o honifyiAg hour,
The tonks blitzklegred into the squore,

And mowed like gross the people there..,
Though tonks moy shoot dissenters down,
Thelr cry for freedom will not drown,
And from the obys of their poin,
Will rise resurgent, once ogoin.
Louello Lobo Probhu

